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What a joy it was to step onto the campus of Taylor University as President after
being gone for many years. Marylou and I love our alma mater. It's where we met
and where we formed many wonderful friendships that have remained to this day
with board members, faculty and fellow classmates. We are now excited about the
opportunity to do our part in continuing the tradition of Taylor University as a beacon
for the cause of Christ and to make our service to the community a top priority.
We feel privileged to have the opportunity to make new friends with current Upland
and Fort Wayne students, as well as with people throughout the areas surrounding
the University.
Since Taylor University owns a radio network, that seemed the best avenue to make
many new friends.
My long-time friend Char Binkley, former executive director of Taylor University's
WBCL Radio network, knew that I had been the voice of the American Bible Society
radio commentaries. She suggested we begin a daily radio feature here in Indiana,
and she knew that Dr. Dennis E. Hensley, director of the professional writing program
at Taylor University Fort Wayne, was the person needed to develop a theme, format
and material for this new program.
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"Doc" Hensley and several of his writing students wrote a series of one-minute
scripts that presented fresh perspectives on history, education, Christian service,
worship, current events, business, politics, finance and family matters. They drew
material from books I had written, speeches I'd given and discussions we had had.
In addition, we used original material he and some of his students developed by
following world events.
The one-minute broadcasts were titled Fresh Perspectives and began airing on
January 2, 2006, Monday through Friday during the morning, afternoon and
evening.
To the glory of God and to our great joy, the new program was immediately
embraced by listeners. Letters, cards and phone calls brought expressions from
listeners as to the value this one minute program was bringing to their lives.
Requests to obtain copies of the broadcast were constant. Thus, it was decided to
compile the entire first year's scripts into one book that could serve as a year-long
devotional study. We have designed the book so that you can start using it at your
convenience, rather than having to wait until the start of a calendar year.
Besides reading a devotion each day, Monday through Friday, we have also left
space at the end of each week so you can keep a record of your prayer concerns,
jot down opportunities for ministry and record your responses to the devotions you
have read for that week.
For those of you who live in the Midwest and are able to hear Fresh Perspectives each
day, we hope reading these pages will bring back good memories of our broadcasts.
For those of you who live beyond our broadcast range, our desire is to provide you
with words of encouragement, peace and joy as you continue your walk with Christ.
You may also listen online or have Fresh Perspectives delivered to you automatically
each day via podcast by visiting www.taylor.edu/fp.
May your perspectives on life remain fresh each day!

Eugene B. Habecker, PhD, JD
President, Taylor University
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Try to picture in your mind how big a library you would need if you wanted to house
700 million books. It would take ten Yankee Stadiums, wouldn't it? Well, that's how
many copies of the Bible the Gideon Society gave away at no cost during the 20th
century. And, the Gideons are still at it today. You'll find Gideon Bibles in motels,
hotels, college dormitories, hospitals, churches, half-way houses, libraries, military
camps, soup kitchens, drug treatment centers and homeless shelters. The missionary
zeal of the Gideons brings to mind the Apostle Paul's words, "I run toward the goal
so I can win the prize of being called to Heaven." If God has given us the promise
that His Word will never return void, we should be motivated to share the Scriptures
with others. Maybe we'll be the only "Bible" some lost soul may ever encounter.
Even 700 million Bibles cannot reach someone who refuses to open the pages. Your
voice, however, can be heard...so let it!
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In my role as a college president, I'm around teenagers most of my waking hours.
I find the vast majority of them to be goal-oriented, friendly, fun-loving and open
to new discoveries. This isn't always true of adults, however. While visiting various
churches around the country, I've overheard many of our more "senior" saints
complain about the way modern teens dress and talk...about the music they
listen to and the hairstyles they wear. Some older Christians go so far as to call the
behavior of teens "ungodly." But according to Gallup Polls conducted since the
start of the 21st century, it has been found that 50 percent of all American teens
attend religious services each weekend. The same cannot be said of adults, who
rate only a 43 percent attendance record. The Bible warns in Matthew 7:1, "Don't
judge others unless you can stand up under the same judgment." In light of that, this
Sunday, pat a teen on the back and say, "Good to see you in church."

DAY THREE

a 'Kite
January is the birth month of one of America's founding fathers, Benjamin Franklin.
At Taylor University we stress the need for a well-rounded education. If anyone
believed in learning all there was to learn, it was ol' Ben Franklin. Fie was a printer,
a world traveler, the inventor of bifocals and the creator of a heat stove that is still
used in many homes today. Fie also was a politician, a foreign ambassador and
a drafter of the United States Constitution. Additionally, he started The Saturday
Evening Post, was a master of the French language and a scientist who verified
the electrical power of lightning storms. No one would deny that Franklin was one
of the most industrious and imaginative men America has ever produced. But an
equally creative and productive man, King Solomon, warned in Ecclesiastes 1:18
that without a relationship with God, vast wisdom only creates sorrow. As such,
always invite God into your discoveries of FHis creation.
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Made any new year's resolutions yet? Be sure to list some things that will tap into
all your personal talents. I'm suggesting this because of something I read recently
about the famous Hope Diamond. Gem experts estimate its worth at 200 million
dollars. This diamond is valued not just for its beautiful pure blue color, but also for
its functionality. It can serve as a semi-conductor because it contains an "atomic
hole," thus making it able to transmit messages to satellites thousands of miles in
space. It can register alterations in delicate electrical machines, as in calibrating
medical instruments. And, since blue diamonds are chemically inert, it can be used
to measure radiation being directed at cancer cells. All this is wonderful, except for
one thing: the Hope Diamond sits under glass at the Smithsonian Institution...thus,
making it totally useless. Don't be like that. Make this a year in which you use your
God-given talents to serve others.

DAY FIVE

/tnt&Uca*t4This month America will be honoring the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and in
line with tributes to notable African-Americans, I'd like to tell you about someone
I greatly admire. Being a college president, I know the rigors of the job. Anyone
who can keep pace with its demands certainly holds my respect, and no one is
higher on that list than Dr. Ruth Simmons, who became the first black president
of Smith College at the close of the 1990s. Dr. Simmons was reared in a financially
destitute family in Houston, Texas, one of a dozen children. Early on, she decided to
take advantage of every learning opportunity open to her. She read voraciously,
asked questions and became a recipient of numerous scholarships. Eventually, she
graduated from Harvard University with top honors. As she mounted the stage to
be inaugurated at Smith College, she carried her parents' well-worn Bible, claiming
it to be the source of her strength. She proved that no one is a "minority" in God's
family.
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I'd like to share with you the incredible outcome of a crime that was committed
three decades ago. When only ten, Chris Carrier was kidnapped by one of his
father's disgruntled employees. The man stabbed young Chris with a knife and then
shot him with a pistol. He left the boy for dead, but somehow Chris hung on until he
was located by a search party and treated at a hospital. He lost the sight in one eye,
but recovered otherwise. Chris felt God had spared him for a reason, so he went
to college and became a youth pastor. When Chris was 32 years old, his attacker
came forth and confessed to the crime. Everyone familiar with the incident felt that
Chris would now get his long-deserved revenge. Instead, Chris asked to see the
man. He told him that he forgave him and asked to become his friend. In Ephesians
4:32 we are instructed to "be kind, be merciful, and forgive others." Surely, Chris
Carrier is an example of that for us.

*?ie4& "P&i4fcective&

WEEK 2
DAY TWO

t&e Sfcfc
In the opening scene of the movie "Crimson Tide," it is stated that the three most
powerful people in the world are the President of the United States, the Premier of
the Kremlin and a captain of a nuclear submarine. Jimmy Carter is the only person
who has ever held two of those three jobs. In August of 2005, a nuclear submarine
named in President Carter's honor was set to sea, and Mr. Carter was invited aboard
for the maiden voyage. He said it brought back memories of the days when he and
Admiral Rickover worked together to create America's first nuclear navy. Though a
man who has wielded great power, Jimmy Carter has remained a humble sen/ant of
God. Since retiring from public office, he has built homes with Habitat for Humanity,
written books that promote world peace and served regularly as a Sunday school
teacher at Maranatha Baptist Church in Plains, Georgia. "To me," says the former
President, "faith is not just a noun, but also a verb."

DAY THREE

HJoniA "TJtote Itum i,000 KJo>icU
lf someone asked you who had painted the most popular portrait of the 20th century,
would you guess Norman Rockwell, or Grandma Moses, or perhaps Thomas Kinkade?
Actually, that honor goes to a relatively obscure Midwest artist named Warner
Sallman, whose "Head of Christ," painted in 1940, has since been reproduced more
than half a billion times. During World War II literally hundreds of thousands of wallet
size copies of Sallman's portrait of Christ, along with the Lord's Prayer printed on
the back, were carried by servicemen of the allied nations. Since then, it has been
made into posters for Sunday school classes, framed reproductions for homes and
wall plaques for offices. The Bible tells us in Hebrews 13:8 that "Jesus Christ never
changes." For many people, Sallman's timeless painting reminds them of something
we, too, should keep in mind - that Jesus, indeed, "is the same yesterday, today,
and forever."
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In 2005, Canada enacted a gay marriage law and two men, Bill Dalrymple and
Bryan Pinn, immediately announced that they were going to get married. The
reason this particular "engagement" made news was because the two men were
long-time pals, but neither one was homosexual. They planned to get married, they
said, just to take advantage of all the tax breaks that were given to married couples
that single adults could not claim. Well, no matter how noble the goal of these
two men may have been in regard to instigating legal reform, it should not have
been done by making a mockery of something as sacred as marriage. In Mark 10,
verses 8 and 9, we are told that a man "becomes like one person with his wife...and
no one should separate a couple whom God has joined." A successful marriage
consists of the husband, the wife and God in holy unity. Though TV and movies may
present "alternate approaches" to marriage, God offers no alternatives. To Him,
marriage is still a sacred union.

DAY FIVE

/tacOiew Ifeuutfy, Aivitty
In January, we honor the memory of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the great civil rights
activist. One man who served as Dr. King's closest aid was Andrew Young, a person
who yet today is actively serving the cause of Christ and the needs of his fellow
man. Andrew Young was a Congregational minister when he joined the civil rights
movement. He later went on to be elected a United States Congressman, then
served as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations during the Carter administration,
and later was elected Mayor of Atlanta, Georgia. In his published memoirs, Andrew
Young stated that, whereas he and Dr. King were involved in political battles and
public service, they never forgot that their primary role was to serve as ministers.
That is why Dr. King's speeches quoted both the Old and New Testament. If we can
"minister" to someone today, it will be a great tribute to the memory of Dr. King.
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Have you ever heard the expression, "You don't have a leg to stand on?" Well,
due to the tragic situation of the Salvadoran civil war several years ago, many
Salvadoran children and adults were literal examples of that statement. Unmarked
land mines had maimed hundreds of people, leaving them amputees. Warren
Miller of Saratoga, California, was asked to visit this war-ravaged country. Warren
was a mechanical engineer and a manufacturer of prosthetic limbs. Seeing the
plight of the amputees, Warren designed an artificial leg that could be fitted on
an amputee within half an hour. Next, he and two of his Christian friends formed a
non-profit organization called "Wings of Calvary." This organization ordered, paid
for and delivered more than 3,000 artificial legs to crippled citizens of Salvador. The
Bible tells us in Luke 6:45 that there are "good people who do good things because
of the good in their hearts." Surely, Warren Miller is a "good" example for us all! Go
do something good today.
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Are you a sports fan? I've always been in awe of sports champions. For example,
Susan Butcher, one of America's greatest athletes, who passed away August 5,
2006, from leukemia, is someone who amazed me. Susan won the grueling Alaskan
Iditarod four times. After retiring from racing, Susan had people coming constantly
to her kennels to buy trained huskies and malamutes. When they asked her what her
secret was for winning the Iditarod, she would surprise them by saying, "I never used
a whip on my dogs." When puppies in Susan's care were born, she fed them and
breathed on them during the first eleven days when they were blind. Thereafter,
her scent to them meant they were in the company of the one who would protect,
feed and nurture them. They would work their hearts out for her. In John 20:22 we
read that Jesus "breathed on them and said, 'Receive the Holy Spirit."' As God
breathes His Spirit into us, we should recognize it as the force that holds, protects
and spiritually nourishes us. Let us daily serve the One whose breath sustains us.

DAY THREE

lettae

Situation

If you've ever had to give a speech, you've probably worried about getting all
of the verb tenses correct. I'm grateful that I had a grammar school teacher who
drilled into me the lesson that verbs could be used in past, present, or future tense.
The correct verb tense, she explained, depended on whether an action had
already happened, was presently occurring, or was expected to happen sometime
hence. Well, the Bible teaches us about three tenses as well, but they have nothing
to do with verbs. In the past, Christ shed His blood and provided a way of salvation
for all sinners. In the present, He lives within us, transforming us daily to His likeness.
And, in the future, He'll come back and call us to be with Him, for He promised that
where He is, one day we also will be. Ironically, it's comforting to be in a "tense"
situation with Christ. It means our past is forgiven, our present is joyous and our future
is secured!
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DAY FOUR

If you've ever felt a distance between you and God - that He wasn' t there protecting
you - let me share a lesson from nature that will provide you some assurance. The
Alaskan musk ox is only three feet high and it can't run fast. Although it has sharp,
curved horns, its small stature would make it very easy prey if not for a unique system
of protection it has. Whenever a perceived threat presents itself to the herd, each
musk ox runs and stands next to another musk ox. Within two or three minutes they're
able to put together a line of 20 or 25 musk oxen, all forming a united defensive
pattern with sharp horns pointed toward the enemy. Wolves and polar bears leave
and hunt elsewhere. We Christians, by uniting with our church brethren, can form
an equally strong front against our enemies. Romans 15:5 says, "May the God who
gives endurance and encouragement give you a spirit of unity among yourselves
as you follow Christ Jesus." So, friends, get lined up.

DAY FIVE

*DoRecently, a street evangelist approached me as I was leaving a store. He pushed
a religious tract at me and asked, "You, sir! Do you know Jesus?" I smiled and
responded, "Actually, I try to 'yes' Jesus as often as possible." Saying "yes" to the
teachings of Jesus is often a noble aim, but a difficult achievement for Christians.
Even the Apostle Peter-who was the first to say that, "yes," Jesus was the Son of God
- later said three times that, "no," he was not a follower of Jesus. Like Pharaoh, we
sometimes stubbornly say "no" to the will of God ten times as often as we say "yes."
But Scripture teaches us that submitting to God's will is what puts us in harmony with
Him. Gideon thought he was too weak to be a leader, but when he submitted to
God's calling, he became a mighty general. Jonah said "no" to God and suffered
greatly until he responded to the mission God had for him. Christ set the example
when He said, "Not my will, but yours be done." So it is for us - to know Christ is to
"yes" Him.
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Have you ever wondered what it was that enabled Methuselah to live 969 years?
Well, we may have a clue to that secret. Not long ago medical doctors concluded
a 30 year comparison of the health of people who attend church on a regular
basis as opposed to those who never attend church. The results were startling - at
least to folks in the scientific community. It was discovered that folks who attend
church maintain lower blood pressure; they have less than half as many problems
with coronary-artery disease as non-church goers; and they are ten times less likely
to suffer nervous breakdowns. Physicians and scientists were astounded by these
results, but I wasn't. After all. Psalm 91:3-4 says, "The Lord will keep you safe from
deadly diseases. He will spread his wings over you and keep you secure." So, let's
be like Methuselah and walk close to God. It's a "healthy" relationship in more ways
than one!
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DAY TWO

Years ago when Jon Skillman was part of the staff at WBCL radio, he accepted an
offer to ride in the back seat of a U.S. Air Force jet fighter. Skillman was a pilot of
small, fixed-wing aircraft, but it was a dream come true to fly in a jet fighter. The jet
roared into the sky, did four rollovers, a power dive and then climbed into a cloud
bank. "Wow! That was really fantastic maneuvering," Skillman said by radio to the
pilot. "For a minute there, I didn't know which end was up." The pilot responded,
"You still don't." At that moment the jet cleared the cloud bank and rolled into an
upright position. Skillman saw that they had been flying upside down for several
minutes. Only the pilot, by reading his instruments, really had known up from down.
Likewise, God's Word is a compass to guide us. The world's answers to problems
often send us head over heels into a topsy-turvy gyration of confusion. However,
Jesus said, "I am the way." In following Christ, we stay on the right course.

DAY THREE

SfceaA t&e

w Aove

A friend of mine told me of an incident that happened recently when he and his wife
were sitting in row ten watching a stage play. The sets were so vivid and the acting
was so excellent, they began to forget it wasn't real. The two central actors came
to the front of the stage and started to tell of their love for each other. Everyone in
the audience was entranced. Suddenly, someone back stage accidentally hit the
switch that controlled the backdrop. The false wall began to rise without the actors
knowing it. The illusion of the stage scene was shattered as those in the audience
got a look at the ropes, pulleys, sandbags and extra props that had previously
been hidden. The actors continued to recite their lines, but the audience started
to chuckle and point. The clever deceit of the set designer was now lost among
howls of laughter. So it is with those who try to present a worldly, false Gospel to us.
We can see through it and laugh at its foolishness. Read your Bible daily and know
the truth.
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Our beloved state of Indiana is known as one of the world's finest locales for growing
corn. Back in 1967, a Hoosier farmer developed a hybrid strain of corn that was
plump, sweet and so yellow, it looked golden. He took all the honors at the 4-H and
Grange shows that year. Then, at the end of the growing season, he gave large
sacks of seed for his special corn to all of his neighbors. A country agricultural agent
asked, "Why are you giving your special seed away to other farmers?" The Hoosier
corn farmer answered, "Because if the wind carries the pollen from their inferior
corn into my fields, it will ruin the quality of my crop." So it is that we, too, should
take the rich message of God's love to all of our neighbors, sharing that "golden
splendor" with them.

DAY FIVE

"TKtut 'PietencU flut {fal (faate&
Back during the bleak years of The Great Depression, a man named Charles B.
Darrow lived in Germantown, Pennsylvania. Darrow, like most other Americans
back then, was unemployed. So, in 1934 he used his free time to create a board
game called "Monopoly." Players could possess railroads, houses, hotels, land,
even vast sums of cash. It was all make believe, of course, but it made the players
feel good. Darrow showed the game to a manager of a dime store in Philadelphia,
who backed him in producing 5,000 copies of the game. It sold like wildfire. Parker
Brothers then licensed "Monopoly," and by the end of 2005 it had been produced
in 29 different languages and sold in 83 countries. It has now been declared the
world's most successful game. But, of course, that's all it is - a make believe game
of buying and building. Only God Almighty can call Himself a true Creator, someone
who forms lands and seas.

WEEK 4
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In Fort Wayne, Indiana, we have a marvelous children's zoo. One of its recent nature
displays caused me to make a comparison to our lives as redeemed Christians. On a
large piece of plywood in the walk-through terrarium at the zoo, staff biologists have
mounted and labeled cocoons and chrysalises of various moths and butterflies. In
preparing the display, someone had shellacked the cocoons so that they would
be shiny, bright and eye-appealing. However, it occurred to me that no matter
how much shellac was sprayed on a cocoon to make it look nicer, no butterfly
or moth would ever want to wedge back inside of it. Once a butterfly bursts free
and emerges as a beautiful new creature, it discards the old cocoon forever. As
"new creatures" in Christ, we, too, need to discard the cocoon of sin that previously
bound us. The Bible warns us in II Peter 2:22 that a pig will continue to wallow in mud.
So, today, let's be butterflies, not pigs.
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A dog catcher in Muncie, Indiana, had a man show up at the pound every week
to look over all of the captured stray dogs. About once a month he would find one
he liked and would "redeem" it for ten dollars. The other stray dogs were all "put
down," if no one wanted them. One day the dog catcher asked the stranger why
he came to the pound to inspect stray dogs. The man responded, "I check their
teeth, the thickness of their coats and their height and weight. If I find a pure-bred
animal, I buy it for ten bucks, clean it up and sell it for $750. I'm a show master of
champion dogs. Sometimes people let their prize dogs loose because folks get too
old to care for them, or they move to an apartment that doesn't allow pets." When
I heard this story, I recalled the words of Jesus in Hebrews 13:5, "Never will I forsake
you." In a dog-eat-dog world, it's nice to know that I'm seen as a champion by the
One who is the Ultimate Judge.

DAY THREE

/t TRecifie lot 'DitoMt&i
We've all read about the pornography that is so easily accessed on the Internet. A
pastor was discussing this with men at a Bible study early one morning. Several men
felt that online pornography wasn't as bad as people were saying. Suddenly, the
pastor asked if the men would like a bowl of popcorn. The men chuckled and said,
no, they didn't want any popcorn at 7 a.m. The pastor then signaled his secretary
to start popping hot buttery popcorn down the hall. Ten minutes later the savory
aroma worked its way into the pastor's office. Some of the men said, "Maybe I will
have a bowl of that popcorn, after all." The pastor had his secretary bring in several
servings. "You've just proved my point," announced the pastor. "You wanted no
popcorn until you were tempted by the aroma. Then you wanted the real thing.
Why use pornography to stir up your sexual appetites?" He was right. My thought is
this: Why pick up a menu if you have no intention of ever placing an order?

22
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Several of our college students at Taylor University serve our local churches as youth
leaders and Sunday school teachers. Recently, one college student was testing a
second grader on his memorization of John 3:16. The little fellow began, "For God
so loved the world that He gave His only forgotten Son, that whosoever...." The
college student stopped him and said, "Whoa! Wait a second there, Scotty. Did you
say forgotten Son?" The little boy nodded. "Yeah," he said. "You know - the One
who God turned His face away from when He was on the cross: the forgotten Son."
The college student got choked up upon hearing this and actually shed a tear. She
knew that it was her sin that had caused that division between God the Father and
His Holy Son. She touched the little boy's face and said, "You've got it right, Scotty.
Go ahead...finish telling me about the forgotten Son." Today, take a little prayer
time to remember the "forgotten" son.

DAY FIVE

7^ S&eott Onzto*
Do you have difficulty sharing your Christian faith with others? Well, I'm convinced
that what we feel often speaks louder than what we say. Years ago an old Kentucky
farmer rode to church in his buckboard. Every Sunday, he would stop at the livery
stable to invite his long-time friend the blacksmith to go with him. Each time, the
blacksmith would say, "No! And quit coming by here every Sunday. I've got work
to do!" The farmer tried everything - pleadings, warnings, threats, even outright
begging. Nothing worked. Finally, one Sunday with tear-filled eyes the farmer
approached the livery stable, but his heart was so burdened for his friend, he could
voice no words. He hung his head in remorse and turned back. In an instant, the
blacksmith removed his leather bib and ran after the man. "Wait!" he cried. "Your
tears and silence were more convincing than your words ever were." Remember
this story today, and show your love before you speak it.
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7K<z6ivtfy t&e
In August 2005, I became a first-time grandpa. Wow! What a joy it was to hold
that newborn infant. It brought back fond memories of the growing-up years of my
own three children. One thing my kids loved to do was those dot-to-dot pages in
coloring books. My daughter was always eager to try new things, like master her
numbers. But in doing dot-to-dot pages, she'd sometimes mix up numbers like 12
and 21. Occasionally, what was supposed to have been an outline of an airplane
resulted in something looking like a hotdog in a lop-sided bun. I would then take her
on my lap, put my big hand over her little hand and we'd retrace the dots, making
the right connections. Sometimes our loving Heavenly Father has to do that with us,
too. If we "connect" with the wrong kinds of movies, TV shows, or Internet sites, He
has to put His big hand upon us and reconnect us with a better pattern of life. If you
feel the weight of that corrective hand on you, rejoice in the fact that your "Daddy"
is helping you keep the picture right.

• (Q
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I formerly served as President of the American Bible Society, so I love stories related
to the use of Bibles. Recently, Dr. Dennis Hensley, director of our professional writing
program at our Fort Wayne campus, told me of how he walked into a used bookstore
in a distant city. The clerk behind the counter nodded a greeting. As Dennis was
browsing through the stacks, he found a book he had written 25 years ago. Its cover
was torn, the pages were dog-eared and numerous passages were highlighted.
The photo of Dennis on the back cover showed a much younger man than today.
Originally, the book had sold for $12, but now it was marked "50 cents." Dennis took
it to the counter and bought it. As the clerk started to remove the "USED" sticker
from it, Dennis said, "Don't do that. I wrote that book. Nothing brings me more
pleasure than to think that someone read this book intently...studied it...really, really
used it." How about you and your personal Bible? Could God place a "USED" sticker
on it? If not, then open it today.

DAY THREE

SCewect /he t&e PeacewakenA
I had to chuckle this morning as I was driving to my office. I saw a fellow who was
just now getting around to taking down his outdoor Christmas lights. However, it
reminded me of something I learned this past Christmas season. Most of you know
that each year the United States Marine Corps has thousands of its men and women
volunteer to collect toys for needy children. But were you aware that the Marines
will take no donations of combat-related toys or games of violence? I heard a man
say, "You Marines are the most elite of all fighting forces. Why don't you pass out BB
guns and pocket knives, pea-shooters and slingshots?" With patience and respect,
the Marine answered, "Our role is not to initiate war. It is to maintain peace. We
think that teaching children how to play together will stop them from wanting to
fight each other." Wow, what a great philosophy for us all, right? Paul taught us in
I Corinthians 7:15, "God has called us to peace." Let's be blessed peacemakers
today. Semper fi!
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When Abraham Lincoln was very young, he was promoted to the rank of captain
during the 1832 war against the Blackfoot Indians. Lincoln was promoted because
he had one talent that none of the other pioneers, scouts, frontiersmen, or military
veterans possessed. Lincoln could read and write. The general explained, "Lincoln
shall be your leader because, when I send down my written orders, I want to be sure
they will be totally understood, correctly explained and properly obeyed. Forget the
fact that Lincoln is young. Remember only that he speaks my words and, therefore,
must be obeyed." In following our Great Captain, Jesus Christ, and obeying His
directives and teachings, we, too, can be of greatest service to God and to our
fellow human beings. Let us be like Joshua, who said, "We will serve God and we will
obey His voice!" I'm sure "Honest Abe" would have agreed with that.

DAY FIVE

i*t <z

Back in college, I read the Greek epic poem The Odyssey. Before the mighty warrior
Odysseus left his homeland to fight the Trojans, he put the care of his son into the
hands of his most trusted friend. Mentor. Ten years later when Odysseus returned
from the war, his son was a physically strong and mentally alert young adult, whom
his father could take great pride in. To this day, whenever we seek the guidance of
an older, wiser person, we honor the legend of Mentor by calling that person our
mentor. What an honor to his name, wouldn't you agree? Well, what do people
think of when they hear your name? Do words like trustworthy, patient and loving
come to mind...or something else? Proverbs 22:1 says, "A good name is rather to
be chosen than great riches." Next Sunday as you're singing, "Jesus, Jesus, Jesus,
sweetest name I know," give some thought to your own name. If it doesn't have the
reputation it should, then seek some mentoring from the Holy Spirit.
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I'm Gene Habecker, President of Taylor University, welcoming you to this Valentine's
Week edition of "Fresh Perspectives." I want to start by giving advice to you
fellows who are wondering how to honor your sweethearts. Speaking as a man
married nearly 40 years, I've got a great secret to share with you. Going home
today with a dozen red roses would be a nice gesture, but if you really want to win
your sweetheart's love, be more consistent. The way to win a gal's heart is not by
bringing her one bouquet every three or four months, for Valentine's Day or her
birthday or your anniversary. Instead, try this - give her one rose per week for a
dozen weeks. Tape one on her car steering wheel. Leave one on her pillow at night.
Set one on her breakfast table. This will show her that your love for her is continuous,
not sporadic. Remember to show your love for God the same way. Don't just give
Him one bouquet of prayers and songs on Sunday morning and then ignore Him the
other six days. Be continuous with your communication, not sporadic. That's a rose
that never stops blooming.

cQ r — &
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DAY TWO

t/ie @itie& AcUct TflcMte
I'm sure the images of water-ravaged New Orleans after the hurricanes of 2005 are
still vivid in your mind, as they are in mine. Experts say it will be many years before all
the debris can be removed and restoration completed. The Jews, because of their
waywardness, faced similar situations in Old Testament times. But Isaiah 61:4 noted,
"They will rebuild the ruins and restore the places long devastated." With relief
efforts from all across America, the city of New Orleans has been slowly rebuilding
itself and emerging from its ruins. Metaphorically, we need to ask ourselves if we are
"up to code" in regard to the state of our hearts, minds and souls. Our bodies are
called the temples of the Lord. How well are you maintaining the temple? Have you
established a firm foundation for it by living in line with God's commandments? Have
you girded your temple with the "whole armor of God," as you are admonished to
do? If not, give yourself a proper inspection, and use the Word of God to fortify your
temple.

DAY THREE

in "Ptofien StepA professor in our education department was telling me about taking some of his
college students to observe experienced teachers in the classroom. They watched
as a first grade teacher helped students develop hand-to-eye coordination by
playing the exercise game "The Hokey-Pokey." The kids were all in a circle singing,
"You put your right foot in, you put your right foot out...." Unfortunately, some of
the youngsters hadn't quite mastered right from left, so there were some comical
collisions and a lot of missteps. Proverbs 37:23 tells us, "A prudent man gives thought
to his steps." Going in and out and back and forth may be good exercise, but it
isn't enviable behavior for one's Christian testimony. To put our best foot forward on
behalf of the Lord one day, only to yield to worldly temptations the next day, shows
a lack of faith and spiritual commitment. Instead, let us "walk worthy of our calling."
There's nothing "hokey" about that!
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When I was young I read a lot of Jack London's novels, like The Call of the Wild and
White Fang. At the height of his career, Jack London decided to build a mansion
he claimed would stand for 1,000 years. From 1910 through 1913 he hired the best
carpenters, plumbers, stone masons and draftsmen to build his elaborate "Wolf
House." Finally, on August 21, 1913, the men finished their work. They threw all of
the scrap wood and turpentine-stained rags in a pile for later clean-up. That dry
California night the house erupted in a blaze, and every stairwell, every shutter,
every windowsill, every hardwood floor had blue flames licking it. Being summer,
there was no spare water for dousing the fire. The mansion that had taken three
years to build as a monument to one man's personal pride was destroyed in three
hours. Amos 5:11 warns, "Though you have built stone mansions, you will not live
in them." Let us build a mansion in Heaven through service to God rather than a
perishable house on Earth.

DAY FIVE

*7 Ttev&i 'Knew IpM
When George Bush, Sr. was in office, he and Barbara decided to spend a few days
on St. Simon's Island, Georgia. Mrs. Bush said she and the President would worship
on Sunday at the quaint, little 225-year-old Christ's Church on the island. Word of
this spread like wildfire, and on Sunday morning hundreds of gawkers were outside
the church wanting to enter. This was a nightmare for the Secret Service. Finally,
one agent led the pastor to the door and told him, "Point out the people who
come faithfully each Sunday." The pastor began to point to families he knew well,
and very quickly the little church was filled, leaving hundreds outside begging to
be let in, too. But the doors were closed and armed agents were set before them.
The next week Matthew 7:22 was printed in the church bulletin: "Then I will tell them
plainly, 'I never knew you. Away from me, you evil doers!"'
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Like most dads, I read fairytales to my three kids when they were young. I discovered
that most fairy tales have an underlying moral lesson. For example, consider "The
Pied Piper of Hamelin." The piper agreed to rid the town of rats for a set fee, but after
he performed his work, the townspeople reneged on the agreement. In retaliation,
the piper used his flute to lure away all the children, leaving the dishonest adults the
victims of their own deed. Although they wailed and cried, the sorrowful parents
could not convince the piper to return their children. So it is with God. He will not turn
a blind eye to wickedness forever. Amos 5:16 warns, "There will be wailing in all the
streets." We know God is a merciful God, who wants the best for us. But we must be
faithful to our pledges to God and our commitments to Him. Like the Pied Piper, one
day "the trumpet of the Lord will sound and time shall be no more." Be sure you're
listening to the right tune when that happens.
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Thanks to generous donations to our University, we've been able to construct new
buildings and develop educational programs. Many people enjoy serving God by
using their money to support His ministries. How about you? Do you give proper
compensation to God? Let me tell you a little story from sports history. In 1919, the
Chicago White Sox had been promised bonuses if they could win the American
League pennant. They played hard and won, but were given only a speech of
congratulations by their team manager. Feeling they had been cheated, Edward
Ciotte and seven other players reportedly took bribes and purposely lost the World
Series. The event - now known as "the Black Sox scandal" - led to a trial. The players
were exonerated. The jury felt they had a right to reject a speech as adequate
compensation for their hard work. Are you like that manager in your financial support
to God's works? Do you make promises you don't deliver on? If so, stop "striking out"
in this area of your service to Him.

DAY THREE

lim TVdt

(fat

During February we recognize the birthdays of Washington and Lincoln, and we
honor all Presidents. In my lifetime, no greater showing of presidential leadership
exceeded that of John F. Kennedy in October of 1962. Mr. Kennedy received
photographic proof that the Russians were building missile sites in Cuba. Soviet
Premier Kruschev was convinced that the President was too inexperienced to face
down the military power of the USSR. But he was wrong. President Kennedy sent
the United States Navy to block the Russian ships. He then went on TV to announce
he was prepared to attack Cuba, if need be. After 13 days of futile threats, the
Russians saw that Kennedy had a steel backbone. They removed all the missile sites
and returned to Russia. Even greater is the iron will of God, who demands respect
from the nations. Today, many Americans worry about global terrorism. But take
heart. Christ is still King of kings, Ruler of all nations. Let us continue to say, "In God
we trust."
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Have you ever been called on to do something out of your comfort zone? It can
be scary, can't it? I heard a story recently about a little fourth grade boy who was
given a part in the annual school play. The other actors were fifth and sixth graders,
so this young fellow was somewhat intimidated. Nevertheless, his mom helped
him memorize his lines, and he felt ready...until the day of the big performance.
One look at the large audience paralyzed the little guy. Then, suddenly, his mother
was kneeling before him. She said, "Danny, I'm going to walk to the back of the
auditorium. You go on stage, look for my face and say your lines directly to me. Stay
focused on me and you'll do just fine." This relieved the little boy, and, sure enough,
he was the hit of the play. An old Gospel tune tells us, "Turn your eyes upon Jesus.
Look full in His wonderful face." If you have a sense of "stage fright" about dealing
with issues in your life today, stay focused on Jesus...and you'll do just fine.

DAY FIVE

Cvie PlatcM Tirtdoi tfod
Here's a bit of historical trivia you might not be aware of: Although the "Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag" was written in 1892, the words "under God" were not officially
added by Congress until 1954. Most of us grew up reciting it that way. However,
there has been a recent threat to it. In June of 2002, Michael Newdow, a confirmed
atheist, convinced the San Francisco-based 9th Court of Appeals to delete the words
"under God" from the Pledge. He said he did not want his eight-year-old daughter
"praying" these words in school. A month later this man's estranged wife, Sandra
Banning, brought their daughter to the courtroom and, together, they denounced
Michael's actions. Publicly proclaiming themselves to be Christians, Sandra and her
daughter stated, "We will whisper 'under God' during the Pledge if it is banned, but
we will never disavow God." Praise the Lord for people who understand that we
cannot expect God to bless our nation if we fail to revere Him.

oQ ,
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We Americans first started using our national motto during Abraham Lincoln's
administration. Here's how it came about: On November 1 st, 1861, Salmon P. Chase,
Secretary of the Treasury, received a personal letter from Reverend M. R. Watkinson
of Ridleyville, Pennsylvania. It arrived shortly after the Union armies had suffered
several defeats at the hands of the Confederates. Rev. Watkinson wrote, "From my
heart I have felt our national shame in disowning God as not the least of our present
national disaster. I suggest recognition of the Almighty God in some form on our
coins." Secretary Chase agreed. He got Congress to allow him to mint certain coins
with "In God We Trust" stamped on them in 1864. Soon thereafter, the North won the
war. Ironically, Congress did not officially adopt this as the national motto until 1955.
But think about it - dare we put our trust in anything other than God?
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A lady went to her church nursery recently in order to see a lovely little 15-month-old
Filipino boy who had been adopted by a couple in that church. For years this couple
had endured the heartache of wanting children, yet they had not been able to start
a family. Then after many, many months of intensive paperwork, legal negotiations
and political bargaining, they were able to adopt an international orphan. That day
in church, the little fellow played with the toys and had fun with the other children,
as his adoptive parents watched his every move with overwhelming love. But the
little boy was oblivious of all that his adoptive parents had gone through to make
him their own. We are like that baby. I Peter 2:9 says that we are "a chosen people,
a royal priesthood, a holy nation belonging to God." God has adopted us as His
own. We are part of His family, and our Father's loving arms are constantly around
us. Let's put down life's toys now and then to turn and smile at our Father.

DAY THREE

"TKtf

Sward

In the Kevin Costner movie, Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, the dramatic finale has
Robin breaking through a large oaken castle door to rescue his beloved Maid
Marion. Marion's captor, the Sheriff of Nottingham, stands before Robin with a large
sword. Fie announces with wry irony, "This was your father's sword, Robin Flood!"
Fie then brandishes it aggressively. Instead of falling back, Robin stares boldly at
the sheriff and says, "I shall never fear my father's sword." Fie then steps forward
and defeats the sheriff in battle. It is well for us to remember that the Bible has been
called "the sword of the Lord" and that the Word of God has been described as
being "sharper than any two-edged sword." Indeed, our Fleavenly Father's sword
provides the wisdom, encouragement, insight and power we need to defeat any
enemies we may encounter. Study your Bible - wield Your Father's sword with
confidence!
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Recently, I came across Revelation 7:16, which states, "Never will they hunger again."
It reminded me of a short story Jack London wrote in 1905 called, Love of Life. It
was based on a real-life ordeal endured by Charles Bunn in 1900. Mr. Bunn found
himself cut off in the Arctic without food, matches, or weapons. Even worse, his right
ankle was broken. For eight days he crawled along, surviving on a few minnows
he found in brackish water, some tiny musk-keg berries and the marrow of caribou
bones left by wolves. Eventually, Bunn was found by Eskimos and nurtured back to
health. However, for more than a year after that ordeal, he carried crackers and
hardtack on his person everywhere he went - terrified of ever being cut off from food
again. What a blessed thought it is that we can turn daily to God's Word for spiritual
nourishment. He gives us our "daily bread of life"...and that truly is "love of life."

DAY FIVE

A Vietnam vet was telling me a story of how he suffered a relapse after coming
back to the states in 1971. He was confined to a hospital for five weeks. Each day
his friend Barry would come to his bedside and read the newspaper to him and
help him eat his meals and take his medications. Many years later Barry's son fell in
with a bad crowd, committed a robbery and was sent to prison for a year. Every
week, the Vietnam vet wrote the boy a letter of encouragement. He also sent him
magazines and books. Finally, the boy wrote to the vet and asked, "Why are you so
good to me? When did I ever do anything for you?" The veteran wrote back and
said, "When your father cared for me decades ago, it was being credited to your
account even before you were born." Likewise, Jesus is quoted in Matthew 25:30
as saying that when we visit those in prison or even give a cup of cold water in His
name, we are paying Him back for services given long ago to us. Pay back part of
your debt by serving someone today.
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A few years ago one of our Taylor professors was given the honor of being a guest
professor for one year at Regent University in Virginia. He and his wife took along
some of their favorite potted plants from Indiana. They set them outside on their
apartment porch, thinking they would have a longer growing season in the warmer
climate. One night a northeastern storm blew in from the Atlantic Ocean and
drenched everything. The next morning the professor from Indiana was amazed to
see all of his Virginia neighbors up early, watering their outdoor plants. He laughed
and called out, "Why are you watering your plants after last night's heavy rain?"
One neighbor responded, "If you don't get out here and wash the sea-spray off
your plants, the salt from the ocean water will kill them. They must be cleansed or
else they'll perish." Praise God that the blood of Jesus has cleansed us and made
our souls imperishable!
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0vMM/tzttuitiCl- Aoue <tetd 'pwiyiveaeteIn Victor Hugo's great novel, Les Miserables, a poor derelict named Jean Valjean is
taken in for the night by a kindly priest. Before the priest awakens the next morning,
Valjean steals some golden plates and cups and runs from the parsonage. Soon,
he is caught by the police and brought back to the home of the priest. Valjean
knows that once the priest identifies the items as his stolen goods, Valjean will
go to prison. To Valjean's astonishment, the priest says, "Oh, no, those items are
not stolen. They were his to keep. In fact, I meant for him to have these golden
candlesticks, as well." Valjean is so overwhelmed by such great forgiveness and
such great generosity, he spends the rest of his days justifying the priest's faith in
him. He devotes his life to helping the poor and serving mankind. Oh, that we would
feel the same overwhelming gratitude for our Savior for His forgiveness, love and
generosity to us, that redeemed us from the imprisonment of sin!

DAY THREE

fo

Relieve

Do you remember the events of November 7, 2000? Early that evening all three
major television networks proclaimed that George W. Bush had been elected
President. However, the Democratic Party rejected this claim. Days later, the
Secretary of State for Florida reconfirmed it. But, again, the Democrats rejected it.
Finally, the U.S. Supreme Court announced that George W. Bush was the undisputed
new President. Despite this, a privately funded recount was done four months later.
It, too, confirmed that Mr. Bush had won. When told this, Mr. Bush shrugged his
shoulders and said, "I knew all along that I was the President." Similarly, those who
reject the message of God's supremacy will one day have to confess Him as Lord
and Creator. No amount of arguing or debating will change that outcome. Trust
me, friends - that vote has already been counted!
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We have beautiful spruce trees in Indiana. The spruce grows well in cold climates.
During the warm summer months it sends its roots deep into the rich soil. During
the winter months these roots not only anchor the tree against blasts of wind, but
also help find nutrients far below the snow-covered surface. However, in Alaska
the spruce trees are lean. They have spindly branches and sparse greenery. This is
because forests of spruce in Alaska sit atop a rock-hard ice formation called "the
permafrost." It never thaws or melts. Pinecones, pods and seeds that start to grow
will find the ground impenetrable after 18 inches. Often, an Alaskan spruce will
topple during mild earthquakes or winter gales. Second Corinthians 11:3 warns us
that we must be deeply rooted in our love of the Lord. If we lack "sincere and pure
devotion to Christ," we can be toppled by the winds of false doctrine. This is a good
reminder for us to be well grounded in God's Word.

DAY FIVE

*7&e pen^ect Sacrifice
I was reading something interesting about the gauchos of Argentina. Whenever
they need to drive cattle across a river filled with deadly piranha, they send an old,
bony steer across the stream half a mile north. The piranha attack and spend the
next hour devouring the carcass. Meanwhile, the other cattle cross downstream
unharmed. By sacrificing one useless steer, the cowboys are able to save the lives of
all the healthy animals. Ironically, to save all of sinful mankind, Jesus Christ - history's
only perfect being - willingly became a sacrifice on the cross. First John 1, verses
one and two, explains, "Jesus Christ, the Righteous One, was the atoning sacrifice
for our sins, and not only for ours, but also for the sins of the whole world." In essence,
He gave Himself so that we might "cross over" to Paradise.
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One of my friends told me about an interesting thing that happened to him back
in January of 2002. He and his family were spending a week in England. The family
had gone to Abbey Road to see the studio where the Beatles had recorded their
hit records. This was just a short time after the death of George Harrison, former lead
guitarist for the Beatles. The studio was set 50 feet back from Abbey Road and was
cordoned off by a tall iron fence and stone wall. Both were covered with graffiti.
Everywhere were messages of, "We love you, George," and "We'll truly miss you,
George." Thousands of mourners had come to pay homage to the once-famous
rock star. An elderly British man walked by. "Silly, ain't it?" he said about the graffiti.
He added, "The lad ain't here, and he ain't comin' back to read these messages.
He's gone for good, he is!" The man was right. Only Jesus conquered the grave.
Matthew 28:6 says, "He is not here." That's because He's risen. And that's a message
worth writing on the wall!

(Q,
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Do you ever watch the Discovery channel on TV? I caught a show the other night
about the problem during the 1980s in Alaska of grizzly bears wandering into
campsites. Once the bears got a taste of domesticated food, they would maul
through tents, backpacks and even cars seeking it. The fish and game wardens
tranquilized the bears and transported them to a distant part of the wildlife refuge.
However, the bears had an innate sense of direction, and they walked up to 15 miles
to reach the old campsites. Eventually, some of the bears had to be killed. Today,
signs warn campers, "A fed bear is a dead bear!" Similarly, when we Christians get
a "taste" of sin, it soon becomes addictive. It is better to avoid temptations from the
start. James 4:7 says, "Resist the devil and he will flee from you." Don't go to those
sinful campsites...where death awaits you.

DAY THREE

About this time of year we're all eagerly hoping that we've seen the last of the
snow and the dark skies. We want sunshine and blossoming trees. But, sometimes in
spite of winter weariness, I find myself in a jovial mood. For example, last week I was
driving home during one of those overcast, gloomy days. I had just finished a mindnumbing day of endless meetings. I wanted to get home, have a bite of dinner and
then turn in early. But, wouldn't you know it, I got caught in a traffic jam. Just as I was
about to lose my temper, I caught sight of a bumper sticker on a church bus: "After
a day like yours, you need a God like ours." I laughed out loud and said, "How true,
how true!" I turned on my radio to WBCL to listen to some Christian music, unknotted
my tie and relaxed in the company of my Comforter. I decided that life was okay.
How about you? Join me in remembering to find refreshment in Christ. Do that, and
it will always be "springtime" in your soul.
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I fly a lot on commercial airlines. Every flight begins with instructions from a flight
attendant about the use of oxygen masks in case of unexpected changes in cabin
pressure. Adults are told to put their masks on first and then to proceed with helping
small children. What a good object lesson this is for parents, grandparents, pastors
and Sunday school teachers. Too often in our eagerness to share what Genesis
2:7 calls the "breath of life," we forget to set the example by drawing so close to
Christ that we breathe the strength of the Holy Spirit into us first. John 20:22 tells
us to breathe in the Spirit before we start to do any witnessing. Just as an adult in
an airplane who blacks out from a lack of oxygen cannot save the life of a child,
neither can an adult Christian who is gasping for spiritual air help save the soul of
a spiritually suffocating lost person. Only by securing a lifeline to Christ - through
prayer and Bible study - can we have the clear-headedness needed to take the
proper steps to be of godly service to others!

DAY FIVE

'Ptofc&l pOCU4
A dad was speaking recently about his 18-year-old son. The man and his wife had
adopted this boy at six months of age. The boy was a "fetal alcohol syndrome
child," and, as such, needed a lot of medical attention and special education. In
fact, the child developed into an ADHD student...or "attention deficit / hyperactive
disorder" youngster. The father explained, "It's common for our son to be distracted
by noises that most people wouldn't pay attention to. When eating dinner, he will
turn his head to see a car passing outside, or listen to a chirping bird, or jump when
the newspaper lands on the porch. Frequently, we have to take his face in our
hands, turn his eyes directly into our eyes and then force him to pay attention to
what is really important." How about you? Has God had to force His attention on
you lately in order to get you to focus on what is really important? If so, spend some
time praying and reading the Bible today. Avoid becoming spiritually ADHD.
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Ever been daydreaming and have someone nudge you and say, "A penny for your
thoughts?" Well, let me show you something new about that. Here in Fort Wayne,
Indiana, we have the world's finest Abraham Lincoln Museum. Visitors are charged
$4.99 for admission. There's a reason for that odd price. Most people pay with five
dollars. As change, they're given a shiny new Lincoln penny encased in a clear
plastic cover, labeled, "The Lincoln Museum." It's an immediate souvenir, and it's
also a clever publicity gimmick. Tourists leaving the museum show the penny to
all of their friends and relatives. This helps promote the museum nationwide. Luke
4:18 says that "he has appointed me to preach good news." If our thoughts are on
Christ, those thoughts should be worth more than a penny. They should be priceless.
They should be too valuable to keep to ourselves. So, the next time someone offers
you a penny for your thoughts, give that person a wealth of blessings by sharing the
Gospel with him or her.
>'•
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When I was a kid, I'd sometimes watch the "Miss America Pageant" on TV. To me, all
of the contestants seemed lovely and talented. Choosing only one winner seemed
impossible. Did you know that the Bible tells us that every person can become a
beauty contest winner? Well, it's true. Romans 10:15 says, "How beautiful are the
feet of them who preach the Gospel of peace, and bring glad tidings of good
things." Isn't that interesting? In God's eyes, if we share the Good News of salvation
with others, we are beautiful. In a popular fairy tale, only Cinderella's beautiful feet
could fit into the glass slippers. Nevertheless, she had to come out from behind closed
doors to reveal herself to the prince. Likewise, our feet only become beautiful when
we step out in service to Christ. Cinderella went from scullery maid to princess thanks
to her beautiful feet. We can become kings or queens of the beauty contests, if we
use our feet to carry the story of Jesus to lost souls. And that's no fairy tale!

DAY THREE

/t "TKatten,

Internal Sccuicttp

Have you ever met someone who appeared to be absolutely fearless? Such people
have a magnetism that attracts others to them. I read recently about a missionary in
the Middle East who could make no headway in sharing the Gospel with the locals.
He did everything to win their approval. He helped them plant crops, hauled water
for them, even taught games to their children. Still, they would not let him teach
them about Christ. So, the missionary prayed earnestly for God to provide a way for
him to become an effective witness. One day a little boy told the missionary that a
family in the village had been banished to a distant hut. They'd been left there to
die because they'd contracted Yellow Fever. The missionary rushed to the hut and
spent many days feeding and nursing the sick family members back to health. The
local residents were astonished at his fearlessness. After that, they all listened to him
tell about Jesus. The missionary later told his friends, "It's easy to be fearless when
you've been vaccinated against Yellow Fever." We Christians are fearless, because
Christ has defeated death and provided life eternal for us.
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There has been some scuttlebutt in the news the past fewyears about tension between
the United States and Canada over issues such as acid rain, prescription drugs and
international security. Nonetheless, no one can deny that our two countries have an
amazing relationship. With an unarmed border running from Maine to Washington
- literally thousands of miles - it's obvious there is a lot of mutual trust and respect
between the two nations. And so it has been for more than 225 years. This is not true
elsewhere. In our lifetime we have heard of the Iron Curtain, the Bamboo Curtain,
the Berlin Wall...an endless number of political, physical and ideological "borders."
It is only through God's love that we can become truly united as one people. Psalm
147:14 says, "God grants peace to your borders." As we share the Gospel and lead
others into the family of God, we tear down the barriers of race, gender, nationality
and ethnicity. Let's use the Bible as our passport to unification.

DAY FIVE

*7&e 'Value 0^ a

Ttasne

A great Indiana author was General Lew Wallace, author of Ben-Hur. In the novel,
Ben-Hur is wrongfully imprisoned and eventually made to row as a galley slave on
a Roman warship. When the ship is sunk, Ben-Hur rescues the commander of the
Roman fleet. As a reward for saving his life, the Roman commander adopts Ben-Hur
as his son. He gives him a special ring that denotes he is the commander's heir. After
that, everywhere Ben-Hur travels in the Roman world, people bow to him, speak
respectfully to him and eagerly serve him - even though, in reality, he is a former
Jewish slave. We Christians are also heirs of great nobility. Our heavenly Father is the
King of kings and Lord of lords. He not only owns the cattle on a thousand hills, He
owns the hills. He is the Ruler of the Earth and all who dwell on it. We are joint heirs
with Jesus, so a heavenly kingdom awaits us. And, unlike any Roman proconsul's
limited power, God's strength and might are eternal.
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A member of our faculty is a Vietnam veteran. He was in a terrible battle, after which
he was awarded the Bronze Star for valor. In a subsequent company formation,
he and the other men were praised by their general for fighting so well and for
having only a 15 percent casualty rate. On paper, that looked like a great victory. In
reality, that 15 percent casualty rate included some of this veteran's closest pals. My
friend didn't feel very victorious as he was later cleaning out the lockers of his dead
buddies and sending home their personal possessions to their parents. Can you see
a parallel of equal heartbreak where you live? If you're in a town of 125,000 people,
and more than half know Christ as their Savior, that looks good "on paper." But, in
reality, it means that 60,000 people are bound for a hopeless eternity. Salvation is
not a matter of percentages. Second Peter 3:9 says, "The Lord is patient toward you,
not wishing for any to perish." Be a real hero - share Christ with someone today!
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On March 29, 1964, the worst earthquake in U.S. history took place. A four-minute
earthquake measuring 9.2 on the Richter Scale hit Alaska. It created six tidal waves
in Seward. City streets in Anchorage were snapped 16 feet apart. At Portage there
were vast forests of pine, birch and spruce. When the earthquake rippled that far
inland, it snapped the icebound permafrost and carried the poisonous saltwater of
the Bering Sea in huge waves into the forests. The trees all died as a result. However,
because the summers are so short in Alaska, the trees have never become bug
invested or rotten. Today, they are still standing erect, yet they're completely
barren. I fear that many churches have members who are like those trees - they
take up space, but they bear no fruit. Psalm 96:12 says that trees are supposed to
sing before the Lord. If we drink the Living Waters of the Holy Spirit, we should be
fruitful. So...don't be unbearable!

DAY THREE

s4 Su&tte
Recently, a friend of mine had to have surgery on his left knee. He told me that he
was stunned on the morning of the operation when, instead of a nurse or orderly,
the surgeon himself came in and shaved the leg of the patient. When my friend
asked the surgeon why he had done that, the doctor smiled and said, "I want you
to rest assured that I know which knee it is we're operating on today." That subtle
gesture made my friend have total trust in his surgeon. Jesus was constantly doing
small, subtle acts of kindness. He held children in his lap. He washed the feet of his
disciples. He prayed for the sick. This was evidence of subdued strength. Watching
him behave like that was like being in the eye of a storm - you felt the calmness,
yet you knew the power and tremendous energy were still close at hand. Are there
some small acts of kindness you can do today for others, without bringing any
attention or glory to yourself? Even if no one else sees it, God will!
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They say accountants have no sense of humor, but that may not be true. Back in 1937
on the day after John D. Rockefeller died, his chief accountant was approached
by a newspaper reporter. The reporter asked, "So, tell me, pal, just how many billions
did old J.D. leave behind?" The accountant smirked mirthlessly, then replied, "All of
them." Jesus taught that same lesson. In Luke, chapter 12, he told a story of a rich
man who tore down small barns so that he could horde and accumulate greater
amounts of grain in bigger barns. But, when the man died in his sleep one night, he
went to judgment...and the barns stayed behind. The lesson here is that there is
nothing wrong with being financially rich, so long as it doesn't make you spiritually
poor. The oft-quoted catch phrase, "Ya can't take it with ya," is actually biblical
in nature. It was Job who said, "Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and
naked shall I return hither." Let's keep that in mind today and go about storing up
treasures...in Heaven!

DAY FIVE

7^

Pen^ect Sody

Do you suffer sometimes from sore muscles or aching bones? Well, trust me, that's
nothing compared to what a child with diabetes has to endure. At our Fort Wayne
campus, we have a young lady who has been a diabetic almost since infancy.
On her 18th birthday, she injected herself with insulin for the 16,000th time. Can you
imagine that? This young lady said, "Every time I want to eat something sweet, I first
have to inject myself with medicine. I constantly have to check my blood sugar
levels, lest I have a seizure." However, she then added, "But this is what makes I
Corinthians, chapter 15 so precious to me. It promises that one day I will put behind
my perishable earthly body in order to accept my transformed heavenly body."
Like this young lady, we all have bodies that are infirmed with sin. But one day we
will know absolute flawlessness in Heaven with Christ. The next time you reach for a
bottle of aspirin, pause a second to rejoice in your future perfection.
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Most Americans would have thought that convicted murderer Jeffrey Dahmer
was beyond any hope of redemption. He reportedly tortured, killed and then
cannibalized his victims. However, just three weeks before Dahmer was beaten
to death by a fellow inmate, he accepted Jesus Christ as his Savior. Two prison
chaplains confirmed it, and both were helping Dahmer in his personal studies of the
Scriptures in the weeks before his death. Should this shock us? The thief on the cross
next to Jesus was promised he would be in Heaven that very day with Christ, despite
a life of evil, wicked living. Hebrews 5:9 says, "Christ became the source of eternal
salvation for all who obey him." Anyone who today is a Christian was previously lost
in sin until turning to Jesus. Through the blood of Christ, all people have access to
eternal salvation. When we get to Heaven, we may be surprised by who is living in
the mansion next door to us.
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Have you ever meant to say one thing but became tongue-tied and said something
else? Some people call those "Freudian slips." Well, the Bible tells us that words
coming from our lips should be the concerns of our hearts. Romans 10:8 says, "The
word is near you. It is in your mouth and in your heart." Still, that gap between heart
and mouth can be pretty wide sometimes. And here, I'm talking as much about
myself as I am anyone else. It is too easy for me to be silent at times when I should
be speaking up and taking a stance. Sometimes I suppress the Spirit's leading when
being prompted to comfort a hurting brother or to contradict a statement I know
is wrong. I'm constantly working at being better about this. We all should be ready
to speak...to express the Word of God burning on our lips, in our hearts and in our
souls. After all, He speaks on our behalf at the right hand of the Father. Should we
be doing any less on His behalf here on Earth? Let this be the day we start to "speak
up."

DAY THREE

dlove a*td.. .'Knoadedv^e?
I had to chuckle recently as I was listening to one of our college students tell his
buddies about a passion of his. He was saying that he loved everything about Asian
food. He loved the look of it...how it smelled...how it tasted...and how it left him
feeling full and satiated. His problem, he said, was that every time he tried to cook
it himself, it never tasted the way it did in the Chinese restaurants he frequented. He
would undercook the rice, overcook the noodles and add the wrong seasonings to
the vegetables. He admitted, "I'm just going to have to take a cooking class. I've
got the goods, but no knowledge of how to make them tasty." We Christians are the
same way. We cannot share something tasty with others unless we are thoroughly
knowledgeable about what we are "serving up." Our cookbook for the banquets
of life is our Bible. Our meals are Christ - the Bread of Life. The more we know about
the ingredients of the Christian life, the more apt we will be to share the sustenance
of life with others. So, grab your Bible today...and dig in!
5f
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Have you ever gotten into a mess of your own making? Recently, one of our Taylor
students told such a story about herself, and it carried a good lesson. When this
student was young, she was quite the tomboy. She and her cousin, Jeremy, liked to
pretend they were on great adventures in Africa. One summer, they decided to dig
a big pit in order to catch a tiger. They spent a week digging, but only wound up
with a moderately sized hole. So, they covered it with loose branches and gave up
on it. Two months later, the girl and her cousin were back playing at that same site,
but they forgot about the pit they had dug. Suddenly, the girl plunged into her own
booby trap. Down she went, scraping her legs and arms and bumping her head.
Fortunately, Jeremy was there to help rescue her, but the girl still learned a lesson
about "unseen snares" in this world. Psalm 57:6 says, "My enemies dug a pit in my
path, but they have fallen into it themselves." God is our Rescuer. He reveals the
snares of our enemies so that we can be triumphant in our service to Him.

DAY FIVE

'pat&CI 'KKMM Seat
Are you old enough to remember the TV show. Father Knows Best? If so, you'll appreciate
a story told recently by one of our Taylor students. When this girl was young, her parents
enrolled her in a gymnastics class. She learned how to do cartwheels, handstands and
back flips. Her father told her she could practice all she wanted to, so long as she stayed
on the cushioned mat at school or on the mat in their home basement. However, under
no circumstances was the girl to try any "stunts" while playing on the monkey bars at the
playground. Unfortunately, this girl had a higher opinion of her balancing talents than
was true. Against her father's wishes, she tried a back flip off the top of the monkey bars.
She hit her head on the cement and had a concussion. She learned the hard way that
"father knows best." We Christians sometimes have to learn that lesson the hard way,
too. Our Heavenly Father provides rules, standards and disciplines for us to live by - all
for our own benefit - but occasionally it takes a whack on the noggin before we see
that "Heavenly Father Knows Best." Hey...why not do it the easy way from now on? The
easy way is God's way.

((:>)
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Once, when a little girl was just two, she kept wanting to get near the hot stove
where her mommy was cooking dinner one Sunday afternoon. The first time she
came near the stove, her daddy said sternly, "No! Get back from there!" The child
retreated for a few moments but then came back. This time the father stood up
and said even louder, "No! Stay away from that stove. It's hot!" But a few minutes
later the little child was back and was actually reaching to find out what was on
the stove. The father leaped forward, snatched her hand back and slapped it. The
daughter was stunned. She even started to whimper. Some friends who were visiting
said, "You didn't have to hit her, did you?" The father responded, "With a two year
old, you don't sit and discuss thermal transference of energy. You communicate in
a way she'll comprehend." Isaiah 55:8 tells us that the Lord says, "My thoughts are
not your thoughts, neither are my ways your ways." We may not always understand
God's decisions for our lives, but we are commanded to respect them nevertheless.
Often, they keep us from "getting burned" in life.

cQ^—
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I have a friend who went on a road trip with his wife and kids recently. He had been
driving for some time when he started becoming sleepy and had to pull off the
road. Maybe a guy with more machismo would've just splashed some water on his
face, downed a cup of coffee, shot up a quick prayer to the Lord and kept driving.
However, my friend knew he could put himself and his family, as well as others on
the road, in danger by continuing behind the wheel. As his wife took over control of
the car, he reflected tiredly on how much his physical situation mirrored his spiritual
one. If we retain control of our lives by ourselves, he thought, we eventually grow
weary and can even put ourselves and others in danger. But, as it says in Psalm 77:4,
"You have held my eyelids open; I am overwrought." God will take the keys, and we
can rely on Him to do the driving.

DAY THREE

?4(l 7lante& t&e S<wte
Shakespeare once wrote, "What's in a name. A rose by any other name would
smell just as sweet." However, I don't think that's always true. I was just thinking
about all the different names of God. Even though each of the Lord's names means
something different, all of His roles are compatible. God fits everything that He does
within each of His names, so there is no conflict of purpose among them. He is our
Father, our Creator, our Redeemer, our Rock and our Protector. In my life, I fill several
roles - father, church member, university president, husband and friend. I pray that
I am consistent in all of my roles, in the image of God. Whether we are calling the
Lord Adonai, El Shaddai, or Elohim, He is eternal and unchanging. As it says in Job
1:21, "Blessed be the name of the Lord."

'PeMfcectivet
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Do you ever get special invitations to events from friends or family? I do. Most people
are eager to R.S.V.P. for a social occasion, or even just a casual get-together with
those they know and love. We all have one standing invitation, which is constantly
being extended. Each day, God sends us a new invitation to spend our time with
Him. He waits patiently for us to respond, setting aside the busyness of our days.
Without accepting this daily invitation, we can get bogged down with all the other
activities and soon forget what the Lord wants us to do. Ecclesiastes 1:5 reminds us
that, "The sun rises and the sun sets, and hurries back to where it rises." So, before
the sun sets again, send out that R.S.V.P. to the Lord. Tell Him you gladly accept His
invitation...and then look forward to a nice, long visit with Him.

DAY FIVE

(tyicCe One
Do you remember those notes we secretly penned to each other in middle school?
"Do you like me? Circle one: Yes, No." Many times these notes would be scrawled
on notebook paper, during class, torn from a spiral-bound notebook at a moment's
notice and clandestinely passed. The whole time they were being read, the sender
of the note watched the recipient impatiently, fingers tapping nervously on his or
her desk, just wanting a clear answer, and wanting it now. As children of the Lord,
we sometimes can show the same sort of impatience. I don't know about you,
but when I pray about something, I get "yes" answers and I get "no" answers. But,
what is frustrating is that God also sometimes gives me "maybe" answers, or, even
worse, "wait awhile" answers. When I bring something to God in prayer, the last
thing I want is a seemingly ambiguous answer. But, the Lord is not like a junior high
classmate. He does things, including answering prayers, in His time, which is the right
time. When I look back, I can always see that. So, today let's ask God for hindsight
wisdom...in advance.
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I was talking with a troubled student on campus the other day. Upon asking what was
wrong, she said she was an insomniac. During class, at mealtimes and at gatherings
with friends, people were constantly asking her if she was okay because of how
exhausted she looked. This young lady finds it difficult to sleep at certain times of
day, and she's allergic to the active ingredient in many sleep-aids. Consequently,
she acts lethargic and disinterested when, in reality, she is just tired. "Do you know
what bothers me most about being a chronic insomniac?" the young lady asked
me. She explained, "I wish that the first thing people thought about when they
looked at me was how the love of the Lord shines in my face...not how exhausted
I appear." Ironically, she said that her perseverance, despite her exhaustion, has
led people to ask what motivates her in life, and this has allowed her to share her
testimony. There is a lesson in that for us. We may become tired in the work of the
Lord, but we should never become tired of the work of the Lord. Press on, friends!
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If you spend ten minutes in a doctor's waiting room, a crowded cafeteria, or in
the car with the radio on, you are bound to hear about one thing...the latest gripe
among Americans today - high gas prices. In a day and age when many Americans
seem to find themselves suddenly without jobs, and most students take out several
thousand dollars in loans just to attend college, it seems outrageous and even
cruel to be asked to pay $3.00 and above for one gallon of gasoline. However, in
comparison with the plight of Job, a little overly-expensive gas seems like nothing.
We can start a carpool, bring that old bike out of the garage, or make shorter trips
on foot to save money. How true, then, that the Bible can help us put things into
perspective. How much fuller will our spiritual gas tank be if we keep in mind that
we are only stewards of the things in this world. Today, take out your Bible and get a
spiritual "full tank." The rate never changes - it's always free for the taking.

DAY THREE

If you've ever wanted to travel back in time, you can do so by visiting Colonial
Williamsburg in Virginia. Although this quaint settlement is only eight city blocks,
walking its streets puts you right back in the year 1772. Strolling along you'll see
shops of wig makers, saddle makers and candle makers. People in period costumes
are dressed as coppersmiths, blacksmiths, sailors, carpenters, innkeepers and
gentleman farmers. What may begin, however, as a day's casual perusal of an
historical reenactment, suddenly galvanizes into a dynamic reminder of civics,
political science and patriotism. Actors playing the parts of Thomas Jefferson and
Patrick Henry stand in town meeting houses proclaiming, "All men are created
equal" and "Give me liberty or give me death!" These people were willing to risk
their lives for their convictions and beliefs. How much more so should we, as followers
of Christ, be eager to proclaim God's salvation message. Let us be vigorous today
in proclaiming Christ as Savior.
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My wife and I are graduates of Taylor University, so accepting the position as its
President was something, for me, that was very much like a homecoming. I've spent
time studying the 16 decades of history behind this school. It's inspiring to read of
the sacrifices folks have made over the years to help Taylor remain a beacon of
learning for the cause of Christ. The Apostle Paul wrote in Acts 4:32 of one of the
New Testament churches that "they shared everything they had." Such has been
the case with Taylor University. Some people have donated thousands of dollars to
our school, whereas others have sacrificially given a mere five or ten dollars gleaned
from an already-tight budget. Some folks have donated hundreds of man-hours
of labor to our buildings and grounds, whereas others have supported us through
consistent prayer. God does not look at the size of a gift, but rather at the size of the
giver. He measures by the bigness of our hearts. So, in your service to Him, just "share
everything you have." In God's eyes...that is enough.

DAY FIVE

SeancJiittyfin
Have you ever been afraid of the dark? Recently, one of our Taylor University
students went spelunking in caves in Tennessee. She and the other explorers were
instructed by their guide to turn off their flashlights. As complete darkness settled
over the group, the guide's voice seemed to echo especially loud. He informed
them that if they were to stay in the pitch black cave for more than two weeks
without light, they actually would go blind. When submerged in the dark, the eye
constantly searches for any source of light. It will continue to peer for some speck
of brightness even to the point of destruction. Today's culture is a perpetual land
of black shadows, but those submerged in it are searching for any trace of light to
guide their path. God has promised in Isaiah 42:26, "I will turn the darkness into light
and make the rough places smooth." Any time you feel as though you are lost in a
dark cave, open God's Word and let His wisdom guide you back into the light of His
grace. With God at your side, you never have to be afraid of the dark again.
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I listened to one of our students share a recent episode in her life. She said she has
an independent-thinking pet Dachshund. She yelled to it, "Come here, Oliver!" but
the dog was too intent on chewing a bone to respond to her. So, she called more
adamantly, "Come over here, Oliver. Right now!" However, the dog looked at her
as if to say, "Can't you see I'm busy with something far more important than you
right now?" The girl started to get mad, until it occurred to her that maybe her
relationship with God was like this. How many times did God call to her, by name,
and she was just too busy with other activities to respond to Him? She recalled
the verse in Deuteronomy 6:3 that says, "Be careful to obey. Then all will go well
with you, just as the Lord, the God of your ancestors, promised you." The girl finally
smiled at her dog, whistled to him, and he left the bone and came to her. He then
discovered she had a doggie treat for him. He should have obeyed earlier. The
same lesson applies to us. God calls us because He has something good for us.
"Chew" on that idea for awhile today.

cgQj-
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Back when I was a kid, during the days of 1950s black and white television, a man
named Don Herbert had a weekly show called, Mr. Wizard. Children would visit him
to ask questions about science, and he would do demonstrations and experiments to
help them understand aspects of weather, mathematics and nature. One day, Don
Herbert was explaining about a magnetic field. He had a boy hold one large magnet
and a girl hold another. As long as the children stayed four feet apart, it was easy
to keep the magnets apart. As the children neared each other, however, and the
magnetic field grew stronger, it was harder and harder to keep the magnets apart.
Finally, the pull became so strong, the children yielded and the two magnets snapped
together. Temptation and sin are very much like that. Some people think they can
allow temptation to draw them near a sinful situation, yet they won't be pulled into it.
Unfortunately, that pull will eventually become so strong, resistance will be overcome.
James 1:14 warns, "Each one is tempted when, by his own desire, he is dragged away
and enticed." Keep your distance from sin. Don't let its magnetic field lure you near it.

DAY THREE

Se a *7ouni4t
Each spring break, Taylor University sponsors a missions trip to New York City. One
student shared how he was amazed at sites like the Statue of Liberty and the Empire
State Building. Strangely, though, the native New Yorkers didn't seem as excited
as he was by those incredible sites. They were so focused on their daily routines
and had seen the sites so many times before, they took them for granted. We
often get that way with our relationship with God. It's easy to take our salvation
for granted or to become distracted when we try to pray. We forget how amazing
God and His gifts are. We should never allow our relationship with God to become
"routine." God is always pursuing us, yet we don't always pursue God. What could
be more important in our lives than our Creator and Redeemer? If you've become
complacent with God, become like a tourist viewing God's love: marvel at it.
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Have you ever felt that some weakness in your character or your training or your current
circumstances was making it impossible for you to succeed in life? Well, let me suggest that
you examine that weakness closer. It actually may be an opportunity to serve God and your
fellow man in an amazing way. Let me explain. The Old Testament has a record of when
David and his followers were fugitives. They had been driven into the desert by Saul's army
and were being hunted. David did not even have a sword with which to defend himself.
He cried out, "A sword! I don't even have a sword." Just then, a priest came forward and
said, "Yes, you do. All these years I have saved the sword left by Goliath, the giant you slew
when you were a child. It is now rightfully yours." The priest gave the sword to David. Seeing
that sword reminded David's men of how God's protective hand was on him. It rallied their
spirits and drove them on to new victories. Thus, the sword that had been designed to kill
David wound up saving his life and bringing him new victories. How about you? Can you
take something negative and, through prayer, make it something of service to God? It's
worth thinking about. It got David out of his desert...and it might get you out of yours.

DAY FIVE

T^evenoe tfoidw

^cde

Even people who are not Christians are familiar with Jesus' words in Matthew 7:12 when He
said, "So, in everything, do to others what you would have them do to you." Most folks refer to
this as The Golden Rule. But were you aware that 1,000 years before Jesus spoke those words,
the Old Testament prophet Obadiah gave a stern warning that was a Reverse Golden Rule?
It's true. In Obadiah's book, verse 15, he says, "As you have done, it will be done to you.
Your deeds will return on your own head." When Jesus taught, He explained that if we are
nice and gracious to other people, they, in turn, will be more apt to be nice and gracious to
us. However, Obadiah warned people that if they are cruel and unjust to other people, not
only will they risk retaliation from those they harm, they will also experience the wrath of God.
Ouch! That's not a good option. Let's face it, the lesson from both passages is the same. As
God's children, if we treat others with respect, show them kindness and evidence the love
of Christ, this whole world will be a better place. One Bible passage is positive reinforcement,
the other is negative reinforcement...but both are still true. Let's heed both today by loving
our neighbor as Jesus would want us to do. Indeed, that idea truly is golden.
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I have been the president of two universities and one major Bible organization, so
frequently I'm asked, "What is the secret to creating a winning team of employees?"
I'm sure there are a lot of different answers to that question, but one specific response is:
find people who are a comfortable fit with the jobs they are assigned. Too often people
believe that to have unity in a group, it requires uniformity. But nothing could be farther
from the truth. Yes, an organization must have people of like minds when it comes to
a sense of purpose and mission and vision. But after that, it's necessary to have great
diversity. After all, I wouldn't hire an expert in physics to teach world literature, nor a
musician to teach chemistry. Our church body works the same way. In I Corinthians 12:4,
we are told, "There is a diversity of gifts." If you are a Christian, that is referring to you. You
have a talent, an ability, a special gift. It's a present from God, but it has been given to
you so you can "do your part" amidst the body of believers. Rejoice in your giftedness.
Keep in mind that the "unity" of the church functions because of your uniqueness."
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Do you remember the story of Peter Pan, the enchanted boy who sang the song, "I
don't wanna grow up!" In some ways, that little fellow had the right idea. In Matthew
18:3, Jesus drew several youngsters near him. He pointed to them and told the
adults, "Unless you change and become like little children, you will never enter the
Kingdom of Heaven." That seems odd, doesn't it? Most of us want to grow up, gain
life experience and be thought of as wise and mature. But Jesus said that what we
really need to do is to grow up to be children. By that, He meant we should have the
faith of a child...the joy of a child...the trust and belief of a child...and certainly the
love of a child. Children are not tainted by the world. They are innocent and playful
and pure. For us to be like them, we would have to shed many of our pretentious,
quasi-sophisticated mannerisms. We'd have to be honest and open and decent.
Jesus had the right idea. We should all desire to grow up to be children.

DAY THREE

S<z«i6nufct Ai^e
Not a day goes by that you won't read in the newspaper of someone declaring
bankruptcy. People who have spent beyond their means will very often wind up
unable to pay their bills. Some folks resort to filing bankruptcy so that they will be out of
debt and able to start over. However, bankruptcy is a misconception. Although the
law permits people to set aside their debts, it doesn't actually pay their debts. They still
owe all that money to their creditors. If you doubt this, just ask the creditors if they are
angry about being told they will not receive payment for the goods and services they
provided. Oh, my...most creditors are absolutely outraged at people who declare
bankruptcy and walk away from their financial obligations. That is what is so different
from the sin debt Jesus paid for us. We were in moral and spiritual bankruptcy, but
Jesus didn't just "set aside" our sin debt, He sacrificed His blood to pay our debt. The
ledger has been wiped clean. Our debts no longer exist. Take time today to thank the
Lord for redeeming you. He paid a debt you could not pay for yourself.

WEEK 18

DAY FOUR

s4 lift
Recently, a grandfather took his grandson out for lunch to celebrate the grandson's
graduation from college. The grandfather asked his grandson if he adhered to the
God-honoring practice of tithing ten percent of all he earned. The grandson said,
"Well, I used to, but now I find it impossible. My part-time job doesn't pay extremely
well, and I have college loans to repay, a car payment to make each month and
food and rent to worry about. However, I've set aside money for today's lunch. I
know that you invited me out, but I'm going to pay for the check." After eating,
paying the bill and walking outside the cafe, the grandfather turned to his grandson
and asked, "Do you realize what you just did? I watched you pay a 15 percent tip
to a total stranger just because she brought plates of food to our table. Yet, you told
me you couldn't afford ten percent to pay tribute to the God who created the very
food that sustains your life. I think you need to rethink your priorities." That grandfather
was wise. We can never out-give God, but too often we can under-give Him. When
you start to set up your budget, be sure to pay homage to God first.

DAY FIVE

Piofien P&i&frective
On the Upland campus of our University we have a structure known as the Rice Bell
Tower. It actually is two towers of equal height connected at the top. Oddly enough, if
you look at the tower from various places around the campus, one tower seems taller
than the other. And - depending on where you are looking from - sometimes it seems
that the right tower is taller, and other times it seems that the left tower is taller. It is
only when you get a long distance from the tower that you can see plainly that both
towers are the same height. To me, this is a great metaphor for life. When we are in
the middle of what we perceive to be a tragedy in our lives, it will often seem that we
are wrestling alone and that God is not equal in size to the task. It is only when we get
much farther away from that circumstance - perhaps five or ten years along - that we
can see that God was there in equal portion the whole time. If you are facing a crisis
today, don't lose your perspective. God does hear your prayers and He does hold up
His promises to you. Trust me...our God is equal to the task of being a strong tower.
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Taylor University has a long heritage of faculty members who have accomplished amazing
things for the cause of Christ. One such man wasCoach Don Odle, who is considered by many
to be the "Father of Sports Evangelism." Don believed that one of the best ways to witness
to young people in foreign countries was to have them talk one-on-one with Americans
their own age. In order to facilitate this, Don came up with the idea of putting together a
basketball team that would travel to Asia to compete in exposition games with other teens.
Although such an experiment had never been tried before, Don was able to recruit seven
players from Taylor University and one player from Wheaton College who were willing to fly
to Taiwan with him. The boys gave demonstrations about basketball and taught lessons to
the Chinese boys who came to their practices. Amidst it all, the Americans were able to
share their testimonies about their Christianity. Don Odle would later say, "God used the
willingness of these boys to enable the Gospel to be spread throughout Taiwanese schools
and neighborhoods." Today, sports evangelism is a major movement globally...proving that
one person with a commitment to Christian service can make a major difference!

< Qv
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Onourllpland campus we have a lovely facilitycalled the RedigerChapel Auditorium.
It has stained glass windows, comfortable pews, a large stage with a hardwood floor
and all the modern sound and lighting effects needed for presentations of music
or preaching. What most folks don't know is that the aesthetically pleasing Rediger
Chapel is a converted gymnasium. It's true! This marvelous setting for worship was
once a cavernous, noisy, sweat-stained blockhouse. On more than one occasion,
I have met people who have told me, "Maybe if I was younger, or if I had more
talents, I'd become a Christian. But, the way I am, I can't see how I could be of
any use to God." What they don't realize is, just as the ugly, but functional gym
became a gorgeous chapel, people redeemed by the love of Christ become new
creatures. They are given a spiritual gift so that they can serve the Lord. How about
you? Are you still thinking of yourself as a gymnasium when God sees you as a lovely
chapel? If so, do some mental and spiritual remodeling!

DAY THREE

Special "People
Do you remember singing the song, Jesus Loves the Little Children, when you were
a youngster? That song reminds us that all children are "precious in his sight." In
February 2006 on the Upland campus of Taylor University, we served as host for
a large Special Olympics tournament. I wish you could have been there to see
the joy in the eyes of those physically and mentally challenged young folks as
they earned medals and blue ribbons for their running, jumping and other athletic
achievements. It was wonderful! Our college students received many hugs that day
from grateful youngsters. But it was obvious that our college students, who were
supervising the events, were enjoying it as much as the participants. I'm convinced
that God looked down that day and found that all of His children - both the college
helpers and the Special Olympics competitors - were, indeed, precious in His sight.
God called Joseph and Samuel and David into service when they were still children.
Let's remember this and treat all children with the love of Christ.
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During biblical times, people threw stones at lepers and drove them out of town. They
ostracized them and called them unclean. But, to the shock of many, Jesus went
among these lepers, ministering to them and providing care and healing. Today,
the modern lepers seem to be people with Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome,
or what is commonly called AIDS. Whatever the reason for their infection, they all
are suffering today. They are lonely and isolated and in need of the same love of
Christ that the lepers of ancient times received. At our Upland campus, we have
an "Acting on AIDS" chapter. Our students volunteer to lecture on AIDS prevention
while sharing their Christian testimonies. They also provide care and support for AIDS
victims. There is no cure for AIDS, but there is a cure for loneliness and alienation.
Our students do not seek to judge people with AIDS, only to share Christ's love with
them. I'm convinced that is what Jesus would want us to be doing.

DAY FIVE

7^ Sideimen^
At our Fort Wayne campus during 2006, the men's basketball team became the
national champions in their division. We held a special day to honor Coach Bud
Hamilton and his players. This championship was the result of all-out training, drilling,
practicing and working hard by the players. However, in every sport, there are
people who are called sideliners, or bench warmers, or third team reserves. They like
being considered part of the team, but they really don't want to have to jump in
with total commitment participation. Unfortunately, Christianity has some sideliners,
too. But in James 2:14, we are told, "If people say they have faith, but do nothing,
their faith is worth nothing!" We are not called to sit on the bench and just observe
the action. We are called to be "in the game," giving our all to serve the Lord.
Coach Hamilton and his players could not have brought home a trophy as national
champions if even one of his players had been a sideliner. Similarly, we must put on
"the full court press" in our service to Christ.
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Recently, I happened to be walking by a gift shop while hurrying through an airport.
I noticed a wall poster in the window that really made me chuckle. It said: "Blessed
are the unsatisfied when they have a goal." Ha! - that might not be a Bible verse,
but I think there is great wisdom in it nevertheless. The Bible is filled with people
who were extremely unsatisfied until they had fulfilled their goals. Noah worked
frantically for 120 years before he reached his goal of building the ark. Joshua
fought relentlessly until he conquered the Promised Land. The Apostle Paul traveled
and preached unceasingly until he had spread the Gospel to the major cities in the
Roman Empire. What about you? Do you have a life's mission or personal goal that
gets you out of bed each morning with a strong sense of personal drive? God has
work - a goal - for each of us, and He has given us diverse gifts so that we will be
able to fulfill our calling. Knowing this, we shouldn't be satisfied with our lives as they
are. Let's set some righteous goals and be happily unsatisfied until we reach them.

•
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I have spent literally decades of my life working in Christian higher education.
Occasionally, someone will ask me, "Gene, what do you get out of all you've done for
those students?" When people ask such a question, they surely do not understand my
philosophy of service. You see, I believe there are two types of people in life: miners and
farmers. Miners go in and dig out all the riches they can retrieve for themselves. They
don't worry about how they may harm their surroundings or create ugliness. They just
take and take and take...and when nothing is left to plunder, they walk away from the
barren, empty holes they created. Farmers, however, plant seeds. They enrich the soil,
water the fledgling plants and prevent harmful weeds from infiltrating the crops. Their
surroundings bring forth bountiful harvests because of the investments they have made.
And that's what they "get out" of it - the joy of knowing their efforts have paid off with
an enhancement of their surroundings, rather than wanton destruction. I'm convinced
the Lord wants us to be farmers, not miners. Today, think of ways you can help produce a
bumper crop of God-honoring results, rather than erode the opportunities before you.

DAY THREE

poitty t/ie Sxtvx TKile
Have you ever wondered where old sayings come from, such as "going the extra
mile?" Let me explain that one. During the Roman occupation of Israel, Roman
soldiers were allowed by law to force young Jewish boys and men to carry their
military packs for them for one full mile, but no more. So, Jewish boys would actually
stake off the distance from their homes to one mile away; thus, if pressed into
service, they could do the bare minimum. Jesus, in teaching a lesson about humility,
told His followers, as we read in Mark 5:41, "If someone forces you to walk a mile
with him, go with him two miles." This was an example of exchanging kindness for
cruelty and thereby winning a friend with whom you could share the Gospel. Are
you "going the extra mile" each day to demonstrate the love of Christ to folks you
work with...strangers you encounter...even members of your family? If not, then it
is time for you to pull up the marker stakes and "go the distance" in helping others
walk the path you walk.
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I don't know if it is because I'm a dad and a grandfather or if it's because I've been in
Christian education for so many years, but frequently I get asked for advice on rearing
children. One person said recently, "Proverbs 22:6 says, 'Train up a child in the way he should
go, and when he is old he will not depart from it.' Well, I taught my son good life lessons, but
he still wound up dropping out of school, getting involved in drugs and winding up in jail
anyway. So, what's with that?" What too many parents misunderstand is that teaching is just
a one time run-through of an exercise. However, training requires repetition, discipline, drill
and focus. Professional baseball players don't go to Florida for "spring teaching," they go for
"spring training." Over and over they practice hitting, base running, fielding and throwing. It
lasts all day, for weeks on end, until the functions become second nature. Similarly, when new
recruits join the Army, they don't go to "basic teaching," they go through three solid months
of "basic training." Week after week they arise at the same time, dress in the same uniforms
and go through endless hours of rifle range training and combat exercises until it all becomes
engrained in them. Children are no different. They must be trained, not just "taught." It takes
time and energy, but, as the Bible promises, the good results last a lifetime.

DAY FIVE

"piom cm
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Besides being a college president, I have a law degree. As such, I cannot help but take
special pleasure in reading portions of the Bible that show how the Lord creates situations
of "poetic justice." Consider this one: In the early chapters of Exodus we are told that
Pharaoh ordered all the Jewish male babies to be thrown into the Nile River to be drowned
or eaten by crocodiles. Jochebed, instead, put her three-month-old son in a little papyrus
ark and set him afloat on the Nile. He was discovered by Pharaoh's daughter and was
adopted by her, but he was nursed by his biological mother, who was hired by Pharaoh's
daughter to care for the child. This child was Moses. That little ark would one day become
the battleship that would sink all of Pharaoh's empire. The very river that Pharaoh tried
to use to eradicate the Jews proved to be the path to freedom for those Jews. To me,
this is marvelous irony...absolute proof of God's poetic justice. Today, you may feel that
you are being suppressed and ill-treated and that God is not hearing your prayers for
protection and justice. But God does hear, and He does care for His children. Be diligent
with your prayers. Stay afloat in your ark until God turns it into a battleship.
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Our Bible teaches us about two kinds of faith. Saving faith is our belief in Christ as
savior and redeemer. That kind of faith cleanses our souls and grants us new life in
Christ. But there is also a promissory faith, which is a faith that convinces us that the
promises of God will one day be fulfilled. Promissory faith has three dimensions of
time. If we believe in creation and God's records in the Old Testament, we have
faith in the past. If we live daily in a trusting walk with the Lord, we have faith in the
present. If we believe in the eminent return of Christ and the assurance of one day
being in Heaven with Him, we have faith in the future. Hebrews 6:12 says, "Do not be
slothful, but, instead, be like those who, through faith and patience, have inherited
the promises." That's a good admonition to all of us. By faith, our past and present
will lead us to a future with the Lord. To me, that's time well spent.
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One of our students recently told a funny story that occurred at her house that
caused a lesson literally to "back fire" on her dad. The girl said that her younger
brother had received a BB pistol for his birthday. The father admonished the son,
"Never, never pull the trigger of this pistol in the house. I'll show you how to fire the
pistol, but only because I know for a fact that all the BBs have been taken out."
Just then the father pointed at a wall and pulled the trigger. A BB shot out with
such force, it cracked the plaster and left a large hole in the wall. The mom of the
family rushed in and took the pistol away from both the dad and the son. All too
often we make the mistake of admonishing people about their bad habits without
first realizing we are guilty of those same problems. Jesus said in Matthew 7:5 that
hypocrites should get the logs out of their own eyes before they find fault with the
toothpicks in other people's eyes. Today would be a good time to resolve to be less
critical and more supportive of others.

DAY THREE

t&e K/at&i
A student at our Fort Wayne campus raised a pet llama and showed it at the
county fair, winning several blue ribbons. However, as the animal got older, the rules
required it to be led through an obstacle course. So, the student started to train the
animal. Things went well for awhile, as the girl led the llama around barrels, under
trees and down narrow paths. However, the animal balked at walking through the
water trap. Either it feared not knowing the depth, or it worried about being caught
in the mud. Either way, it wouldn't budge. Its owner rubbed its neck, talked softly
to it, even nudged it forward, but to no avail. Finally, the girl took the harness and
stepped forward, directly into the water herself, leading the llama. At this, the animal
followed, feeling confident about the path ahead. God has promised us that He
will lead us "beside the still waters," but we often proceed as if all we can see is a
dangerous water trap. We need to realize that He is walking ahead of us, guarding
us against dangers. Make today the day you "step out in faith."
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I recently heard a funny story told by one of the students at our Fort Wayne campus.
When she was only seven she loved to play with her 16-month-old baby brother.
One day her mother went to take a shower, and she told the girl, "Do not pick up
your baby brother and take him to your room to play." When the mother got out of
the shower, the baby was not in his crib. The mother raced into the girl's room and
found her on the floor playing with the baby. Angry, the mother yelled, "I told you
not to pick up your brother and carry him to your room!" The girl looked innocently
at her mother and replied, "I know. So, I didn't. I scooted him on the floor and then
rolled him into my room." Oh, my! Aren't we Christians sometimes just like that little
girl? We know all about the laws God has set down for us, but we are always looking
for loopholes so that we can still be able to follow our own desires. Galafians 5:13 tells
us, "For you have been called to live in freedom, but not freedom to serve your sinful
nature." Let's follow God's plan for our lives by not trying to rewrite the rule book.

DAY FIVE

t&e TOy/iteout "pine
Here in the Midwest, we have several varieties of pine trees. One variety of pine trees
grows very tall and spreads its branches widely. It produces a pine cone that is not
open and attractive, like the kinds you see on Christmas wreathes. Instead, its pine
cones are tight, condensed and extremely compact. The only way that these pine
cones will release the seeds protected inside is if the tree gets struck by lightning or
it gets set on fire some other way. Once heated to more than 600 degrees, the pine
cones will explode and launch their seeds in all directions. Sometimes the Christian
life works the same way. Only when we go through trials of fire are we able to spread
"new life" to others. Second Timothy 2:10 says, "I am willing to endure anything if it
will bring salvation and eternal glory in Christ Jesus to those God has chosen." So,
if things get a little hot under the collar for you anytime soon, maybe it is just God
getting you ready to "burst forth" and replant yourself to more fertile soil.
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Some of our college students were hiking one fall along the craggy ledges of
the New Hampshire shoreline. The wind was strong, causing the water to splash
abnormally high. The rocks became wet and slimy, and as one boy named Scott
was making his way down, he lost his footing. He toppled over and bounced 70
feet down the ledge until he hit the shoreline. Thanks to a padded jacket and a
hiker's helmet, he survived with only a few cuts and a sprained ankle. Scott was an
experienced climber, but in one split second he lost his footing and had a serious
fall. First Corinthians 10:12 warns us, "So, if you think you are standing firm, be careful
that you don't fall." We Christians can fall from heights of morality if we don't "watch
our step." Temptation is like loose stones or slime on a rock. It can trip us up if we
don't watch for it. Walk today in truth and grace and in "paths of righteousness for
His name sake."
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One of my neighbors has a summer job he truly hates. His wife makes him pull out all
of the Christmas lights to test them. This is because the man insists on keeping their
very old strands of lights. Since these holiday lights are so out of date, if one bulb is
burned out, the entire strand goes dark. As a result, the man has to test the strand,
light by light, until he locates any dead bulb. Once he replaces it, the whole strand
lights up again. Christians are like those strands of bulbs. First Corinthians 12:26 tells
us, "If one part suffers, all the other parts suffer, too; but, if one part is honored, all
the other parts are glad about it." If one Christian is facing burnout, this lessens the
spiritual light of the entire body of Christ. We were meant to bear one another's
burdens. If you are suffering, seek the encouragement of a Christian brother or
sister. Likewise, if you sense that someone is going through bad times and is starting
to "burn out," step in and brighten that person's day. Keep all the lights shining
brightly.

DAY THREE

/t Doy

JLi^e

Sometime back, a buddy of mine kept telling me about wanting to lead a friend of
his to the Lord. My pal kept stalling, however, saying the timing just wasn't right yet.
I warned him that if that other man died without accepting the plan of salvation,
he would not be among the redeemed in Heaven. My friend said he knew that,
but he kept putting it off, nevertheless. Late one evening, my friend came knocking
on my door. "My dog Ginger broke her leash in the park and got lost!" he yelled
breathlessly. "Here! Go door to door handing out these flyers with my dog's photo
on them. I'm offering a reward. Ginger is lost and we've got to find her before
something terrible happens to her." I looked at my friend and asked, "You're saying
you're willing to go to all this trouble to save your lost dog, yet you won't even talk
to your friend about the plan of salvation?" He suddenly froze in his tracks, staring
at me. Slowly, a look of realization came over him. After a moment, a tear rolled
down his cheek. "Please...please, can I use your phone?" he asked. Don't miss your
chances to tell others about Jesus today, friends.
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In the 1500s, when musket balls could pierce steel plating, knights and nobles
stopped dressing in suits of armor. For speed and agility, they wore cloth and leather
garments. The men of the British militia carried a sword and a musket. They wore
a flowing cape and a large, floppy cloth hat with a big feather. Underneath the
fancy hat, however, each musketeer wore a tight-fitting steel skullcap to protect
him from a slashing sword or the butt-end of a musket. These steel skullcaps were
called "secrets." Today, you'll often hear someone say, "I want to share a secret
with you, but be sure to keep it under your hat." That's where this expression came
from. I fear that we Christians are like that. We know the "good news," that Christ
died for our sins and now lives to fulfill the plan of salvation. We've been given The
Great Commission by Christ to carry this message to "the uttermost parts of the
earth." Yet, we too often keep it a closely guarded secret. Don't let that be the
case with you. Tip your hat to someone, become friends and reveal the secret.

DAY FIVE
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Tourists go through the Tower of London by the thousands each year. They come
primarily because this fortress is where people can see the royal jewels. The queen's
scepter has one diamond in it that is 530 carats and is the size of a man's fist. The
golden crowns and necklaces, bracelets and rings, tiaras and walking sticks, are
all encrusted with emeralds, diamonds, sapphires and rubies. The total value is
estimated at a quarter billion dollars. Ironically, as you are walking out the gates of
the Tower of London, there are collection canisters with signs on them that read,
"Please donate to help keep the Tower in full restoration." I remember hearing one
tourist say, "Sell one of those diamonds if you're so keen about keeping this place in
good repair." Hoarding all that wealth does no one any good. Likewise, if we keep
the plan of salvation to ourselves, we are hoarding something priceless. When the
Apostle Peter was asked for money from a lame man, he answered, "Silver and
gold I do not have. But what I do have, I'll share with you." In the name of Jesus, he
healed the man. How about you? Are you sharing the wealth you possess?
• Q - .
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In Fort Wayne, we have a marvelous science museum for children called "Science
Central." We also have the country's finest "Abraham Lincoln Museum." Additionally,
we have an art museum, a city historical museum and even a fire fighters' museum.
When you go through these museums, you can ask for a tour guide to walk along
with you. These folks will carefully point out each artifact, and they'll provide insightful
commentary and important information about each display. Their assistance makes
the visit more enriching and edifying. We Christians can serve a similar purpose
when it comes to helping people walk through the Scriptures. By leading home Bible
groups, by teaching Sunday school classes, or by doing one-on-one mentoring with
new believers, we can make the study of God's holy Word more enriching and
edifying for those who are discovering its wonders for the first time. In the Bible we
are told that an Ethiopian man was baffled by the writings of the Old Testament until
Philip became his teacher. It was a joyous time of fellowship for both men. Can you
be someone's Philip today? Share God's Word at every opportunity.
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Some of our college students do volunteer work as youth leaders and Bible teachers at
churches near our two campuses. One such young man explained recently how he led
a rather belligerent high school student to the Lord. The high school boy came to church
one Wednesday night with a group of friends, although it was obvious he had no intention
of participating in the Bible study. He sat slumped in a seat, spoke to no one and acted
bored. However, our Taylor student could tell that the boy actually was listening to the
message of salvation. Finally, our college student took the boy aside and asked, "Why
did you come here tonight?" The high schooler shrugged his shoulders and responded
flippantly, "I guess I had nuthin' better to do." The group leader smiled and responded,
"You know something? You're right! There is absolutely nothing better you could have
done tonight than come to the house of the Lord. Give me ten minutes, and I'll prove it
to you." With that, he opened his Bible and explained the plan of salvation to the young
man. Today, that high schooler attends church several times each week...and he tells
his friends he does so, because "there is nothing better than going to church."

DAY THREE

Each Sunday in most churches you can hear the children singing about how
"Zacchaeus was a wee little man, and a wee little man was he." The Bible tells us
that since Zacchaeus was short, he climbed up into a sycamore tree so that he
could get a good look at Jesus. However, Zacchaeus's problem was not the fact
that he was short, it was that he was short-sighted. He didn't realize that the best way
for us to be "eye to eye" with Jesus is by getting down on our knees. By humbling
ourselves in prayer, we symbolically "stand" before the throne of grace. When Jesus
called to Zacchaeus, He first told him to get down out of the tree. He then told him
He would be coming to dine at his home that day. Jesus was not concerned about
how short or tall Zacchaeus was. He only cared about how Zacchaeus "stood"
on matters of importance to God. Once Zacchaeus understood this, he made
restitution to all the people he had previously over-taxed, and he made his home
open to other followers of Jesus. Like this little man, we stand tallest when we bend
in service to the King.
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You've heard ministers speak metaphorically about "plumbing the depths of
Scripture." But did you know that one man actually plumbed the depths of the
ocean because he was a student of the Bible? Matthew Maury was a U.S. naval
officer who served as head of the Department of Charts and Instruments from 1842
- 1861. One evening, Maury read a line from Psalm 8, which said there were "paths
in the seas." Believing the Word of God to be infallible, Maury started having ships
drop bottles into the Atlantic Ocean to see how far they would travel...and by what
currents...and where they would be found. As other ships returned these bottles to
Maury's headquarters, he created a full profile of the bed of the Atlantic Ocean.
His book, Physical Geography of the Seas, was published in 1855. It initiated the
science of oceanography. Maury always gave God the credit for revealing this
great insight to him. What about you? Are you allowing God to reveal His wisdom to
you? It's easy...just pick up your Bible and start reading.

DAY FIVE

I've heard a lot of people say that they don't like to attend funerals or memorial services
because they don't know what to say to a grieving widow or to a child who is experiencing
the loss of a loved one. Let me make this easy for you. The reason you are attending such
a service is because you had some sort of personal connection with the deceased person.
Well, take a moment to share that with the one who is grieving. When I go to a funeral
home, I make it a habit to relate a personal anecdote about the one being remembered.
I might say to a widow, "Your husband was never too busy to help out someone in need.
Back when I was in graduate school, I went to him for advice. Let me tell you how he
helped me." I then share that story. It comforts others to know that their loved ones were
valued...were appreciated...were respected. Bringing up good memories makes the
grieving ones smile, nod in agreement and recall all that was good about the one who
has now passed on. Jesus comforted the sisters of Lazarus at their brother's tomb. Jesus
spoke words of praise about John the Baptist after he died. Helping those who grieve is an
act of Christian kindness. Don't be afraid to "put in a good word" when it is appropriate.
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Back during the early 1980s there was a phenomenon among young people known
as "break dancing." Teenagers would form a circle, and one by one they would go
into the middle and do the wildest gyrations imaginable. They'd hop and twist and
wave their arms and even roll on the floor. It was their way of expressing the high
level of energy and wide range of creativity in their lives. The Bible tells us that "break
dancing" isn't anything new, however. In Acts, chapter three, we are told a story of a
man who had been lame for more than 40 years. He sat outside of the temple each
day, begging for alms. When Peter and John walked by one day, the man asked for
money. Instead, in the name of Jesus, Peter lifted the man and healed his legs. The
Bible says the man started walking and jumping and running and bouncing all over
the temple. He couldn't contain his joy over the miracle that had happened to him.
Are we that excited today about our relationship with Christ? Does the very thought of
His love for us cause us to leap up and dance for joy? It should. We are taught to "walk
in His ways," and I don't think He'd mind if we added a little bounce to our step!
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In Malachi chapter three, it asks, "Would a man rob God?" Most people who pay
tithes would think they are not robbing God. But doesn't God deserve a tithe of our
time, too? Suppose you sleep eight hours a day and use the other 16 hours for work
and personal activities. Even if you take Sunday off as a "day of rest," that still means
you have 96 hours each week of waking time to use as you please. If you gave God
a ten percent tithe of that, you would owe him nine and a half hours of service each
week! Think of a church of about 300 adults. If each adult gave 9/4 hours of service
to God each week, that would be 2,850 hours. Subtract all the time spent in church
working as greeters, Sunday school teachers, social directors, visitation leaders and
ushers, and you'd still have thousands of service hours left. People would have to
go out and witness on the streets...help in soup kitchens...visit the sick...work with
troubled teens...prepare materials forforeign missionaries.... Well, you get the point.
If you'd like to see change in this world, start putting in your time.

DAY THREE

ThtdeUmed Auyyaye
I travel a lot, both domestically and overseas. Once I came into an airport where
passengers had been stranded for more than three days due to a blizzard. Finally,
they had been able to leave on outgoing flights, but their luggage was still behind,
not yet sorted. As I stared at rows upon rows of suitcases, trunks, bags, hatboxes,
briefcases and duffle bags, it occurred to me that people had packed each of
these bags with the thought, "I cannot do without what is in here." Yet, here were the
bags, all sitting unclaimed, while the passengers had moved on to new destinations.
Jesus taught us not to become attached to material goods. He admonished the
rich young ruler to sell all that he had, but the man could not part with his earthly
wealth, even to attain heavenly riches. However, when Jesus led the woman at
the well to salvation, the Bible says she left her water pots behind and ran home
to witness to her family. Suddenly, her earthly possessions were no longer precious
to her. Let's be like that. Let's be so excited about serving the cause of Christ, our
earthly goods become nothing more than "unclaimed baggage" to us.
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One of the instructors at our Fort Wayne campus told me an amusing story recently.
Her pre-school daughter asked her, "What do you do for a job, Mommy?" The
woman answered, "I work at a college, honey." The little girl asked, "And what do
you do there, Mommy?" The woman replied, "I teach adults how to draw." The
little girl thought about that for a moment and then asked, "Did they forget?" I love
that story. Children only need a piece of paper and a box of crayons, and they are
ready to draw all sorts of things. They have imagination and confidence and energy.
Somewhere along the line, we adults lose that "fun" aspect of creativity. We are so
worried about staying within the lines, we fail to create anything new and unusual.
Our approach to faith can also become predictable, routine and bland. Maybe we
need to color outside of the lines now and then. Why not pray while taking a walk in
the woods? Why not read the Bible out loud rather than just in your mind? Why not
spend a Sunday morning working in a soup kitchen rather than sitting in a pew? Let's
not "forget" our initial childlike enthusiasm about our Christian faith.

DAY FIVE
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McNair Wilson describes himself as an "Imaginologist." It's a crazy word, but it
suits him. McNair helps executives at companies like Disney and IBM learn to use
their imaginations in new ways. One of the lessons McNair Wilson teaches people
wherever he goes is the concept of "doing your last project first." He tells people
that everyone has a dream project he or she would like to do...if only there was
enough time. For some, it is to write a book. For others, it is to master an instrument.
Still others want to climb Pike's Peak or learn to paint or start a small business. McNair
tells folks that their last project is their most prized achievement, so now is the time to
do it. Otherwise, there may never be time for it...and that would be tragic. Do you
know folks who are putting off asking Christ into their lives because they think they'll
get around to it later? As McNair warns, there may never be a "later." Go to these
folks and share the love of Christ with them. Convince them, they need to put their
last project first!
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An item appeared in the newspaper recently about a man who owned a small
ranch in Montana. He enjoyed fishing in the stream that ran through his property,
and he often invited his grandchildren to fish with him. If they built a campfire, they
would always carefully bury the ashes afterward and carry home any garbage.
When the owner died and his grandchildren inherited the property, they invited
friends to come to camp and fish with them. These strangers started to throw grease
and leftover food scraps and even paper into the stream. At first, it didn't make
much impact. A year later, however, the stream started to look murky. Two years
later, the fish started dying and the stream actually looked dark colored, and it had
a bad smell. To me, that was a lesson about sin. Sometimes we think we are only
committing small sins...not enough to "pollute" our lives. However, over time, this
evolves into negative behaviors and harmful habits. Eventually, we find ourselves
completely poisoned by our careless actions. Let's make an effort today to stay
clean and pure, filling ourselves with what Jesus called streams of "living water."
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I've heard a lot of people excuse their bad behavior - such as overeating or
frequently losing their tempers or even getting involved in illegal drug use - by
saying they just have no discipline. People will say, "I just have never developed the
ability to say 'no' to anything." Well, that's absolute nonsense. Think about a typical
night of watching television. In watching four hours of television, the average person
views 39 commercials. Can you fathom what would happen if a person said "yes"
to all those solicitations? Why, he'd end up buying five new trucks, calling in 22
deliveries for fast food, ordering new siding for his house and equipping his entire
basement with exercise equipment. But people don't do this because they say
"No" all the time. Personal accountability is a part of the Christian life. When David
sinned with Bathsheba, it was because he didn't say "No" to sinful desires. When
Peter lost his temper and struck a man with a sword, it was because he didn't say
"No" to irrational behavior. Know this: our actions speak louder than our words. As
such, learn to say "No" when you know the difference between right and wrong.

DAY THREE

7he Ultimate £«tct
Motivational speaker Stephen Covey has been on the best-seller lists for more than
20 years with his book The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People. According to Dr.
Covey, one of these success habits is to "begin with the end in mind." In effect, what
he is saying is, you cannot start a journey if you don't even know which direction to
take. That makes sense. Even a family going on vacation decides first where they are
going. Then, they get the appropriate maps and directions. As Christians, we need
to use similar logic. If the "end" we have in "mind" is to see our Savior in Heaven one
day, then we need to study the best map and get the best directions. This is why I
spent years promoting Bible literacy and Bible study while working with the American
Bible Society, and why today at Taylor University we require all of our students to take
biblical literature classes. The Bible is our road map to Heaven. We need to read it,
study it, even memorize passages from it that speak to our personal needs. It will
point us in the right direction, keep us on the straight and narrow path and bring us
home to glory. Pick up your Bible today and "begin with the end in mind."
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Recently, one of our students told a story about a man in his Sunday school class
whose eyes had been hurting, and the doctor wasn't sure why. He suffered
temporary blindness by the end of each day. He depended on his wife to be his
guide, drive him to meetings and prepare his meals. Proper medicine was obtained,
but the man's wife had to continue to do most things for this man for several weeks
while he recovered. We are commanded by God to "live by faith," to allow Him to
guide us in life, even in the tough times. Unfortunately, we often would rather lead
ourselves through the darkness. Like this man, however, we come to a point when
we realize we can't do this on our own - we need a guide. We must trust God in our
daily walks. So, when you feel blind to the path God has for you, don't navigate it
yourself. You'll only get lost. He is the only one who knows the way. Trust in Him, and,
as the Scriptures say, "He will make your paths straight."

DAY FIVE
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On September 13, 1814, Francis Scott Key visited the British fleet in the Chesapeake
Bay to secure the release of Dr. William Beanes, who had been captured by British
forces after the burning of Washington, D.C. Afterward, Key was detained on the ship
while the fleet shelled Fort McHenry, a fort defending Baltimore. The next morning,
he was delighted to see that the fort's flag hadn't been lowered, which would've
signified surrender. He wrote a poem to commemorate this: The Star-Spangled
Banner. The Bible often talks about banners, which are like our flags. They were used
to signify a nation's strength and determination during battle. They also symbolized
God's protection of His people. Psalm 60:4-5 says, "But for those who fear you, you
have raised a banner to be unfurled against the bow. Save us and help us with your
right hand, that those you love may be delivered." So, today when you raise your
flag, think about the banner God has placed over you.
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In the movie Batman Begins, young Bruce Wayne falls into a cave and is attacked
by a swarm of bats. His father, Thomas, rescues him. After carrying Bruce to his room,
he tells him, "Why do we fall, Bruce? It's so we can learn to pick ourselves up." Bruce
repeats these words later when his enemies burn down his mansion and he considers
giving up the mantle of Batman. His father's words spur him to continue his quest for
justice. We Christians can lose heart in hard times. Paul reminds us in II Corinthians
4:8-10 that, "We are hard pressed on every side, but not crushed; perplexed, but
not in despair; persecuted, but not abandoned; struck down, but not destroyed."
God uses these times of distress to strengthen our dedication to Him. He inspires us
to continue the mission He has given us, to justify the divine prize He has promised us.
Often our witness is most powerful in these times. Have you fallen? With God's help,
you can rise up and finish the quest set before you.
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"Love your neighbor as yourself." This is the second part of the "greatest
commandment" Jesus gives us in Matthew 19:19. It's quoted by nearly everyone
in the church, yet many Christians ignore the latter part of the command:
"...as yourself." How can we love others if we don't love ourselves? Many Christians
wrongfully paint self-love as selfishness, and, in doing so, they paralyze themselves
when they try to love people. Have you ever noticed how hard it is for a depressed
or angry person to love others? Remember how in the Dr. Seuss story that the Grinch
had to enlarge his own heart before he could bless the hearts of others? Often we
are embarrassed or guilty about past wrongs, but Christ promises forgiveness if we
will confess our sins and seek His forgiveness. Having a healthy self-love means that
we know we are fallen creatures, but we also know that we are redeemed children
of the Lord. It enables us to see others as having that potential, too. So, today,
remember to "Love your neighbor as yourself."

DAY THREE
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In Greek mythology, the gods gave a box filled with the leftover materials from the
creation of the world to Pandora, the beautiful wife of a Titan. They told Pandora
never to open the box, but eventually curiosity got the best of her. She opened the
box, and from it came disease, misery, death and all the other evils of the world. But
something more powerful than any of those evils was also released: hope. When
trouble comes our way, we forget that God is there to help us. In Him, we have a
hope that can overcome any circumstance, no matter how dire. Biblical hope isn't
just a fleeting feeling, nor is it a silly ancient Greek myth. It's a powerful assurance.
Psalm 33:20-21 says, "We wait in hope for the Lord; He is our help and our shield. In
him our hearts rejoice, for we trust in his holy name." Have you opened a Pandora's
box of trouble? Seek God for a hope that conquers and suppresses all evils.

WEEK 26
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Cedar Point, Ohio, has the largest collection of roller coasters in the country. One
of the most popular is Millennium Force, a harrowing 310 foot metal monster with
a top speed of 94 mph. But it's not the speed or g-forces that are thrilling - it's the
wait. Your heart races as the train climbs that menacing first hill. You can see the
whole park, but you're not at the top yet. Finally, when adrenaline is about to burst
from your veins, the train falls down the hill, and you start screaming excitedly. Life
can be just as scary. God takes us up a hill and we don't know when we'll reach
the top or what will happen on the other side. Sometimes the other side terrifies us,
and sometimes it excites us. But whatever it is, we can take heart in God's words in
Jeremiah 29:11: '"For I know the plans I have for you,' declares the Lord, 'plans to
prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.'" So, folks,
hang on for the ride of your life! The greatest thrills are yet ahead.

DAY FIVE
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If you look under the hood of a car you will see a complicated series of parts all
working in harmony. You turn a key, gasoline floods the cylinders and activates the
spark plugs. This, in turn, ignites the gas, which is compressed by pistons, creating
an explosion that turns the wheels of the car. Meanwhile, oil lubricates the pistons,
water cools the engine and a battery generates electricity. But even the most
powerful car will stop dead if just one of these mechanisms fails. So it is with the
church. There are many "parts" in a church, and all are important. A church isn't
just the pastors who preach, it's also the ushers taking the offering, the custodians
cleaning the bathrooms and the person brewing coffee for Sunday fellowship time.
If one of these "parts" is missing, the whole "machine" slows down. It can't function
properly without each contributor. However large or small God's role for you in the
church is, remember the church could easily "break down" without you.
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A popular event held here at Taylor University is the annual Airband competition.
Students play "invisible" instruments and choreograph steps to popular songs that
they lip-synch. They practice for hours just to go on stage and provide three or
four minutes of fun entertainment for their fellow students. Their performances are
usually very humorous, because they add unexpected twists to the songs. The most
original and crowd-pleasing act wins the grand prize. We sometimes do the same
thing with our faith. We "perform" before others by following rules or showing off
our biblical head-knowledge. It's an act, a way of impressing others, but it doesn't
impress God. Speaking of the Pharisees in Matthew 23:5, Jesus said, "Everything
they do is done for men to see." God wants us to be genuine. There's no room for
show-offs in Heaven or on earth in regard to righteousness. God wants us to glorify
Him, not ourselves.
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In the movie, The Empire Strikes Back, Jedi master Yoda warns Luke Skywalker of
the dangers of the Dark Side of the Force. "Is the Dark Side stronger?" Luke asks.
"No," Yoda replies. "Quicker, easier, more seductive." Essentially, it was a shortcut
to achieving goals, a path that allowed a person more control over his destiny. But
it came with a heavy cost. We Christians don't need a science fiction movie to
convince us of this. We often do the same in our walk with God. We want to take
our own route to achievement - the fastest, easiest way. But that isn't God's path
for us. We grow impatient, wanting God to give us instant gratification. However,
God usually has us take the longer, harder path in order to teach us patience and
perseverance. If we remain committed to His plan, we will reap the benefits. And
they will be far sweeter because of it. Beware the temptations of hurrying. You
may find yourself walking the "path of least resistance," but also the path of least
fulfillment.

DAY THREE

Gun'Pen4o*u%t

Have you ever been to a Wild West re-enactment settlement and seen a blacksmith
in action? He takes a useless piece of iron and transforms it into a horseshoe. To do
that, he has to burn the metal to make it pliable and then mold it by hitting it with
a hammer. Only when he has formed it into the desired shape does the blacksmith
dip the metal into water to cool it. God, like a blacksmith, uses life's trials to mold us.
Hardships make us more receptive to His instructions and more dependent on Him.
Only in struggle can God purge us of our "old self" and re-form us into a "new self."
Romans 8:28 says, "And we know that in all things God works for the good of those
who love Him, who have been called according to His purpose." If you're passing
through life's fires, seek fhe Blacksmith. Listen to His voice, and trust in Him to use
those fires as a way of reshaping you into something of great value.
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On December 26, 2004, Peyton Manning, quarterback of the Indianapolis Colts,
was playing against the San Diego Chargers. Peyton had 48 touchdown passes that
season, tying Dan Marino's record set in 1984. Peyton was a hair's breadth away
from eclipsing it. With three minutes left, Peyton fired the ball and it was caught in
the end zone - number 49. But the score was only 31-29. His teammates celebrated,
but Peyton, knowing they needed a two-point conversion to tie the score, held up
two fingers, shouting, "Go for two!" They went on to win the game. Are you that
focused? It's easy to put God on the sidelines when you have to juggle work and
family. Or maybe you let the admiration of others distract you from completing the
full job God has called you to do. The world needs Christians committed to serving
and glorifying God. Paul said in I Corinthians 15:58, "Let nothing move you. Always
give yourselves fully to the work of the Lord, because you know that your labor in the
Lord is not in vain." Are you setting records and winning games?

DAY FIVE
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In October 2005, Schultz Hall, a men's residence hall at Taylor University Fort Wayne,
caught fire. Many of the residents lost everything in their rooms, and not just books
and clothes. They also lost family photographs, short stories and poems they had
written, and virtually irreplaceable items such as vinyl records. But thanks to the
quick response of campus safety and the city fire department, no one was killed
or even hurt. The Bible uses the image of fire for God's refinement. In I Corinthians
3:12-14, Paul says, "If any man builds on this foundation using gold, silver, costly
stones, wood, hay or straw, his work will be shown for what it is, because the day will
bring it to light. It will be revealed with fire, and the fire will test the quality of each
man's work. If what he has built survives, he will receive his reward." God will use the
"fires of life" to test us. If we work only for worldly things, they will be destroyed. But
if we work for heavenly treasures, we will make a lasting, impact for God. Are you
fireproof?
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Some of us love "call waiting," and others hate it. For me, it depends on whether I'm
the one waiting or the one being waited upon. Sure, it can save me from missing a
call. However, I find it's all too easy to snub the first person I'm talking to. It can be
very frustrating when I'm having a good conversation with a friend and he interrupts
me, saying, "Hold on, I have another call." Do we snub God like that? Do we allow
the first little thing that comes along to distract us from what He wants to tell us? God
has amazing things to share with us. Revelation 2:7 tells us, "He who has an ear, let
him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To him who overcomes, I will give the
right to eat from the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God." What a promise
that is! It would be a shame for us to miss promises like that because we've put God
on hold. Let's take the time today to open our ears and hearts and listen to Him.
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When my children were younger and we took family trips, I discovered I could be
easily distracted by the scenery. I've seen many drivers who would have left the
road, had it not been for the loud reminder from the rumble strips. Distracted drivers
needed to keep their eyes fixed on the road ahead, because their bodies always
follow their eyes. Proverbs 4:25-27 states, "Let your eyes look straight ahead, fix your
gaze directly before you," and, "Do not swerve to the right or the left; keep your
foot from evil." We should not allow worldly distractions to divert our eyes from God's
path for us. We cannot afford to look back or to analyze where we've been, lest our
feet follow our eyes. We are called specifically to keep God's Word with us, inside
us at all times, and to fix ourselves upon it. It's like an internal GPS system, a compass
that always points us to God. Let us refocus our vision, keeping it fixed always on
God, who will guide us safely home.

DAY THREE

Stiuctunzl luteyiCty
A man I know works for a company that makes the trusses that support our roofs. He
tells me that accidents occur too often because builders get in a hurry and don't
brace the trusses correctly. It may have seemed like a shortcut at the time, but
improper bracing later led to catastrophe. Trusses fall over; roofs buckle and cave
in - all for lack of care in properly placing some small, seemingly insignificant braces.
This brings to my mind Jesus' words in a parable from Matthew 25: "You have been
faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of many things. Come and share
your master's happiness!" Can we be faithful with the few things? The small things?
The pressures of this world are tremendous, and they will crush any building that
lacks a foundation upon God's Word and a solid structure. Every smile, every kind
act and every careful word spoken are important in building God's kingdom. Can
our Master trust us to get the job done correctly?
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On June 6, 1944, the Allies began the major push that defeated German forces
with an invasion at Normandy in what we know as D-Day. They were successful, in a
large part, because of the division and confusion of the German forces. One of their
tactics was deception. They convinced the German commanders that they were
attacking much farther northeast of where they actually attacked, and so they
were able to invade less conspicuously. Spiritual warfare is no different. Ephesians
6:11 commands, "Put on the full armor of God, so that you will be able to stand firm
against the schemes of the devil." Deception is also one of Satan's favorite tactics.
There is only one weapon against it: the sword of the Spirit. This means we must know
the truth of God's Scripture as completely, accurately and solidly as possible. Each
of us must be as disciplined in the use of the Word of God as well-trained soldiers are
with their weapons. Our spiritual lives may very well depend on it.

DAY FIVE

"7^ SiMe We
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A student at our Fort Wayne campus spent one semester studying in China. Since
China, to a great extent, was still closed to the Gospel, she was not able to take a
Bible with her. The only Bible she had was the Bible she had engraved on her mind.
She quickly realized, as she prepared for the trip, the importance of knowing the
Scripture. Do any of us really know when we will be called to deal with situations that
will require us to act without having the time or ability to consult the physical text of
the Bible? How many of us actually carry a Bible with us and consult it for all of our
daily decisions? Yet, our everyday actions should be performed according to God's
Word, shouldn't they? David expressed this in Psalm 119:11, saying, "Your word have
I treasured in my heart, that I may not sin against You." It is extremely important that
we keep God's Word in our hearts, so that we may do what pleases Him.
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One of our students was sharing a story recently about a family episode that taught
her a life lesson. Her elderly grandfather wanted a shed built for his backyard, but
he couldn't do it alone. So, his son-in-law, this girl's father, volunteered to help.
The younger man hauled in the heavy lumber, hammered the wood floor, raised
and secured the walls, and fastened on the siding. The grandfather was able to
do painting and clean-up work. When the project was done, the older man was
absolutely delighted. He wanted to pay his son-in-law for all the hard labor he had
done. However, the younger man refused payment and said, "I would rather build
one shed and do it to the glory of God than build 100 palaces to man's glory."
On the way home, the girl told her father how impressed she was with his kindness
toward her grandfather, but her dad said, "God is the Master Builder, but each of
us can be a tool in His toolbox." Hmmm...now there's a point worth "hammering"
home, right?
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Recently, a pastor in Michigan did something daring in order to make a point to his
congregation. As church members arrived at the sanctuary, the ushers confiscated
their Bibles. Once everyone was seated, the minister said, "Today is the International
Day of Prayer for Persecuted Churches. I wanted you to experience what it is like to
try to worship in a gathering where no one is permitted to have a Bible. In many third
world countries and communist ruled nations, this is what it is like." The pastor then
went on to talk about how Americans store up more material goods than they really
ever need. Attics and garages and basements are often crammed with "stuff" that
people cling to for no reason. The pastor said, "Let's go home today and do two
things. First, let's pray for those who are deprived of God's Word. Second, let's share
our abundance with those less fortunate so that others can see the Bible at work in
us, even when we don't physically have a book in our hands." How about you? Do
your actions reveal God's Word "in action?"

DAY THREE

Wa&e It a *Do--Cvvi
One of our college students works as a counselor at a Christian camp. He had a
cabin of boys who always seemed to be bickering, no matter how hard he tried to
teach them the importance of cooperation and Christian love. One day the four
boys were playing tennis. They got into an argument over whether a ball had gone
in or out of the foul line. Finally, a little kid on the sidelines came out and said, "Make
it a do-over." The older boys stared at him until he said, "Whenever it's too close to
call, just do it over again. It's fair to both sides." The boys considered this, found it
logical and resumed play. Fortunately, God is willing to let us "do over" many of the
things we mess up in life. He is forgiving and patient. If we lose our temper, or spread
some gossip, or fail to live up to the expectations He has for us, He's still willing to say,
"Make it a do-over." The Bible says, "He is faithful to forgive us our sins." I'm glad of
that, because it allows me to start fresh each day. How about you? Are there any
areas in your life that you need to "do over?" Well, now is as good a time as any to
get started on it.
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One of the young men attending our college has a solid reputation for being a great
role model for younger boys. He mentors boys in his church who don't have dads. In
asking him what his secret was in getting the boys to bond with him so quickly, he told
me that he engaged them in "simple but significant" actions. "For example, I teach
them how to shave," he told me. "I take them into the general lavatory of our college
men's residence hall, show them how to lather up and then use a razor without
hurting themselves. It's something their mothers could never show them, and it's also
a kind of rite of passage for them. It's a way for me to connect with them in a personal
and helpful way." As I heard this, it reminded me of similar actions Jesus performed
when training His disciples...everything from washing their feet to cooking a seaside
breakfast for them. Christian service is more than just preaching and praying. It's also
supporting and encouraging and instructing. Jesus said that if we do something as
minor as give someone a cup of cold water in His name, He will bless us. So, look
around for some "little shavers" today, and see how you can help them.

DAY FIVE

My guess is, you probably don't know the origins of a lot of the expressions you use
almost every day. It might shock you to know that our term "severance pay" comes from
a practice dating back to the 1600s in England. When people mounted the scaffold
to be beheaded, fhey would slip a coin into the executioner's hand to bribe him to
cut hard, fast and accurate. Likewise, it was a practice to let people say final words
to the crowd before being beheaded. Hence, we get our expression, "He talked his
head off." Less gruesome and more appealing are expressions drawn from the Bible.
When Jesus bent down to wash the feet of His disciples, He was demonstrating how
to win people by showing love and service. Thus, we get our expression, "He stoops to
conquer." How about you? Have you used kindness, humility, patience and meekness
to demonstrate your love for others? Jesus cried with Lazarus's grieving sisters. He held
the young children in his lap. He comforted the woman at His tomb. He obeyed His
mother's request at the wedding banquet. Are we equally as service-oriented toward
others? Perhaps a little more "stooping" is needed in our lives today.
64m
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You've heard that "actions speak louder than words." Recently, I was told a story that
proved the merit of this phrase. A man with a family of a wife and three small children
was killed in an automobile accident. The next door neighbors of this family had two
teenage girls. One girl went to the funeral parlor and babysat the small children while
the mother was in the other room with relatives and visitors. The other teenage girl went
into the home of the grieving family. She polished the furniture, vacuumed the rugs,
brought in the mail and prepared dishes of food that could be warmed up when the
family got home. Weeks later, when the young widow saw the neighbor girls outside,
she waved them over. The woman said, "Many people hugged me and said for me
to call them if I needed any assistance after the death of my husband. However, you
two girls were the only ones who stepped in to provide real help. I'll never forget your
kindness. You enabled me to get through those rough first days of being alone." This is
a good example for us. Don't wait to be called on. Find something you can do today
to make life easier for someone else. One day, it may be you in need.
< Qv- -
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I'm sure you've heard the story of the man who complained that he had no shoes
until he met a man who had no feet. Well, let me tell you about Jere Truex of Upland,
Indiana. He was a man who had both feet and both arms, but none of them worked.
When Jere was only seven years old, he contracted polio. It left him a quadriplegic.
He lived another 44 years confined to a wheelchair. Anyone who met Jere was
immediately drawn to his winning smile, great sense of humor and eagerness to
share his testimony. If someone needed a listening ear or a sympathetic heart or
a wise counselor, Jere was never too busy to be a friend and prayer partner. Just
before Jere died, he told a group of folks, "I would rather be in this poor physical
condition and be a child of Christ than have a healthy and strong body and not
know Jesus." Today, Jere has a glorified body in Heaven, where he dwells with his
Lord and Savior. Ironically, though he was crippled and bound to a wheelchair,
Jere had an undeniable "daily walk" with Jesus. Let's follow in Jere's path. Rather
than complain, let's exclaim the joys of walking with Christ.

DAY THREE

Sfcic "Phofiontiwit
Back when you were in school, you probably read epic poems such as Beowulf and
The Iliad and The Odyssey. You'll recall how these epics contained great heroes,
ferocious monsters and arduous quests. The dictionary explains that an epic is "a
long narrative poem in a dignified style about the deeds of a hero." These poems
have been read for centuries because people love hearing about the exploits of
the courageous heroes, especially as they overcame incredible odds. Most of us
secretly long to be more like these epic heroes. Have you ever thought of your life
as "an epic?" God is writing your story, and you are its hero. God never intended
for you just to "get by" in life. He wants you to do extraordinary things and to make
a difference in the lives of folks around you. Yes, this may include some suffering
and a few hardships at times, but with God's help you can persevere until you've
fulfilled your quest. Starting today, make your service to Christ something of epic
proportions.
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If you look in the night sky just above the tip of the Big Dipper, you'll see Polaris, or
what most people refer to as "the North Star." Polaris is the only star in the sky that
never changes position. Because of this, it has been used for centuries as a guide
for navigation. Even now, with all of the modern global positioning technology
available, people still use the North Star as a true bearing whenever they lose their
way. The North Star is constant. It never changes. Christ is the same way. In Hebrews
we are told that "Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and forever." Jesus
doesn't flex or alter or bend or adjust. He is perfect, so no changes are necessary.
And this is a great blessing for us. When we are lost in the darkness of sin, we can turn
to Jesus and find our bearing again. He is "the way, the truth, and the life." He will
"guide us in paths of righteousness for his name sake." Set your life path in alignment
with Jesus. In so doing, you'll never be "off course."

DAY FIVE

?4 *D0x*M*ld tvt t&e
It has been said by jewelers that "diamonds are forever." They are one of the rarest
jewels on Earth, even though they are made from coal - one of the messiest, most
common substances on the planet. However, for a lump of coal to be transformed
into a diamond, it must be subjected to tremendous pressure. Even then, few
diamonds are produced. That's why miners have to sift through coal for months
just to find a few diamonds. In God's eyes, we are precious jewels. Unfortunately,
we sometimes think of ourselves as ugly lumps of dirty coal. But God knows we are
much more than that. In fact, sometimes he will "put the pressure on us," just to help
refine us into the brilliant jewel that is needed for reflecting the light of the Gospel.
And just as a master jeweler cuts and shapes and edges a raw diamond into a
beautiful centerpiece for a necklace or a ring, God likewise forms us into a sparkling
centerpiece for His work. As we reflect God's brilliance, people will be drawn to us.
Knowing this, go forth today and "shine" for the Lord.

cQ,.
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Winston Churchill was an amazing man. He was a journalist, an historian, a member
of the British Parliament and eventually even Prime Minister. Part of his success
was due to special guidance he received from his father. When young Winston
was sent away to boarding school, he would write letters home to his parents. His
father would take up a red pen and edit the letters. He would correct any spelling
mistakes, and he'd fix any errors in grammar and punctuation. He would then send
the letters back to Winston. He told his son that becoming a master communicator
was the basis for all success in life. As such, young Winston learned from his mistakes
and got continually better at writing. Similarly, our Heavenly Father often finds the
need to "edit" our lives. He will find ways to point out our sins so that we can make
corrections. He will also bring our attention to those skills we are good at so that we
can improve on them and, thus, serve the Lord even better. The Bible tells us that
"those the Lord loves, he chastens." So, if you've felt the hand of the Lord "editing"
your behavior lately, be happy about that. It's proof of His love for you.

Q,.
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Several years ago one of our Upland campus psychology professors, Dr. Mark
Cosgrove, suffered a brain aneurysm. Prior to this attack, Mark had been one of the
most popular teachers and lecturers at Taylor University. His sense of humor, sharp
wit and vast range of knowledge had students lining up to register for his classes.
He was well loved by his colleagues, too. However, after the aneurysm, Mark was
hospitalized for many months, and physicians were not sure he would even live.
Mark's family, as well as hundreds of students and friends, prayed continually for
Mark. Slowly, steadily, Mark began to show signs of recovery and was motivated by
the honest belief that God still had work for him to do on this Earth. Today, thanks
to Mark's determination and the prayers of his supporters, he is back to full health
and again teaching as a college professor. Sometimes we just give up too soon. It
could be that God wants to teach us lessons in discipline, trust and obedience. Let
Dr. Mark Cosgrove be a role model for you. Even if others count you out, maintain
your faith in God...and in yourself.

DAY THREE

Stefefciviy Hfe, fo t&e "Plate
Consider this: What if Babe Ruth, when it was his turn to bat in his first game in the
Major Leagues, had turned to his coach and said, "You know, Coach, I'm just not
good enough?" That seems ridiculous, doesn't it? But people throughout the ages
have been saying to God, "You know, Lord, I'm just not good enough." Even Moses
was among them. In the third chapter of Exodus, the Lord commanded Moses to
go before Pharaoh. Moses, however, continually focused on what he perceived to
be his inadequacies of speech. Finally, God chose to send a pinch-hitter to Egypt,
one who was willing to step up to the plate and be God's spokesman: Moses's
brother Aaron. No matter what kind of example Moses was as a leader of men or as
a follower of God, he did the same squirmy thing the rest of us often do when God
asks us to step up to the plate. But, we can be confident that God, the One who
made us, will equip us for whatever tasks He asks of us. Remember: You can't hit a
home run if you don't get into the batter's box.
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Did you know that a race horse made number 35 on ESPN's list of "Top 50 North
American Athletes of the 20th Century?" The horse was Secretariat, and in 1973
he made history at the Belmont Stakes, the third and final race of the Triple Crown.
Secretariat had won the Kentucky Derby and the Preakness Stakes, giving him a
shot at being the first Triple Crown winner in 25 years. And Secretariat won that
day in record time. He pulled so far ahead of the other horses, he wasn't even
racing them anymore. He was racing himself right into the history books. The next
horse finished a record 31 lengths behind Secretariat. The Apostle Paul urges us in I
Corinthians 9:24, "Do you not know that those who run in a race all run, but only one
receives the prize? Run in such a way that you may win." As we run this race called
life, let us put our whole heart into it, serving God straight to the finish line.

DAY FIVE

r?W to Aove Ipowi £tteatie4<

Many people wrestle with the Scripture verse that tells us to love our enemies. Is that
even possible? Let me show you how one man accomplished this. Most likely, you
have heard the story of Jesse Owens, the African-American who dared to compete
in the 1936 Summer Olympics, held in Berlin, the capital of Hitler's Nazi Germany. But
have you ever heard of Luz Long, the tall blond German who dared to help Owens
while Hitler himself was watching from the stands? Jesse Owens fouled his first two
qualifying attempts in the long jump. One of these had been a practice run, but
German officials counted it anyway. Owens had only one jump left when Luz Long,
one of his toughest competitors, suggested that Jesse start his jump a little farther
back, just to be safe. Owens followed the German's advice and easily qualified.
Jesse Owens went on to take the gold medal in that event, and Luz was the first
to congratulate him. What Luz Long did that day was a brilliant example of what
real, unashamed love for a supposed "enemy" looks like. Let us remember Luz Long
when we face our own enemies.
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Have you ever arrived at Sunday school or at church, or at any kind of worship
service, and suddenly remembered a disagreement or fight you had with one of
your friends earlier in the week? Did you leave the service immediately and go
and make things right before you offered up your praise to God? Well, think on
these words of Jesus, which you'll find in chapter five of Matthew: "Therefore, if you
are presenting your offering at the altar, and there remember that your brother
has something against you, leave your offering there before the altar and go. First
be reconciled to your brother, and then come and present your offering." Jesus
requires that believers keep short accounts of wrongs. We must be willing to be
what we like to call the "bigger person" in our conflicts with one another. We must
seek to make things right, and we must do it as soon as possible. Pay your debts of
forgiveness before you pay your tithes and offerings.
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Many folks are familiar with the phrase "our daily bread" from the Lord's Prayer found
in chapter six of Matthew. I would like for us to take a little look into this adjective
that is translated "daily." It's a very interesting little word, because it carries the
meaning of what is necessary to live for today. If we pray something like this, "Give
us today what we need for existence," we confess our absolute dependence on
God for sustaining us, and we express contentment with having simply what we
need. In this day and age - and in such a prosperous nation as ours - it is all too easy
to desire things far beyond what is necessary for life. If we don't watch out, we can
begin to equate our petty wishes with our legitimate needs, but they are not the
same. Let us be satisfied with having bread enough for today, trusting that our God,
who produced manna for a whole nation wandering in a desert, will sustain us.

DAY THREE

Stye in tAe SAty
Have you ever heard the term "Monday morning quarterback?" It refers to when men get
together at work on Monday morning and explain how they would have called the plays
during the big football game the day before. Sure, sure, everyone has the perfect solutions
in hind sight. But just try making those decisions during the heat of competition, when the
score is tied and the clock is running out, and 50,000 fans are screaming and yelling. The one
who really gets to be the Monday morning critic is the team's coach. He brings the players
together and replays Sunday's video taped game for them to examine. Every angle of the
game was recorded by a roving camera high atop the stadium. It's called "the eye in the
sky," and it misses nothing. Every fumble, every error, every false step is filmed. No player can
say, "It wasn't my fault," if he has been clearly seen by "the eye in the sky." God watches
over us the same way. He sees our fumbles and errors, but He also sees our sorrows, needs and
concerns. He misses nothing. He steps in to coach us through difficult times. If we "drop the
ball," we can turn to Him immediately for guidance. So, don't wait until Monday mornings.
Seek the guidance of your heavenly coach while each day's game is still in motion.
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The word "paradox" refers to something that is true, despite the fact that it seems to
contradict itself. For example, if you go to the top of the world's highest mountain,
you will be closer to the sun than anyone else on the planet; nevertheless, you will
freeze to death because the atmosphere is so thin up there. That's a paradox. Well,
one of the biblical paradoxes that Jesus taught was that we must "die to self" if we
are to be "born again." Even the great scholars of His time wondered how a person
could die in order to live. However, if you think about it, any sort of rebirth begins
with the death of an old way of life. When alcoholics want to become sober, they
enter a recovery program that begins by having them admit they have a terrible
habit, and that it must end before recovery can begin. The same goes for drug
addicts, people who are overweight and even people who cannot control their
tempers. Jesus wants us to be dead to our former sinful lives so that we can live
anew with Him. We should bury our sinful nature and rise again as a "new creature
in Christ." Attend a funeral today - the death of your sinful nature.

DAY FIVE

'WvicU <y£ SvtcMnayemettt
In Proverbs 16:24, we are told that "Pleasant words are like a honeycomb." We need to
keep this in mind and offer pleasant words of encouragement whenever we can. Let me
explain their value by telling you an old fable. Six rabbits were traveling through the woods
when two fell into a deep, dark hole. The two rabbits jumped, but they could not get out
of the hole. As their companions watched the futility of their efforts, they finally started
calling down to them, "It's too deep. You're doomed. Just accept your fate." One of the
two rabbits, upon hearing this, laid down and died of a broken heart. The other rabbit,
however, kept jumping and jumping. Above him, his four companions waved their paws
and warned him, "It's useless. Give up. You're efforts are fruitless." However, after half an
hour the diligent rabbit jumped high enough to grab the ledge and crawl out. His friends
were amazed. "How did you do that?" they asked, astonished. "We kept telling you it was
impossible." The escaped rabbit looked at them and said, "I hurt my ear when I fell into
the hole. I couldn't hear well. I looked up and thought you were cheering me on." Get
someone out of a hole today by offering a sweet word of encouragement.

<Qt.
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In my line of work, it is necessary for my wife and me to travel around the country
a lot. Often, we will spend a day or two in the homes of friends we know in various
cities. Before we leave, my wife is fanatical about leaving our guest rooms neat
and tidy. She fixes the bed, cleans the bathroom and gives everything her personal
inspection. Her belief is, if people are kind enough to allow us to stay in their homes,
we certainly should take good care of our surroundings. I think most of you would
agree with my wife's opinion about this. However, have you ever applied that same
rationale to the way you treat your body? Scripture tells us that our bodies are the
temples of the Lord. In other words, we are "guests" in His home! This means that
getting adequate rest, watching our diet and getting proper nutrition, and, yes,
even engaging in regular exercise, shows respect to the Lord. Look in a mirror today
and evaluate the kind of house guest you are. If you are showing disrespect to your
host, maybe it's time to start "cleaning up the mess."
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*Di&cenrtwy t&e Inue 'Piotflem
As a husband, father, grandfather and university president, I've had my share of being thrust
into positions of needing to provide guidance for other people - whether I wanted to be
involved or not! What I've discovered over the years is that the reasons many problems get out
of control is because people respond to the symptoms and not the problems. Let me explain
by telling you a story. Many years ago a man lived alone in a little hut in a German village. One
summer birds took thatch from his roof for their nests. Every time it rained thereafter, the man
had to mop his floors. To deal with the problem, he bought newer mops, bigger mops, sturdier
mops. Finally, one day, his neighbor, who was a carpenter, said, "If you will fix the hole in your
roof, you won't need to worry about which kind of mops to buy." I've given the same advice
to people I've dealt with: "If you will spend more time with your spouse showing affection, you
won't have to worry about winning arguments," or "If you'll stop squandering your money on
small daily items, you won't have to worry about making your house payment at the end of
the month." God gave us common sense. We need to use it. Look at the problems in your life
today and face them, rather than just waste time coping with the symptoms.

DAY THREE

Have you ever paid attention to all that is false in our society today? I was walking
through a store the other day. I noticed press-on fake fingernails, artificial sugar,
powdered milk, plastic flowers, false eyelashes and even salt substitutes. It's hard to
know what is genuine anymore and what is a cheap imitation. And that's one of the
key reasons we have to rejoice in our Savior. The Bible tells us that Jesus Christ is "the
same yesterday, today, and forever." He's solid. He's secure. He's unchangeable
and everlasting. When Johnny Carson was a young man, he broke into television
hosting a show called, Who Do You Trust? I'm convinced if that show were to be
aired today, it would have to be renamed, What Can You Trust? People today are
leery of hucksters, con artists and shysters. However, Jesus has told us, "I am the
way, the truth, and the life." Our Lord is incapable of lying or deceiving. In a world
of falsehoods, Christ is honesty itself. Relax today in knowing you have a standard
of truth that will never mislead you. Go often to your Bible and enjoy reading and
hearing truth. If you find it nowhere else today, you can find it there!
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TV&at /he 1fau JlCvuty *?<n?
Except for the Bible, the largest selling nonfiction book in history has been Rick Warren's The
Purpose Driven Life. I think I know why. In talking with folks these days, I'm not sure many

people really know what their true purpose is in life. I asked a group of college students,
"What are you living for?" One young lady blushed a little and then answered honestly, "I
want to meet a nice guy, get married and have children." I responded to her that she had
just explained who she was living for, but not what. Then a young man spoke up and said,
"Well, I want to get a prestigious job that'll earn me a lot of money." I explained to him that
he had just defined how he planned to live, but not for what. Another fellow said, "I want to
get a huge house in the suburbs with a big garage and backyard." I told him that he had
just explained where he wanted to live, but not for what. Finally, a soft spoken young lady
said, "I'm in college to seek and serve the Lord, and after graduation I want to do what I
can to advance the kingdom of God." I smiled at her and said, "You, my friend, do, indeed,
know what your purpose is in life." Are you as clear about your purpose in life as this young
lady was? Maybe today would be a good time to start giving more serious thought to that.

DAY FIVE

PerukMdl TKiMim Sfate*ne*tt
Peter Drucker served as a business advisor to many global corporations. He used to
say, "Every organization should be able to summarize its primary mission in one simple
sentence." And, if you think about it, that's true of most successful companies. You are
familiar with hundreds of them. For example, when you hear, "When you care enough
to send the very best," you know it's a reference to Hallmark greeting cards. When
you hear, "Babies are our business...our only business," you know it is Gerber foods.
And who wouldn't recognize, "Mmm, mmm, good...mmm, mmm, good...that's what
Campbell's soups are, mmm, mmm, good!" How about you? Can you state your life's
mission in one simple sentence? The Apostle Paul was able to summarize his primary
mission in one sentence. He said in Philippians 1:21, "For me, to live is Christ, and to die
is gain." Like Paul, we should have a primary mission of sharing the salvation message
of the death, burial and resurrection of Jesus with everyone we encounter. And, like
Paul, we should look forward to life eternal with Jesus after this life on Earth is done. If
you are looking for a statement of faith, Philippians 1:21 is a great place to start.
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/ttl in 7{J&& Tfou "Know
Awhile back a cartoon ran in The Wall Street Journal. It showed two beggars walking
down a New York street, both dressed in tattered clothes and each needing a
haircut and shave. One man is seen turning to the other and saying, "It really is true
that success in life comes down to who you know. And, unfortunately, I only know
you." That reminded me of a story I once heard a pastor tell. He said his young son
and two buddies were playing in the backyard. They got into a bragging contest.
One boy said, "My dad knows our city's mayor." The next boy said, "Yeah, well, my
dad knows the governor." The pastor's boy said, "That's nothing. My dad knows
God!" Can our children, our friends, our co-workers be able to say the same thing
about us? Is it obvious that we know God? Do our actions, business dealings, spoken
words and behavior reflect the fact that we have a close relationship with the Lord?
It certainly should be that way. Yes, it is true that it is all about who you know. And,
if you know Jesus, that's all you need to know.
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Most folks are familiar with the biblical passage that states bluntly, "It is appointed once
for man to die." However, I think that most people try to put that in the back of their minds.
They don't want to think about dying. But knowing that death is imminent can sometimes
make life more precious. Not long ago a magazine dedicated to senior citizens ran some
in-depth interviews with folks in their eighties who had lived in London during the Second
World War. They were asked about the terror of having to go into the bomb shelters day
after day as the Germans relentlessly bombed their city. Surprisingly, most said that it
was one of the most vibrant times of their lives. One man stated, "One hour in the bomb
shelter would remind me of how fragile and short life really is. I would come back outside
and really appreciate the sunshine, the love of friends and family and the freedom of my
country." We Christians should have a similar appreciation for life. Christ paid the sin debt
so that we could live eternally with Him in glory. Each breath we take is a gift from Him.
And, one day, when those breaths cease to be, we will be with Him in Heaven. Today,
let's take a deep breath and rejoice in the freedom God has provided us.

DAY THREE

^eCicfoua

'pood

Recently, a TV documentary told about people who starve to death despite having
full stomachs. They have a physical disorder that doctors call "pica." People suffering
from it eat indigestible items. One dead man's autopsy revealed his stomach
contained paint chips, pennies, nuts and bolts, bits of plastic and two rings. Folks like
this crave things that provide no nutrition. Similarly, people who do not know Jesus
are filling themselves with things that are not spiritually nourishing. They are "gorging"
on video games, global travel, fancy clothes and expensive cars, yet still are feeling
hollow and empty. Jesus said in John 6:35, "I am the bread of life; he who comes to
me shall not hunger, and he who believes in me shall never thirsty" We later read in
John 6:51 that Jesus is "the living bread who came down out of Heaven; if anyone
eats of this bread, he shall live forever." So, the next time you think about reaching
for a snack, think about reaching for your Bible, too.
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DAY FOUR

IctteiUyeat *De4iqu
In 2005, a University of Iowa professor passed out six mousetraps to some students.
Each trap had one different part removed, such as a spring or holding bar or the
wooden base. The science professor walked down the line and asked each student
if the trap could be set and used properly. Each student admitted it could not.
"So then," said the professor, "it would seem that even a basic mousetrap would
have to be conceived by intelligent design if it is going to work, am I right?" The
students immediately saw his point. People today are in an uproar about whether
the concept of "intelligent design" should be included in textbooks. However, for
God, it is a moot point. In Job chapter 12, Job says that if we study the mammals
and birds and fish, we will know "that the hand of the Lord has done this." It is
incomprehensible to think that something as complicated as a mouse could be
created by accident, when even a man-made mousetrap won't work if one little
part is missing. Whether prideful man's textbooks will recognize it or not, God is still
"the Creator."

DAY FIVE

The Bible tells us that "as a man thinks in his heart, so is he." Well, physicians are
discovering that the way we think actually can have control over our hearts, brains
and nerves in regard to physical recovery after something traumatic, like a stroke
or an accident. Mark Ragucci suffered two strokes when his heart stopped beating
for 24 minutes during an operation in 2001. He went into a coma that lasted for
weeks. When he finally was said to be in a vegetative state, he was transferred to
a rest home so that he could die in peace there. The problem was, Ragucci had
no intention of dying. Although his body was lifeless, inside he was mentally alert
enough to know he needed to keep fighting back. You see, Mark Ragucci was,
himself, a medical doctor specializing in rehabilitation. He spent the next three years
"repairing himself" mentally and then physically through exercise programs. Today,
he is back practicing medicine...living proof that what the Bible says about us is
true: "We are fearfully and wonderfully made."
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DAY ONE

"Pfy 4< 'Kite
I saw a couple of young boys today trying to get a kite airborne. The wind wasn't
conducive to kite flying, so they were having a rough go of it. There's a good object
lesson in that for us. We live in a world that seems to be going at break neck speed,
but the Bible cautions us to find balance and harmony in all that we do. Philippians
4:5 says, "Let your moderation be known among men. The Lord is controlling
matters." We need to balance the tension in our lives the same way we fly kites. If
we try to fly a kite during a gale, it will just rip, tear and crash. And if we try to fly a
kite when there is a lull in the wind, it will just lie there motionless, still and flat. The
trick is to find purpose in life, but not to burn out. Even Jesus took time to be alone
for meditation and prayer. So, the next time you feel nervous and up-tight, spend
some quiet time in prayer, or, at least go fly a kite!
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DAY TWO

@A<z#tyivty Seatd
Recently, 147 passengers boarded a flight from Houston to Atlanta after a tedious
three hour delay. The plane was packed and people were grumbling. They wanted
to be on their way, but for some reason the plane wasn't departing. Finally, the
head flight attendant announced over the intercom, "Will the five soldiers in coach
class please come forward to the first class section? The first class passengers refuse
to be seated until you take their places." As the soldiers came forward, the other
passengers broke into applause - both for the service personnel and for the first
class passengers who were making their way to the back of the airplane. Some
folks would deem this "patriotism in action." For me, it also was the essence of what
Christian humility should be. Jesus said in Matthew 20:16, "So the last shall be first,
and the first shall be last." If Jesus could wash feet in a demonstration of humility,
surely we could offer a seat to someone as a kindly gesture. It's time we stood up
for what we believe in.

DAY THREE

'P&ukMai '"Pafc&i Itail
Recently, a couple was packing, getting ready to move from a large home into
a condominium. The husband sat in his den with stacks of paper on his desk. He
had two large, brown paper bags on the floor in front of him. Into one bag he was
placing contracts, warranties and insurance policies. Into the other bag he was
tossing expired coupons, outdated correspondence and paid-off bills. The man
said to his wife, "The difference between a piece of scrap paper and a valuable
document is merely what is imprinted on it." He paused a moment and then added,
"And, you know, the same principle applies to children, to business and even to a
personal reputation. How you imprint something determines its ultimate merit." The
Bible tells us that God has imprinted us with the legacy of believers who have come
before us. Psalm 61:8 proclaims, "Oh, God, you have given me a heritage of those
who fear your name." How will the heritage you've put your life imprint on be judged
- as worthless scrap to be discarded, or as a valuable record to be retained?
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DAY FOUR

"Tftovw 6a Ttfcf
A friend of mine was telling me about riding in a van with a bunch of tourists on
the island of Saint Martin. They were being shown the sites by an enthusiastic and
gregarious guide. When they drove into the countryside, the guide pointed to
a cemetery. "Because our island is so small," said the guide, "we save room by
burying married couples stacked on top of each other. So, we say, if you are not a
Christian and your spouse is, you'd better die first, because when the Lord comes
back, we Christians gonna burst right up through anything in our way!" This elicited
a hearty laugh from everyone in the van, but the guide was right. First Thessalonians
4:16 tells us, "We will be caught up together in the clouds to meet the Lord in the
air." Indeed, one day Christ will return and call for His own to rise and meet Him
amidst the clouds. And that will be one trip for which we won't need a guide. After
all, we'll just be going home.

DAY FIVE

Scad

*ptotuen& Tlow

I knew of a man who had an interesting philosophy about honoring people. He
never sent flowers to funeral parlors, even when his dearest friends had passed
away. Instead, he would send generous gifts to people at Christmas and on their
birthdays and anniversaries. "Why send flowers to people when they're dead?"
he would say. "That's silly. They can't enjoy them then. If you really love folks, send
them flowers now." Many Christians need to adopt a similar philosophy. They are
so fixated on spending eternity with Christ, they forget to enjoy fellowship with Him
now. Regular prayer lets us talk to Jesus now. Regular Bible reading lets God talk to
us now. Singing hymns, sharing our testimony and praising God in congregational
worship lets us enjoy the fragrance of a bouquet of righteousness now. A standard
chorus sung in many churches says, "Rejoice in the Lord always, and again I say,
rejoice!" I like that idea. Let's send flowers back and forth to Jesus now.
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I learned a lesson recently about church teamwork when I was talking to a young
woman who had received many accolades for her work as a high school choir
director. I asked her, "How can you be consistent year after year in developing
award-winning choirs when students are constantly coming and going?" She
explained, "The trick is to spend time alone with each singer until you really get to
know his or her specialty. For example, some kids are just belters: they are only good
for volume. Others are natural harmonizers: they can make weaker singers sound
richer and stronger. And some students are gifted soloists or lead vocalists: they can
provide direction for the entire ensemble. Once each person is positioned exactly
where he or she should be on the risers, the choir will function flawlessly as a whole."
She's right. And so it is with the church. God has gifted each of us differently; yet,
when placed "in harmony" with each other, we can function flawlessly as a "well
orchestrated" unit.
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DAY TWO

As I noticed the trees changing colors one fall day, it reminded me that winter is
on its way. One of the dangers we face here in the Midwest throughout winter is
a phenomenon known as "black ice." Sometimes the temperatures can drop so
rapidly, the dew and mist will suddenly freeze into micro-layers of solid ice on our
streets, porches and sidewalks. Because these layers are so thin, they are transparent,
thus earning the label "black ice," since only the hard surface below the ice can be
seen. But make no mistake, the dangerous ice is, indeed, still there. One false move
and you'll find yourself tumbling off your porch or turning your car into a tailspin. I
believe there are also areas of "moral" black ice that present equally dangerous
problems for us. Although we may label these sins with cute nicknames, such as
"little white lies" or "minor backsliding," the fact remains that sin is sin. Underneath
the thin layer of invisible temptation lies a terrible trap. So, keep your spiritual boots
on, and avoid all sinful "downward slides."

DAY THREE

'Decayed Ittfyuiatnucticie
Perhaps you are old enough to recall the tearing down of the Berlin Wall and the
reunification of East and West Germany. When westerners were finally allowed into
the East, they were shocked at what they discovered. Windows were broken in the
schools, ambulances and fire trucks were old and rusty, weeds were growing up
on the runways of the airports, plumbing in homes and hotels either didn't work or
was hazardous to health. In some places, bridges had collapsed and had never
been rebuilt. Despite the fact that the communists had for years been projecting an
image of an idyllic utopia, in reality the entire infrastructure of East Germany was in
a shambles. Without tourism, overseas trade and exchanges of modern technology,
the nation had imploded on itself. We Christians must guard against similar moral
decay of our spiritual infrastructure. The Bible tells us that whereas man looks at the
outside of people, God knows people's hearts. Let us strive for purity, self-discipline
and righteousness in all we do.
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*pu£l <n 'rtyaty
Each new school year one of our business professors likes fo run a little experiment.
He fills a glass half way with water. He hands the glass to each one of his students
and asks whether it is half full or half empty? To him, this determines whether a
person is an optimist or a pessimist. However, this year, one of the students surprised
him. The student took the glass of water, and when the professor asked, "Are you an
optimist or a pessimist?" the student responded, "I'm neither. I'm an opportunist."
And with that - he drank the water! I chuckled when I heard this story, but I admired
the young man for his assertiveness. Jesus taught us to be like that. When His disciples
came to Him and said that there were 5,000 people who needed to be fed, Jesus
didn't ask them how much the disciples lacked, but, rather, how much they had.
You see, He wanted to teach them an important lesson. Two fish and five loaves,
along with the blessing of Christ, can result in major accomplishments. So, as you go
through life, look for opportunities to serve the Lord in monumental ways. Swallow
each glass of water and then ask for a refill!

DAY FIVE

An article in World Magazine recently stated that global nourishment has gotten
worse in the 21st century. Because of the tsunami in India, earthquakes in Pakistan,
bird flu in China and mad cow disease in England, food supplies are terribly
lopsided worldwide. On any given night, one-third of the world's population goes
to bed having overeaten all day, another one-third goes to bed having had little
more than one cup of rice and the remaining one-third goes to bed starving. Is this
imbalance because of natural disasters and diseases, or because affluent people
are not concerned about the less fortunate? The philosopher Kierkegaard wrote
that he was amazed that people didn't burst out laughing when Jesus said, "Sell
all that you have, give it to the poor, and follow Me." Things are the same now as
they were 2,000 years ago. People are more concerned about hoarding material
goods for themselves than about sharing. But Christ said giving even a cup of water
to someone in His name was the same as giving it to Him, personally. So, how about
it? Will you serve Jesus a banquet, or just your leftovers?
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DAY ONE

76e Statuetyzate
A reporter for a Fort Wayne newspaper questioned local authorities as to why
the city had suffered so much flood damage during the past 50 years. One civil
engineer responded, "Well, don't blame me. It's not my fault someone decided
to build this city on a flood plain." I shook my head as I read that. So often, the
first response people make during a crisis is to try to shift blame to someone else.
Back in the Garden of Eden, Adam started it when he said to God, "The woman
You gave me caused me to eat the fruit." Blame shifting was still going on during
New Testament times. The disciples asked of Jesus whether a blind man was blind
because of his own sin or because of the sin of his parents. We all make mistakes
from time to time, and an honest person will admit to his or her errors. Rather than
"bear false witness" against others, we should be willing to accept responsibility for
our actions. Achievers don't look for scapegoats or excuses. Remember: When you
point a finger at someone else, three other fingers are still pointing back at you.
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Science

Ifocci Spirituality

The Apostle Paul once stated, "For me to live is Christ." Can you say that, too? Do
people look at you and see Christ? In science class you learned about "mixtures"
and "compounds." A "mixture" results when two elements are mixed together
without losing their distinctive qualities. For example, salt mixed with water becomes
"salt water." It is still wet like water, and it still tastes like salt. Some people are like
that. They carry a big Bible and mix with a church crowd. Flowever, their actions
are so worldly, they never deceive anyone. Conversely, "compounds" are created
when two elements interact to reconfigure themselves into something totally new.
For example, when chloride and sodium come in contact with each other, their
molecules morph into a new substance we call salt. This is what Paul was talking
about. The influence of Jesus was so strong on Paul, it could be seen in everything
he did. Fie and Christ were as one. Flow about you? Are you a mixture, trying to fool
people with your outward trappings...or are you a compound, so ingrained with
Jesus that Fie is seen whenever people look at you?

DAY THREE

'Tie "Statue Sue 'THiuietiy
I've done more than my share of traveling, both by car and by plane. Whenever I
buy an automobile, it usually comes with a "maintenance" contract. In effect, the
manufacturer promises that my car will be kept in the same running condition it was
in on the day I bought it. That's what a "maintenance" contract is. The contract
doesn't say the car will be given a bigger engine or a better air conditioning unit. It will
just be maintained as it is. Far more enjoyable are the "Frequent Flyer" agreements
people get from the airlines. With them, after flying a certain number of miles, they
get moved from coach class to first class at no extra cost. They also get discounts
on hotels and rental cars. As far as contracts go, people will take upgrades over
maintenance any time. God feels the same way. Fie doesn't want us to maintain
a "status quo" ministry. He expects us to do greater and greater things in His name.
The Apostle Paul sent John Mark back home for doing second rate evangelizing.
Later, John Mark changed his ways and was "upgraded" to Paul's helper in Rome.
Let's be like that. Instead of puttering along, let's fly high for the Lord.
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s4 'Pound o£ >V<due
Someone recently asked one of our professors, "Why does the Bible say we have
to be refined by fire? Why can't God just leave me alone and let me stay the way
I am?" The professor answered with a simple illustration. He said, "If I handed you
a one pound hunk of lead to use as a door stop, it would have a value of about
one dollar. If I heated it slightly and recast it as a dozen carpenter nails, the value
would go up to two dollars. If I heated it even hotter and then beat it and flattened
it until it became 100 sewing needles, it would be worth five dollars. But if I made it
white hot for many hours, and then beat all the dross out of it, and then pounded
and molded and sheared its edges until I had shaped it into three surgical scalpels,
it would be worth more than a hundred dollars. It's the heat and hammering that
increases the value." So it is with us. How can we be sympathetic with others if we
have never suffered? How can we share grief with others if we have never known
sadness? It is in the refining that our value to serve the Lord increases. So, my friends,
get the lead out!

DAY FIVE

'Don t laiA, $u4t Aiatrn
A very old man was asked to share his testimony in church one Sunday night. This
man was known for his sage advice and wise insights on matters. The pastor asked
him how he had gained such wisdom, and the man said, "I learned to listen to the
Lord when I was a small boy." He went on to explain what he meant. "When I was
a youngster," he said, "I got a summer job in a large ice house. My task was to put
hay between the smaller ice blocks after they were cut. One day our foreman
lost his pocket watch while working in the ice house. It was an heirloom from his
grandfather, and he feared it had been crushed under the huge slabs of ice they
had been cutting. At noon, when all the men left to eat lunch, I went into the ice
house and closed the big doors. I sat in the dark and just listened. Finally, I heard the
ticking. I turned on a lantern and found the watch." He paused then added, "It's
the same way with the Lord. He talks to us, but sometimes we are making too much
noise to hear Him." The old man was right. The Bible tells us, "Be still and know that I
am God." And you don't need an ice house to do that.
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"Vtetattce TQtuuteM
If we've learned anything in 2006, it is that people love to watch Olympic events.
Many years ago at the Mexico City Olympics, an Ethiopian runner named Mamo
Wolde won the gold medal for the 26-mile-385-yard marathon. But he was not
hailed as the victor of that event...at least not by the crowd. During the early part
of the race, John Stephen Akhwari of Tanzania fell and seriously damaged his leg.
Medics applied bandages to stop the blood, but Akhwari stood up and began
hobbling away, on down the trail. His pain was agonizing, but he refused to stop.
Hours later as he entered the stadium, flanked by police cars, he hobbled around
the final lap and finished the race. The crowd, which had sat waiting for him, gave
him a thunderous standing ovation. When asked why he had performed such a
feat, Akhwari said, "My country did not send me 7,000 miles to start a race, but to
finish a race. I have done my duty." Let us, as Christians, run our life's race with an
equal conviction.
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DAY TWO

"Who '& ^eAcctd t/ie 7Ktu&
A buddy of mine. Doc Hensley, directs our writing program at Taylor University. Doc
tells me that in all of literature, there really are only nine stories. I asked him to explain
that, and he did so by expounding on one of those nine basic plots. He called it
"Character versus Himself." In versions of this story, the main character discovers
that he has a fallen nature and a redeemed nature and that the two are constantly
at war with each other. For example, if you watch The Phantom of the Opera,
you see a man who is marvelously talented as a singer and teacher, but behind
his mask there lies a sinister and vengeful alter ego. Similarly, the good physician
Dr. Henry Jekyll is just the casing for the violent and murderous Mr. Edward Hyde.
Likewise, Anakin Skywalker yields to his dark side and becomes Darth Vader. The list
of examples is endless. Even the Apostle Paul admitted that he wrestled continually
against his carnal nature, so that he didn't do what he should, but he did do what
he shouldn't. Who are you behind the mask? It's a daily battle to suppress our sinful
nature, but it is a battle we are called to win. Fight on, friends, fight on.

DAY THREE

You know how children love to be independent around the age of five. I heard
recently of a little girl who insisted on putting together her own gingerbread house.
She adhered the cookie roof parts with glaze and frosting and felt quite proud of
her achievement. She went off to wash her hands and hang up her apron. When
she got back in about 20 minutes, she discovered that the roof of her gingerbread
house had fallen in and the walls had collapsed. She had used too much runny
icing. The little girl began to cry. Her mother rushed in, helped her salvage the cookie
parts that weren't broken, and together they were able to mend the house and get
it upright again. Aren't we often just like this little girl? Instead of first consulting the
Great Architect of our lives, we rush right into constructing our dream projects, only
to see them often collapse. Let's remind ourselves that through prayer and Bible
study, we can gain the correct blueprints for a soundly built life.
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Science

We've all heard the line, "Be still and know that I am God," but one Sunday school
teacher recently came up with a novel way of impressing this on her class of fifth
graders. She told the children that if they could leave Sunday school and not say
one word until 5:00 that night, she would give them a special treat the next time
they got together. Well, the children readily agreed, thinking it would be easy. But
for most, it proved to be an agonizing afternoon. One little girl later said, "After
church, my family went to have dinner and spend the afternoon at the home of my
best friend - and we couldn't even talk the whole time I was there!" However, the
children also later admitted that being silent made them think more about what
they had learned that morning in Sunday school and church, and it made them
appreciate the gift of speech. There is a lesson for all of us in that. We, too, need
to find quiet times of meditation and prayer, in which we let God speak to us. Let's
tune out the world and tune in our Lord.

DAY FIVE

Tie \"PCace Jli&e *%<wte
At our school, we believe in giving students opportunities for interaction with other
cultures, countries and people. We have exchange programs in Ireland and
Kenya, our choirs go on tour to places like Russia and Germany and we have
travel-and-study semesters in England and Wales. Students who take these trips
come back with a whole new perspective of the world around them. Recently, one
of our students was asked by her host family to extend her stay and remain an extra
semester in their country. The student replied, "I've loved being here, but my family
and classmates are back in America. I want to go back home." There is an old
southern spiritual that says, "This world is not my home. I'm just a passin' through." So
it is with Christians. Our true home is in Heaven, with our Lord and the saints in Glory.
Christ has "prepared a place" for us there. It's comforting to know He has already
paid for the ticket and that He'll be there to welcome us home.
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As members of God's family, we are heirs to a royal throne. But I think that we
sometimes forget what an honored position that is. It reminds me of a story a friend
of mine told me recently. This man owned real estate properties in a city two hours
from his home. His 18-year-old son was moving to that city to attend a local college.
The father asked the son to manage his properties. "But, what if something goes
wrong with the plumbing or electricity?" asked the boy. "Then, just call a plumber
or an electrician and have him fix things and send the bill to me," responded the
father. "But, what if he doesn't believe I really am your son?" said the boy. "Well,"
replied the dad, "then take out your driver's license. Put your photo next to my
photo. He'll see the resemblance and will know you're my son." We, too, should so
reflect the love of Christ in all we do, that it will cause people to look at us and say,
"There's a child of the King."
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Looking at how high gasoline prices were at the pump this morning reminded me of
a story that goes back to 1976. A very large corporation based in the Midwest built
a memorial to its founder. This man was held in high esteem and was revered for all
the jobs he had created and international trade he had stimulated. As part of the
memorial, an "eternal flame" was ignited on the day of the memorial's dedication.
"This flame shall burn forever," announced the chairman of the corporation, "as
a tribute to our noble founder." Well, "forever," lasted only two years. Shortly after
President Jimmy Carter was elected, he had to deal with the Mideast oil embargo.
He ordered all non-vital uses of gasoline and oil to be stopped. Thus, the corporation's
eternal flame had to be put out. The Apostle Paul warned us in First Thessalonians
5:19, "Do not put out the Spirit's fire." Man's flames may dim, but the Spirit of God
can burn eternally in each of us.

DAY THREE

7^ 'Real
During the 1960s, Coca-Cola created an advertising jingle that became so popular,
it was later released as a record that became a global hit. This little song proclaimed
Coke to be "the real thing." In short, if you had a Coke, you needed nothing else
because it was the real thing. Unfortunately, in time, the "real thing" had to be
supplemented by 18 variations of itself, in order to be "the real thing" for a wide
variety of customers. It became Cherry Coke, Vanilla Coke, Diet Coke, CaffeineFree Coke, Lime Coke and on and on. Similarly, people who fail to acknowledge
God as Lord and Master- life's only "Real Thing" - soon begin to create supplements
for and variations of God in order to meet their personal desires. From golden calves
to bronzed Buddhas, mankind has spent ages molding false gods. In spite of this, the
one real God continues to reign supreme.
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As I was out raking leaves this past weekend, I was reminded of a story I heard
regarding an autumn day. A fellow in a subdivision was out raking his leaves when
he noticed his neighbor across the street spill a can of gasoline as he was trying to
fill his power mower. Gasoline went everywhere, so the man went into the house to
get some rags to clean it up. Just then, a boy came from the backyard, entered the
garage and walked right through the puddles of gasoline. Suddenly, a gust of wind
swept some burning leaves into the air and across the yard toward the garage. The
man observing this dropped his rake and ran across the street and into the garage.
He grabbed the boy and literally hurled him outside. Then, he, too, dashed outside.
Sure enough, the burning leaves hit the floor and the garage exploded into flames.
The man had rescued the boy from the instant inferno. Thinking of this, I ask you
today: how eager are we to rescue lost and unredeemed people from the flames
of perdition by introducing them to Christ?

DAY FIVE

s4 Scut 07a4te in Ifrun "TJtoutk
In Galatians 6:7 we are told, "A man reaps what he sows." Let me see if I can give you
some insights on this by telling you about an inexperienced gardener I heard about
recently. This man wanted to have a nice garden of fresh vegetables. So, he tilled
some soil in his backyard, added fertilizer and bought some seeds. Unfortunately,
having no prior experience in gardening, this man planted a row of cucumbers next
to a row of cantaloupe. These plants look almost identical during the vine and leaf
stages of growth. In fact, they can cross pollinate. As a result, the man's cucumbers
had an orange look on the inside and a foul smell. His cantaloupe were stunted in
growth and had a bland, flat taste. Yuck! So it is with the lives of Christians. If we come
in contact with things detrimental to our testimonies, we can sometimes become
tainted by worldly influences. Far better is it to remain pure and undefiled.
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Recently, I came across a journal entry by Martin Luther. He said that the most
baffling aspect of Christianity for him was the scene on the cross in which Christ
cried out, "My God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken me?" Luther wrote, "How
could God forsake God? Mankind will never understand this." For Luther, it was
hard to comprehend how God could sacrifice part of Himself. Perhaps a recent
event in history can help us solve this mystery. In April of 2003 a mountain climber
named Aron Ralston got caught in a rock slide and had his arm pinned under an
800-pound boulder. For five days, Ralston screamed for help. Finally, he ran out of
supplies, so he used his left arm to cut off his right arm. He then walked eight miles
back to civilization. Ralston later told folks, "There was no other option." So it was
with God. No other sacrifice was sufficient. Christ had to be the perfect Lamb. But,
praise God, He rose from the dead and is alive today. And because He made the
ultimate sacrifice, we can live with Him in eternity.

Q,
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Are you superstitious? I put no credence in such nonsense, but I know a lot of people
who are afraid of their own shadows. They walk around in constant fear. The Bible
tells us a story about a man who learned to overcome his fears. When Moses was
called to lead the Jews out of bondage, he was so tongue-tied and nervous, his
brother Aaron had to do his talking for him when they went before Pharaoh. But
weeks later, when God came down to Mt. Sinai amidst a great swirling cloud of
black smoke, it was Moses who walked directly into the cloud to commune with
God. James 4:8 tells us to do what Moses did. It states, "Draw near to God and He
will come near to you." How, you may ask, do we draw near to God? Well, we can
read His Word each day. We can pray to God about our concerns, our needs, our
worries and our cares. As we draw near to Him, our fears will dissipate. We'll realize
there is nothing that God cannot handle, if we are willing to trust in His care. So,
don't consider yourself unlucky. Let yourself draw closer to the Lord.

DAY THREE

Today, I want to tell you a story one of our Taylor students told me about a lesson
he learned while paddling a kayak one night. The student slipped his kayak into
the undisturbed water near his family's lake cottage one evening. He moved away
from the tree-line near the shore until he was in the middle of the lake. The water
was shivering and silver-coated under the intense brightness of a full moon. It gave
everything around the boy a sense of peace and beauty and contentment. But
then, something occurred to the young man. As lovely as the setting was, it was only
possible because the moon was reflecting the sun's brightness. Apart from the sun,
the moon had no radiant beauty, no warm glow, no intense light. The same is true of
us, as Christians. Second Corinthians 3:18 says, "We, with our unveiled faces, reflect
the Lord's glory and are transformed into His likeness." What a wonderful thought it
is for us to know that in a world of darkness, we have power to reflect the glorified
light of the Son.
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Be honest - don't you love it when someone shows his or her appreciation for
something you've done to help others? Sure, we all like that pat on the back now
and then. One of our students was telling me about how such an incident recently
helped improve her prayer life. This young lady spent many months researching and
writing a book about the local businesses and organizations in her community. It
enabled her to earn a Girl Scout GoldService Award, and the book was later printed
and distributed throughout her hometown. Four months later, a man knocked at
her door. He handed her a beautiful bouquet of flowers and said, "The story you
wrote in your book about my bakery has increased my business by 25 percent this
summer. I cannot tell you how grateful I am." The young lady was delighted to have
her efforts appreciated. However, it made her wonder how frequently she took the
time to thank God for all He did for her. She recalled the line in Psalm 100: 2 that
said, "Serve the Lord with gladness." Since then, she has shown more appreciation
for God's blessings. Let's not take for granted God's continuous care.

DAY FIVE

Do you remember the story of Snow White and how the evil queen would look into
her mirror and ask who was the fairest of them all? Well, recently one of our Taylor
students told me her own version of that story. At age 14, this young lady considered
herself ugly. She had to wear very thick eyeglasses. Her poor vision compounded a
learning disability she suffered from. She told me that back then she felt, in her words,
"dumb, inadequate and silly looking." Then one day her mother sat her in front of
a mirror. She said, "God doesn't make garbage. You are His child, so you're the
daughter of a King. You are made in His image, pure and noble and redeemed."
Gaining this new perspective subsequently had an amazing effect on improving
the girl's grades, giving her greater confidence and changing her behavior. Today,
at age 19, with contact lenses and a modern hairstyle, she even looks "the fairest
of them all." Remind yourself today to have a proper reflection of who you are in
God's eyes.
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"TKictd 1fiwi Im^ue
You know, sometimes object lessons stick with us better than lectures or sermons.
I heard of something a youth pastor did recently that proves this point. This youth
pastor passed around a bag of clothes pins and told a dozen teenagers to attach
three pins to their clothes. He then said, "This week, each time you catch yourself
gossiping, I want you to remove one pin. We'll see next week how you fared." By
the next Sunday, none of the teens in the youth group had any clothes pins left
attached to their clothes. And, amazingly enough, neither did the youth leader.
Some teens confessed that they had lost all three pins by as early as Wednesday.
This little object lesson showed them how careless they had been with their words.
Proverbs 16:28 says, "A troublemaker plants seeds of strife, and gossip will separate
even the best of friends." Often the things we say about other people aren't meant
to be cruel, but our words can nevertheless be unfair or unfounded. We need to
stop and ask ourselves, "Is what I'm saying uplifting and honest?" If not, we need to
hang the habit of gossiping out to dry.
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DAY TWO

'Ttt&ie *Va4t !&a*i the S<MCU
My grandchild lives in Michigan, so my wife and I like to get up to that state as
often as we can. Once, while on vacation on the Great Lakes, I was relaxing on the
beach. The breeze was refreshing and the rolling waves were calming. As I scanned
the beach, what caught my attention was all the sand. It stretched out for miles and
miles on both sides of me. I could never calculate how many grains of sand there
were in that setting - and this was just a Great Lake, not an actual ocean. Psalm
139:17 and 18 says, "How precious are your thoughts about me, O God! They are
innumerable. I cannot count them because they outnumber the grains of sand."
Isn't that amazing? God's thoughts about me and about you, outnumber all the
grains of sand in all the deserts and on all the beaches of the whole world. We
are always foremost in His thoughts. There isn't a day, an hour, a second that goes
by that God is not thinking of us, even when we're feeling lonely, neglected and
forgotten. That's comforting. But let me leave you with this question: How often do
you put God in your thoughts?

DAY THREE

'7&

S& Sweet fo 7*u4t w

On my drive to the campus one October morning I saw dozens of signs in stores
advertising Halloween candy. There were ads for candy bars, bubble gum, lollipops
and licorice. It made my teeth ache just to think about all that candy. Still, if I'm
honest, I'll have to admit that every once in awhile I like to indulge in a scrumptious
chocolate dessert. Researchers have found that chocolate is a "quick fix" for a lot
of human ailments, from depression to hunger to anxiety, even to fear. Grabbing
a bon-bon or truffle seems to be a temporary cure-all. Maybe it's the sugar going
into the system, or maybe just the satisfying taste. Whatever the reason, it seems to
work. The Bible tells us, however, that Jesus is the "bread of life." He isn't a temporary
quick fix, like a chocolate "sugar rush." He's the spiritual sustenance that satisfies
our human cravings. Only Christ can satiate our deep spiritual hungers. Gaining a
closer relationship with Him is something sweeter than chocolate. Let's hold on to
that nourishing thought.
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When Halloween is close at hand, a lot of youngsters try to decide what kind of
costume they'll wear to their school parties. It's fun for them to pretend to be the
Amazing Spider-Man or Zorro or a fairy princess. They'll all be competing to see
whose costume is best. Unfortunately, I've observed that adults often behave this
same way. Without finding their identity in Christ, they try to wear the "costume" of
people who are popular. They wear the clothes they see the movie stars wear. They
drive the cars that are endorsed by sports figures. They even write with the same
style of pens and carry the same brand of briefcases successful politicians use. The
problem with this is, eventually everyone has to take off his or her mask, look in the
mirror and see the real person reflected there. The Apostle Paul said, "For me to
live is Christ." He found his identity in someone who was pure and noble, not just a
temporary Hollywood personality. How about you? When you take off your mask, is
the face of Jesus what others see?

DAY FIVE

Solid
Each fall, one of the TV stations re-runs the "Peanuts" special called, It's the Great
Pumpkin, Charlie Brown. Poor Charlie Brown: When the children are going door to
door trick or treating, they compare their loot. One says, "I got a candy bar." Another
says, "I got an all-day sucker." Then Charlie Brown says, "I got a rock." Oh, how sad.
No matter how many times we've seen that episode, we still feel sorry for good ol'
Charlie Brown. Who wants to get stuck with a rock? Six thousand years ago God
warned His people in Exodus 20:4, "You shall not make for yourself an idol in the form
of anything." Pagan nations had made stone carvings of false gods, and, in effect,
the one true God was saying, "Don't get stuck with a rock." Jesus once described
Himself as "the cornerstone." He wasn't just any old rock, He was the Rock of Ages,
the one rock that made everything else fit together as it should, the one rock upon
which everything else in life could be built and firmly established. There is no "trick"
to that, but it certainly is a "treat" to have "the solid Rock" in your bag.
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A student on our Fort Wayne campus shared some insights recently about sustaining
our faith in God. The student admitted that prior to coming to Taylor, he'd attended
another college and had not taken his studies seriously. As a result, he lost a
scholarship and was denied readmission to the school. The young man became
very depressed. It was then that he spent many days reading the Scriptures and
many hours in prayer. "I was encouraged by the story of Noah and the raven," he
said. "When Noah found himself stranded at the top of a mountain, he sent out a
raven. But the raven came back with no evidence the flood had receded. So, Noah
sent out other birds each day until one returned with a sign of safety." This young
man followed that example. He sent out many applications for new scholarships
and new school programs. Meanwhile, he worked hard at a summer job, caught up
on the college reading he'd fallen behind on and continued to read his Bible and
pray. He eventually landed on solid ground, too. So, don't give up. Keep sending
out ravens until God gives you a sign that your personal flood is over.
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Have you ever noticed that most sports movies seem very much alike? Whether it's
The Mighty Ducks or Cool Runnings or Little Giants, it's pretty much the same plot.
Usually, a very talented coach gets paired with a losing sports team. Once they join
forces, something fantastic happens - the losing team is catapulted to some new
level of fame and glory. Okay, then, if we've seen this same plot so often, why do
we keep watching these kinds of movies? One of the reasons may be that these
movies remind us of our relationship with Christ. After all, we were losers until the
Great Captain entered our lives. We were the underdogs, the weaklings, the ones
whom Romans 3:23 described as people who had "fallen short of the grace of
God." Nevertheless, Christ saw something of value in us and led us to victory over sin
and eternal damnation. Now, like the Apostle Paul, we "strive to run the good race"
and receive the victor's crown as our reward. And, that is a victory that is forever!

DAY THREE

Syy m Oun, pacea
Have you ever met a blowhard who thinks he or she is an expert on everything? I
don't care if the subject is sports or the military or business, these people are selfproclaimed walking encyclopedias on every topic. The thing about these "experts"
is, they often wind up with egg on their faces when a true expert sets the record
straight. Christians are warned in I Timothy 1:7 not to be "like those who don't know
what they re talking about, even though they so confidently affirm everything."
When we quote Scripture or repeat a Bible story or teach a lesson shared by Jesus,
we need to be accurate and discerning. There are endless numbers of people
who would like nothing better than to dissect our words in an effort to try to make
Christianity look bad. Our goal should be to speak God's Word in love for others.
Then, we can be confident that we won't wind up speaking out of turn or talking
without authority. And, on that matter, let a word to the wise be sufficient.
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Sometimes real-life scenes are funnier than things that are staged for movies or TV
shows. One of our college students told me of just such a scene that involved him
last summer. This boy had mowed his parents' large lawn, so he wanted to take a
nice, long nap. He took out a hammock and attached it to two trees in his backyard,
not knowing that one of the trees had become diseased over the winter and was
now dead and without roots. When he flopped into the hammock, the dead tree
caved in on him. He became wrapped in the hammock tarp like a caterpillar in a
cocoon. It took the help of his dad and two friends before the boy could escape.
In Luke, chapter 13, we are told the story of a landowner who had a tree on his
property that would not bear fruit. He ordered his gardener to cut it down if it went
one more season without yielding something. How about you? Are you flowery in
appearance, but someone who bears no fruit for the cause of Christ? Dead trees
neither feed nor support us. Could someone attach a "spiritual hammock" to you?

DAY FIVE

(?aim TOatena
Recently, one of our college students was telling about standing on a city sidewalk
one morning watching the "gray tide" of businessmen and women flow by. The
student offered a cheerful smile to anyone who would make eye contact with
her, but her cheerfulness was doused by frigid return stares. She wondered, if these
people are all so successful, why do they lack joy and hope? Suddenly, the answer
seemed apparent to her. These people had discovered that the goals and victories
they had so desired, now brought no satisfaction. Just as waves can reach just so far
inland before rolling back out to the ocean, these people had reached the end of
themselves. The Bible explains in Jude 1:13 that ungodly people are wild waves of
the sea, casting up their shame like foam." We all must recognize our waywardness
and submit ourselves to God. He then will remove our shameful foam of anxiety,
anger and apathy, as He speaks, "Hush, be still" into our hearts.
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DAY ONE

*f¥idete«t Aiy/rf/uyuae
Consider the illogical thinking of building a lighthouse in the middle of a valley
surrounded by high mountains. Similarly, who would set up a streetlight miles from
the nearest road? Would it make sense to set a lamp inside a closed cabinet? Of
course, all of these notions are utterly ridiculous. Lights are meant to illuminate. Yet,
how many times as Christian witnesses are we guilty of being lighthouses in valleys?
Light can reveal the beauty of a glassy lake on a warm summer evening or joy in the
eyes of a youngster. It can also warn us of an impending cliff or a snake on a rock.
We Christians should function the same way, reflecting the righteousness of God as
a way of showing God's beauty and exposing the dangers of sin. Don't become
too busy to show light in this dark world? Today, smile at the cashier at the grocery
store, sit for a moment with an elderly person and wave to a neighbor. Matthew
4:14 tells us to be "the light of world." So, shine forth today!
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I heard one of our Taylor University students sharing a story recently of how terrified
she was at age five of having to go to school. She recalled lying in bed on the verge
of tears because the next morning she had to enter that dreaded realm of maturity
known as kindergarten. Of course, by day three she couldn't wait to get to school.
She loved doing the finger-painting and singing the "ABC's Song" and hearing her
teacher read stories. The fear of the unfamiliar had melted into a vague memory
now that she was having fun. How about you? Ever catch yourself worrying about
the future? Hebrews 11:1 tells us that "faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the
conviction of things not seen." That means, while we cannot see the future, God
has everything under control. Our obligation is to step forward with the genuine
faith that our God has a plan for us. So, today I want you to dip your hands into the
finger-paints of life. Splash some color wherever you go. Enjoy life by resting in your
faith of God's everlasting care.

DAY THREE

Sometimes our students at Taylor can give me some valuable life lessons while also
greatly entertaining me. For example, one of our Fort Wayne students was telling
recently about how she strongly identified with the widow who gave her two mites
to the temple coffers. Jesus said in Mark 12:44 that the widow's gift was special
because she had given out of her poverty. "Well, when it comes to singing in
church," this student explained, "I do the same thing. I have no sense of harmony
or rhythm. I sound like a cat whose tail has been stepped on. Nevertheless, I love
the joy of congregational singing. So, I just tilt my head back and bellow for all
I'm worth. Truly, I'm giving out of my terrible, terrible poverty." Well, do you know
something, folks, I can almost imagine Jesus saying to this young lady, "Child, that
was terrible, but thank you very much for giving me all that you have." That's the
secret of happiness, friends. If we present our offerings - whether money or songs or
prayers - with a genuine heart of love, it is "sweet music" in the Lord's ears.
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Recently, one young lady at our school said that she had been pondering Mark
4:25, which says, "With the measure you use, it will be measured to you - and even
more!" This concerned her because she knew she had a judgmental nature. She'd
often look at people and think, she's overweight or his hairstyle is all wrong. She
even judged herself harshly. She would frequently say, "My hair is too frizzy" or "I'm
not skinny enough" or "I should be more spiritual." At one point this self-criticism got
out of control. She wasn't just calling her hair frizzy, she was describing herself to
friends as a "burnt porcupine." And she didn't say that she needed to lose weight,
she told people she was "a whale with a glandular problem." It was at that point
that her roommate showed her the words in Mark 4:25. This young lady saw the
error of her ways, and she turned the judgment rulings over to Christ. She said in her
testimony, "If Christ has redeemed me from judgment, why shouldn't I accept my
freedom?" That's a fresh perspective we all should embrace.

DAY FIVE

cmd Siattded
Want to hear a funny but true story that has a good life lesson? One of our students
at our Fort Wayne campus was babysitting her younger sister this past summer. The
little sister thought it would be funny if her older sister would be a basketball goal for
her soft Nerf basketball. So, in the spirit of fun, the older sister adhered the suction cup
of the basketball net to her forehead. She stood there for 15 minutes while her little
sister threw basketball shots at her. When the college student pulled off the suction
cup, she was horrified to discover it had left a purple blotch the size of a baseball
on her forehead. She rushed to the bathroom, but no matter what exfoliant she
used, it wouldn't rub away. She remained "branded" for the next two weeks. Later,
this young lady discovered the verse in Ephesians 1:13 that says, "Having believed,
you were marked by Him with a seal, the promised Holy Spirit." The young woman
wondered if her marking from God was as visible to others as the purple blotch had
been on her forehead. She's tried to live her life so that it will be so.
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Do you ever wonder why some people have such so-called "bad luck?" One of
our students told me of a young man in her town who seemed doomed to tragic
events. One morning while sitting in the sanctuary, this fellow was stung by a wasp.
Two weeks later, while riding on his bike, he was actually hit by the church bus. When
asked about this series of bad events, the young man said, "Well, two things I can
tell you for sure. First, you'll never catch me napping in church again. And second,
I've discovered it's safer to be on the church bus than spending your Sundays riding
the country lanes on your bicycle." I can't say for certain that the hand of God
was part of those two events in the young man's life. However, if he gained some
valuable lessons, then I say, "Praise the Lord" anyway. If nothing else, hearing about
this young fellow's minor setbacks gave me a "fresh perspective" on some of the
seemingly "bad luck" episodes in my own life. Maybe I, too, should search for life
lessons in them. You want to try with me? Okay then, good luck!
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You know, sometimes biblical lessons can find some very unusual modern day
applications. This was brought out when listening not long ago to a story told by one
of our students in chapel. While on a camping trip one summer, this girl's little sister
stuffed herself with candy bars and potato chips. As such, the little girl didn't eat
her dinner that evening around the campfire. Later, at 2 a.m., the little sister woke
up with a terrible tummy ache. She barely made it out of the family tent before the
chocolate and other junk foods were vomited by her. It was months before the little
girl could eat sweets again without a sense of nausea. There's a lesson here. Just
as an unwise ingestion of food can cause us to get sick to our stomach, so can lies
and backbiting and slander make our words "sickening." In Matthew 15:10, Jesus
taught, "What goes into a man's mouth does not make him 'unclean,' it's only what
comes out of his mouth that often is unclean." Let's keep that in mind. Instead of
venomous bile, let our words be filled with sweetness.

DAY THREE

One of our students at our Fort Wayne campus is Jeff Pepple of Leo, Indiana. Last
year Jeff went on a missions trip to Moscow to distribute badly needed clothing
and food supplies and Christian literature. Before going, Jeff was given a tape
that taught him some words in Russian, including the word "gift." So, when Jeff got
to Moscow, he went out on the streets to distribute Bibles. He extended his hand
and said the word "gift" in Russian, but no one would accept a Bible. Later, it was
explained to Jeff that Russian people will not accept a "gift" unless they can give a
gift in return. So, Jeff learned how to say "free product sample" in Russian. The next
day the people on the street gladly accepted the Bibles he was handing out. Too
often people approaching God's forgiveness of sin are like those Russian people.
They try to pay for, or do work for His gift of salvation. But it comes with no strings
attached, other than faith and acceptance. As the Bible explains, "It is the gift of
God, not by works, so that no one can boast." So, go ahead, accept the gift.
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I'm sure you've seen those TV shows with aerial shots of Manhattan, where the
cityscape is filled with building after building rising from the pavement. What a happy
surprise it is when from the sky you suddenly spot a rooftop garden, showing a few
hundred feet of greenery. It's a little oasis amidst all the concrete and steel, known
only to its owners. However, if you knew the owners, you could visit that garden,
too. Our relationship with Christ is very similar to that situation. Jesus said in John
10:9, "Yes, I am the gate. Those who come in through me will be saved. Wherever
they go, they will find green pastures." Jesus never promised that life would be easy.
What He did promise was that we could experience a life of blessings within all
the daily chaos and challenges we face. In other words, from our earthly "groundlevel" view, we cannot see the heavenly oasis high above. However, Jesus invites
us into his garden of refuge, through prayer and Bible study. So, take the elevator to
the rooftop. Linger awhile with Jesus today in His garden.

DAY FIVE

Back during the Depression, a desperate man entered the home one night of a
woman everyone called Auntie Grace. He held a knife to her throat and demanded
money. Grace very calmly said, "I don't have any money, Mister. But I bet you're
hungry, so follow me to the kitchen." The robber didn't know how to handle this, so
he did as he was told. Auntie Grace set to work making a stack of fresh pancakes.
As she did so, she told the man about how much God loved him and how Jesus
had died to provide salvation for him. The man ate two helpings of pancakes, said
thanks and then dashed off into the night with no money. More than 15 years later,
Auntie Grace was amazed to read a story in Reader's Digest about a civic leader
and noted Christian who said his life was changed when he was served pancakes
by a woman he had tried to rob. He said he'd never been able to relocate the
woman to thank her. But, of course, now he had. Jesus said if we offer a cup of
water to someone in His name, it is the same as doing it for Him. How about you
- have you served any pancakes to Jesus lately?
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I'm a parent, so I could appreciate a story shared with me by a woman in
Colorado. Her 13-year-old daughter was diagnosed as having a mass in her chest,
possibly cancerous. The girl was scheduled to be seen by a pediatric oncologist
the following week. The mother said, "That was the longest week of my life. I was
terrified, absolutely numb with anxiety and trepidation." Hearing of this situation, this
woman's best friend, Vicki, rushed to her home. For hours she sat with her, prayed
with her, talked to her, even held her in silence, providing emotional support. It
was like the scene found in Job 2:13 when Job's friends "came and sat with him in
silence for seven days and nights, knowing that his pain was too great for words."
Vicki's support, in turn, gave this mother the strength to support her daughter. In
time, the girl was cured, but her mother never forgot the support of her friend Vicki.
Can you think of someone who could use a kind word, a hug, or just some silent
companionship today? If so, go fill that gap. Next time, it might be you in need.
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Each day, one thing we can truly be thankful for is the release we have from our
guilt over our sin, thanks to Christ's sacrifice. A Christian counselor was sharing with
me recently about a woman she was counseling who just couldn't accept that
she truly was forgiven. The counselor asked her, "Do you actually believe that Jesus
died for your redemption?" The woman hesitantly nodded yes. The counselor then
asked, "Do you believe Christ's sacrifice was good enough to meet God's standards
for forgiveness?" Again, the woman slowly nodded yes. The counselor said, "Then
are you saying that your standards are higher than God's standards?" This shocked
the other woman, who replied, "Well...no...of course not...but I still feel guilty." The
counselor then said, "Okay, then, instead of continuing to ask Him to forgive you, from
now on just start thanking the Lord for His forgiveness." A month later the counselor
saw the woman, and her entire countenance was changed. She had accepted her
forgiveness of sin through Christ. For her, each day was a new beginning!

DAY THREE

Ipwil/alue m (fat
Back in 1905 in China there was a great famine in the land. As a result, many
Chinese families were abandoning their female children. This was especially true if
the little girls were deformed in any way. One young American boy named Clifford
was the son of missionaries in China back then. His task each day was to roam
through the area streets to find blind, abandoned Chinese girls and to bring them
to the missionary orphanage. In this way, Clifford and his parents rescued dozens of
little girls who otherwise would have died from starvation and exposure. Isn't this a
perfect picture of how our Lord daily searches for lost and blind souls? People who
feel betrayed by family members, employers, or friends can be rescued by Christ
and brought into His compound of refuge and safety. We are His treasured children,
and to be "found" by Him, all we need to do is say, "Lord, I'm blind and lost. Take
my hand and lead me to your home."

WEEK 45

DAY FOUR
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I'm sure you've heard jokes that involve a "good news/bad news" scenario. Well, the
Fort Wayne paper recently reported a serious "good news/bad news" presentation.
According to the article, the Red Cross held a blood donation marathon right after
Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans in the autumn of 2005. Staying open for 12 hours
a day, the Red Cross extracted 619 pints of donated blood in two days. Wow! That
was amazing generosity on the part of people in the greater Fort Wayne area. Yes,
that was the "good news" part of the presentation. However, the article also said
that more than 75 percent of those donors had not given a pint of blood since they
had donated right after the 9-11 tragedy in 2001. A Red Cross spokeswoman was
quoted as saying, "Unless there is a highly publicized national disaster, people just
don't bother to donate their blood. But blood is needed continually." Each day,
praise the Lord for His shed blood because it covers your sins continually.

DAY FIVE

Stnifab
If you travel by car much, you know how jaded we can become to all the signs
and billboards and advertisements everywhere we look. After awhile, we just "tune
out" all visual images along the roadside. But this can be very dangerous. Someone
was telling me recently that had it not been for the rumble strips placed 200 yards
before a toll booth, he would have gone right at the gate at 70 miles per hour.
Oh, yes, there had been plenty of warning signs and announcement notices for a
mile in advance, but this man had been oblivious to them. What he couldn't "tune
out," however, were those loud and invasive rumble strips on the road. They woke
him up...and fast! To me, the act of taking communion is much like God throwing
a rumble strip in front of us. Often our lives are like cars in the wrong lane. We are
speeding along, not really paying attention to weekly sermons, and then God has
us "hit the brakes" and do a thorough self-examination before taking communion.
He awakens us to the importance of living righteously for Him. So, tune back in to
the Lord...and stay on the straight and narrow highway.
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One of our Taylor students in Fort Wayne was confessing recently to not being able
to stick to her dieting disciplines on Thanksgiving Day. She said that she always does
well until the desserts are served. "I only mean to take a little nibble of that pumpkin
pie," she explained, "but after that first nibble, I find myself craving a bigger bite.
Then, I catch myself adding whipped cream. And then - believe it or not -1 go back
for seconds." I think we can all identify with this young lady's struggle. However,
there is a lesson here, too. Once we have ingested all the "sweetness" this world
has to offer, we are left with an empty plate and a sense of guilt. Psalm 19:10 says
that the Words of the Lord "are sweeter than honey." This Thanksgiving, consider
having your dessert first. Before partaking of the turkey and mashed potatoes and
cranberry sauce, pause to open God's Word and read it aloud. You'll discover that
it has a sweetness that is nonfattening, yet truly filling.
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Many cooks spend a lot of time planning menus for Thanksgiving's big feast. There's
something fascinating about all recipes. If even the smallest ingredient is overlooked,
an entire dish can be ruined. For example, you can combine a large sack of flour,
several eggs and plenty of milk, but you won't wind up with a fluffy, delicious loaf of
homemade bread if you forget to add the tiny packet of yeast. The Bible teaches us
many lessons about how to lead a gracious and prosperous Christian life. However,
Jesus showed His disciples that if they missed one ingredient in "the mix," everything
would be ruined. That one ingredient was humility. To demonstrate this, Jesus even
washed the feet of His disciples. Next Thanksgiving Day, keep in mind how God has
lavished His abundance on America and on you in particular. Don't take this for
granted. In genuine humility, offer prayers of gratitude and thanksgiving. Show your
appreciation. It's that ingredient of humility that will keep Thanksgiving alive in your
heart all year.

DAY THREE

Sometimes the setbacks in our lives provide some valuable lessons. Such was the
case with Madeline Kimes, one of our Taylor students in Fort Wayne. A few years ago
she dislocated her knee three times within two months. Ultimately, it required surgery,
weeks in a cast and then months of physical therapy before she was able to walk
normally again. Madeline said, "I didn't know how much I had taken walking for
granted until I was dependent on crutches and a cane for months. But that episode
taught me something about my obligation to serve my church. When my knee
didn't function, my whole body was vastly decreased in its effectiveness. Likewise,
young though I might be, if I don't do my part to serve the church-whether helping
in the nursery or inviting my friends to Sunday services - I am vastly decreasing the
effectiveness of the church." Madeline was right. First Corinthians 12:12 says the
church is a body made up of many vital parts. How about you? Are you helping
your church run, or are you hamstringing it?
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One of our Taylor University students works the very early morning shift at a popular
coffee shop in Fort Wayne. She says that her regular patrons know precisely how
they want their coffee prepared. One nurse coming off the night shift will say, "I
need a grande, sugar-free vanilla, non-fat, three-Splenda coffee that is extra hot
and has no foam." A stockbroker heading to his office in the pre-dawn to check
the overseas markets will say, "I want a triple iced venti, raspberry with white mocha
and extra whipped cream." These people act as though their worlds would fall
apart if there was any variation from their orders. Have you ever stopped to think
that Jesus has said, "Let your requests be made known unto God?" Sometimes we
are guilty of putting more thought into the type of coffee we want to order than
we are the petitions we need to bring before the Lord. Try not to be that way. Think
clearly of what your prayers should precisely include in regard to your relationship
to God, your service to other people and your personal testimony. Pause today to
take a "coffee break with God," and give Him your special order.

DAY FIVE

ludtf, @Ce<z*t4ed
Sometimes when the faculty members and the students have gone home for the
holidays, I will roam the empty buildings of our Upland campus. I like to see what
is on the bulletin boards, check up on the general maintenance of the hallways
and look over the condition of the computers and other equipment. Recently, I
happened to duck my head into a classroom that had white boards on the walls. I
saw where someone had accidentally written on a board with permanent markers,
instead of Dry Erase Markers. Someone had tried to erase the writing with an eraser
and even some kind of paper towel, but it hadn't come clean. I could still see the
smudged marks on the white board. I made a note to have one of our custodians
take a more stringent cleaner to that board. Such is the case in our lives. We need
the cleansing salvation of Jesus Christ in order truly to "come clean." We can try to
be good on our own, but our filth will still show through. Psalm 24:4 admonishes us
to have clean hands and clean souls. Thanks to the love of Jesus, we can have our
slates wiped clean.
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When I came to Taylor in 2005, I shared some grand goals I had. I knew many folks
would think they were a bit "pie in the sky." I spoke of expanding our programming
worldwide, of enhancing our endowment fund by millions of dollars, of developing
new majors and of constructing new buildings. Some people wondered if maybe I
was setting goals that were impossible to reach. However, in studying the Bible, I had
found time and again that God expects us to assume that we can do mighty things
in His service. If you read the 34th chapter of Deuteronomy, it talks about the death
of Moses. However, also in that chapter is God's explanation that He intends to give
the Jews more than 300,000 square miles of land. All they have to do is stay pure as
a race, obey His commandments and go forth and seize that land. Unfortunately,
biblical history reveals that the Jews only conquered 30,000 square miles, merely
one-tenth of the bounty God had for them. Let's not undervalue God's greatness,
nor what He can do through us when we serve Him in grand ways!
(4.
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Have you ever taken your children to a county fair where someone had a booth
where you could sit down and he would create a caricature of your kids? Those
are kind of fun, because they exaggerate people's body proportions in comical
ways. Kids wind up with big eyeglasses, oversized hair ribbons and missing teeth
that make them resemble jack-o'-lanterns. Those drawings are good for a laugh.
But suppose your children were to become lost while at the county fair. Would you
hand the caricature drawings to police officers as a way of helping to find your lost
youngsters? Of course not. Those cartoons wouldn't truly reflect what your children
look like. You would pull out photos from your wallet, and you'd provide a detailed
description of each missing child. Today, Christ is searching for His lost children. But,
like the old hymn Just As / Am, we must not come in our comical self-righteousness,
but in our true identities, namely our wretched states of unworthiness. But don't
worry: He'll recognize you.

DAY THREE

s4
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Last December, I listened to a radio station appeal to residents to donate clothes
and toys to needy families. The announcer said, "Last year's thrown-away Christmas
items might make great gifts for this year's victims of hurricanes and floods." As that
phrase "thrown-away Christmas" hit me, it made me think of how, when Christ came
to Earth, it was the first Christmas He had been away from His heavenly throne. He
exchanged a place of exaltation for a lowly stable. He left a throne surrounded by
praising angels to reside in a manger surrounded by cows, sheep and pigs. He went
from being King of kings to becoming a washer of men's feet. When Christ left his
heavenly throne, He came to Earth with Christmas gifts of peace, love, hope, joy
and compassion. These were eternal gifts, not like the items of cloth and plastic
that we throw away after each Christmas season. Because of His sacrifice, once we
have "thrown away" these mortal bodies, we'll dwell with Him beside His heavenly
throne.
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During the remodeling of a rural Indiana post office in July of 1978, two lost Christmas
cards were discovered wedged behind an old sorting table. The postmarks were
from 17 years earlier. The postmaster drove out to the farms of the recipients,
apologized for the delay and, despite it being July, said, "Merry Christmas." A
newspaper reporter heard about the incident and asked the postmaster why it
had been so important to get those Christmas cards delivered. The postmaster
responded somberly, "My job is to deliver the mail. What they do with it after that is
up to them. But - no matter what - I must provide delivery." As Christians, we have
an important message to deliver: "Jesus died to save sinners." Unlike the 17-year-old
cards at that post office, our message is timeless. Paul wrote in I Corinthians 15:3,
"For I delivered unto you the message that Christ died for our sins according to the
Scriptures." That's a Christmas card message we all should send out this year!

DAY FIVE

TWodty (?/i>U4tduz& Stonier
Last year a newspaper reporter went to a high school English class. She asked each
student in the room to tell what his or her favorite Christmas story was. Some students
cited cartoon shows, like Rudolph and Frosty. Others referred to classic movies, like
Miracle on 34th Street and It's a Wonderful Life. A few mentioned short stories, like
O. Henry's The Gift of the Magi, or poems, like Dylan Thomas' A Child's Christmas in
Wales. At last, the reporter asked the teacher what her favorite Christmas story was.
To everyone's surprise, she responded, "Apart from the Book of Luke, there are no
Christmas stories." That teacher was right. Too often we allow movies, books, stories,
cartoons, recordings, trees, ornaments and toys to take the priority away from the
genuine Christmas story. Compared to the babe in the manger, all other Christmas
stories pale in value. Let's take time to read those opening chapters of Luke and
know the real Christmas story.
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I recall being at a holiday gathering last year. A fellow near me said, "Man, this was
the worst year of my life. I broke my arm playing softball, my pet collie died, I lost a
lot of money in the stock market and my wife wrecked our car. I'm really glad New
Year's Eve is coming so that I can get a fresh start on everything." To me, this was
odd logic. I wondered why the man felt he had to wait until the end of the year to
get a fresh start on his life. In Revelation 21:5, Christ tells us, "I am making everything
new." In Lamentations 3:22, we are told that "the Lord's mercies are new every
morning." For Christians, we can start a new life with each new day. In fact, the
Bible teaches us that we can be continually new. II Corinthians 5:17 promises, "If
any man be in Christ, he is a new creature; old things are passed away; behold, all
things are become new." So, celebrate, friends. You are starting with a clean slate.
Happy new you!
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When I was a kid, I watched a documentary about the destruction of Pearl Harbor
on December 7th, 1941.1 wondered how anyone could have celebrated Christmas
that year. As I grew older, I was to face Christmas tragedies of my own. When I
was in high school, President John F. Kennedy was assassinated in 1963, just as the
Christmas season was beginning. The whole country was devastated, but Christmas
still survived. In December of 1975, America was hit by the OPEC oil embargo, and
there were no Christmas lights on any houses or stores that year, but Christmas still
survived. In December of 1999 everyone was predicting that the Y2K "bug" would
shut down all technological operations worldwide, but Christmas still survived. Here is
the irony of Christmas: When mankind is at its lowest ebb - emotionally and spiritually
- that is when we most need the Christmas message of redemption, peace and
goodwill. In fact, that is why Christmas came about in the first place!

DAY THREE
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Quite a bit of time now has passed since hurricanes Katrina and Rita came ashore
and ravaged New Orleans. It took many months to get the power restored, the
levies rebuilt and the sewer systems repaired. Like that city, we humans often have
damage to our "infrastructure." In such cases, our hearts, minds and souls need to
be restored to their highest level of service. As you face a new year, it may be a
good time to examine the "repairs" needed in your life. Does your heart need to be
softened regarding the suffering of people in the world? Do your eyes need to be
more focused on Christ? Does your tongue need to discipline itself more strictly, so
as not to offend people, but rather lift them up and encourage them? Does your
mind need to be more attentive to ways you can serve the Lord by doing His work
on this Earth? If so, then use the right tools for this project - prayer, Bible reading and
witnessing to others It's best to do some remodeling and under-girding before life's
hurricanes hit.
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When I was a young man in college, a popular catch phrase was, "Keep the faith,
baby." But what can we people put our faith in today? Do we put faith in science?
Science has cured small pox, but it has also invented the atomic bomb? Do we put
faith in money? The U.S. controls more wealth than any other country, yet the stock
crashes of 1929 and 2000 wiped out countless people's fortunes. Do we put faith
in other people? The Apostle Paul warned in Philippians 3:3, "Put no confidence in
the flesh." Do we put our faith in elected officials? No, there have been too many
scandals and episodes of improper conduct in recent years for us to put our trust
there. Only God is faithful. In fact, II Timothy 2:13 tells us that God is faithful to us even
when we are not faithful to Him. As you set your goals for the coming year, do so
with the faith that God will be alongside you as an "ever present strength." Keep
that faith, baby!

DAY FIVE

The generation of the 1990s was described as being disruptive, disrespectful, disloyal,
disobedient, disillusioned and disoriented. In response, young people would say,
"Don't go dissing me." To be "dissed" meant to be put down, criticized and spoken
about negatively. As Christians, however, I feel we need to be "dissed" people.
We need to be distinguished in our daily walk and talk. We need to be disciplined
in regard to church attendance, Bible study and abstaining from anything harmful
to our bodies. We need to be discerning, so that we won't fall prey to wrongful
advertisements and wayward lifestyles. The Bible says in Psalm 119:125, "Give
me discernment that I may understand your statutes." And, we also need to be
disbursed, so we will carry the message of salvation throughout the world. If we do
all this, we'll have nothing to be disturbed about as we face a new year.
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Recently, I heard about an elderly lady who lived alone in a small room in a
retirement home. Her grown son popped in at noon one day and left her a Christmas
card with $25 inside. Her niece rushed in one afternoon and said "hello" and left
a small potted plant. Her grandson spent ten minutes with her and left a little box
of candy. Then one morning this elderly lady's four-year-old great-granddaughter
was brought over. She was left with the elderly woman while the girl's mother went
Christmas shopping. This little girl was a magpie. She talked nonstop for the whole
hour. She talked about her Christmas program at church, about decorating her
Christmas tree, about baking cookies and about getting her new holiday clothes.
Talk, talk, talk. The old woman told the little girl, "Everyone else dropped off little
Christmas presents. But you gave me an hour of your Christmas P-R-E-S-E-N-C-E. Of
all my Christmas presents, yours was the best." Dear friends, let's not forget shut-ins
during this holiday season.
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One Christmas season, a dad and his fifth grade son were out for a drive. The
dad had a scowl on his face, so his son asked him why he seemed upset. "Oh, it's
all these signs around town," answered the dad. "Everywhere you look, they've
drawn an X through the name of Christ. See what I mean - Xmas Trees for Sale,
Xmas Close-out Inventory Sale, Xmas Toys for Sale. They've crossed out the whole
meaning of Christmas." The little boy smiled and said, "Don't look at it that way,
Dad. Think of that X as a multiplication sign. The Bible is full of math. How many
hills does our Heavenly Father own the cattle on? Just one? No, a thousand times
one! How many times should we forgive someone? Seven times? No, seventy times
seven! Let that X mean that we're multiplying the amount of Christ we're putting
into Christmas." That little fellow had the right idea. This holiday season, don't cross
out Christ, multiply Him!

DAY THREE

C?AiMAe£ fyicm KJi&e "TJim
Today, I want to share with you some great leadership lessons I've gained from the
three wise men of the Christmas story. First, these men knew how to stay focused.
They followed one star, not 15 or 20 different stars. They were unified and headed in
the same direction. Churches, colleges and families should take a lesson from that.
God will show us the right way if we'll listen to Him. David wrote in Psalm 16:11, "You
have made known to me the path of life." Second, these men were goal-oriented.
They were determined to find the Messiah. Herod couldn't thwart them, nor could
sandstorms, cold nights or hot days. Isaiah 40:31 says that those who seek God will
"run but not be weary." We, too, should continually seek the Messiah. And third,
these men were diligent students of the Scriptures. They had read the writings of
the prophets and were looking for the arrival of the Messiah. We, too, should turn to
God's Word regularly. In doing so, we all will become wise men.
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(PART I)

Charles Kettering, the engineering genius who formed General Motors, once said,
"We have come to fear failure too much. Failure is nothing more than the practice
essential to success." I think most people would agree with Kettering in theory, but
in practice there aren't many of us who would go out seeking failure as a path
to success. However, the Bible is filled with great leaders who had devastating
incidents of failure. Moses lost his temper. David stole another man's wife. Peter
denied Christ three times. No person of success or stature is without a past strewn
with mistakes, judgment errors and outright failures. Such setbacks are, indeed, "the
practice essential to success." Our only saving grace in all this is to remember that
the reason Christ came into this world was to provide forgiveness for us. He was
perfect on our behalf, because we couldn't be. So, accept His forgiveness and
don't be afraid to start the new year with optimism and enthusiasm.

DAY FIVE

(PART II)

Let's continue looking at leaving failure behind us in the old year. One of the ways the
Bible suggests going about this is to see things from a different perspective. Romans
8:28 promises, "All things work together for good for those who love God." This may
be hard for you to see at the moment, but with faith, even negative events can
serve as positive steps in your life. For example, the director of our writing program
here at Taylor University told me that when he was in his twenties, he was denied
entrance into a prestigious creative writing program at a major university. He was
told that he had too much "journalism" in his training and not enough "imaginative
writing." This setback spurred him to focus intently on the study of fiction. He later
wrote six successful novels and more than 150 published short stories. His early
setback resulted in his later success. Such may be your case, too. Let past failures
be your motivation to improve as you start the new year.
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(PART III)

Have you considered offering forgiveness to those who may have caused failure in
your life? Ephesians 4:32 says, "Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving
each other just as Christ forgave you." Admittedly, there can be times in your life
when failure is not your fault. An unscrupulous partner may have stolen company
funds, leading to your company's bankruptcy. A drunken driver may have rearended your car, causing you to miss an interview for a badly-needed job. God sees
all. His justice is pure. His scales are still in balance. A man I know once loaned $100
to a friend who promised to pay it back. When the man got a good job, he never
repaid the loan. My friend told me, "He's the real loser in this equation. I can get
over the loss of money, but he will have to carry the guilt of what he has done for
the rest of his life." How true, how true. Let's be forgiving of others as we launch into
a new year.
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(PART IV)

This is Part Four of our "Fresh Perspectives" series on leaving failure in the old year. I
want to encourage you to provide continual affirmation to others who are recovering
from failure. Uplifting others has a way of uplifting yourself. In Deuteronomy 31:23, we
find a passage in which Moses, who had failed in leading the children of Israel into
the promised land, is saying to Joshua, "Be strong and of good courage." That was
very gracious of Moses, and no doubt it was very encouraging to Joshua. It has been
said that a joy shared with someone else is doubled, and that a burden shared is cut
in half. That's interesting, because it means that by making yourself a cheerleader for
someone whose self-esteem has been shattered, you will become a cheerleader for
yourself. If you are depressed about some poor judgments you've made this past year,
do something positive for someone else today. Pick up the phone and call someone
who needs a word of encouragement. Send an upbeat e-mail or write a card. There
are a lot of Joshuas out there who need an encouraging Moses like you in their lives.

DAY THREE

(PART V)

Last autumn I spent some time talking with and praying with the athletes on our
University's football and track teams. I like to go down to the field and cheer
the young folks along as they go through drills and exercises that prep them for
competitions. I observed something interesting about those practices. In order to
build up their thigh and calf muscles, the athletes often strap lead weighs around
their ankles and legs. As they run, these heavy weights force them to push their
muscles to extreme limits of pulling and lifting. Later, when they get on the field to
run a race, they, of course, have no weights on them. They feel free and strong, and
they run like the wind. You can have that same experience. By turning your burdens
of failure and guilt over to Christ, you can unfetter yourself from life's lead weights.
Jesus said in Matthew 11:28, "Come to me, all of you who are heavy laden, and I will
give you rest." Release your failure and start the new year with strength in Christ.
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On Christmas we celebrate the virgin birth of Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior. And
that is completely appropriate. But we should use this first miracle as a reminder of
the fact that Christ gave many signs and performed many wonders throughout His
life. They were provided so as to authenticate Christ's deity. You can count numerous
miracles without even needing to consult your Bible. Jesus made the blind man see.
He turned the water into wine. He caused the lame man to walk again. He cured
ten lepers of their leprosy. He walked on water. He raised Lazarus from the dead.
Nevertheless, John 12:37 tells us, "Even after Jesus had done all these miraculous
signs in their presence, they still would not believe in him." There are those who still
will reject Christ as the true Son of God. If you know people like this, give them a
wonderful Christmas present - share the Christmas story with them. It's the only gift
that lasts beyond a lifetime.

DAY FIVE

It's fun to open gifts on Christmas Day, even though the house ends up littered with
torn wrapping paper and empty boxes. Truly, as Americans, we are mightily blessed
by God. We need to plant a reminder about that in our hearts. When Christ came to
Earth, He did so to give us a "more abundant life." Surely, everything about His earthly
ministry underscored this message. Do you recall the story of the 5,000 people who
needed to be fed? The Bible tells us that Jesus multiplied five loaves and two fish so
abundantly, not only was everyone fed, but there were twelve baskets of leftover
food. In short, Jesus not only met people's needs, He over-supplied them. But Christ
taught in Luke 4:4 that "Man does not live by bread alone." As such, He came
to fulfill our spiritual needs, as well. Jesus explained in John 6:50 that He was "the
living bread that came down from Heaven." By this, He meant He provided spiritual
nurturing, too. Live each day of this new year praising Him for the abundance He
provides you.
c 6^—
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/he Ifou fyutt a Aifi-Senvice *Diecifcle?
Often, as we end the month of December, we'll make a new year's resolution
something along this line: "This coming year, I am going to go all-out in my service to
the Lord. Whatever I can do to serve Christ, I will!" The problem with that is, there are
two kinds of disciples. The first kind is a disciple who puts feet to a pledge of service.
When Jesus called Peter and told him He would make him a "fisher of men," Peter
dropped his nets and immediately followed Christ. When the Lord called Matthew
to turn from his avaricious ways as a tax collector, Matthew walked away from his
counting table and followed Jesus. But there are also disciples in name only. We
read in Matthew chapter 8 that one man offered to be a disciple, but only after his
father got old and died a natural death. Another man offered to be a disciple, until
he heard that the job required long walks and sleeping out in the open. Christ wants
committed followers. Don't merely be a lip-service disciple this next year.
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If you're like most folks this time of year, you're starting to give some thought to new
year's resolutions. Let me give you a tip regarding that. Yes, it's a good idea to set some
significant goals, but break them into small units. For example, instead of saying, "I will
lose 25 pounds this year and keep it off," say, "I'll drop about two or three pounds each
month by starting to exercise and by cutting back on sweets." That's more realistic, and
it actually works. A fourth grade teacher wanted to prove this point about consistency
to the students in his class. He put a one inch board in front of them in early September
and then took out a small pen knife. He scratched the board. After that, each day
he had a student come up and take the pen knife and trace the scratch in the same
groove, only a little deeper. By Christmas the thick board snapped apart. The children
then saw that it wasn't strength, but consistency that made the difference. Hebrews
5:14 tells us to train ourselves constantly and consistently to distinguish good from evil.
If you'll resist evil a little more each day, eventually you'll break it!

DAY THREE

/he Ifou IQeaMy a, (tyeenfrtl (fa#1'?
What if someone had said to you, "Here! Take this giftl I drew your name in the
office pool, but I wanted someone else." That would have hurt your feelings. In II
Corinthians 9:7, the Lord tells us to be "cheerful givers." That includes our time, our
money, our friendship and our love. Recently, I was on a crowded airplane. A man
ahead of me had a window seat, and the seat next to him was empty. The man
seemed very happy about this. He had a laptop computer, a briefcase and several
books around him. No doubt, he was going to sprawl his things into the empty seat
and use the flight time to work. Suddenly, a woman in front of him turned around and
said, "Excuse me, but would you mind changing seats with me? My grandchildren
are in the row across from you and I'd like to be near them." Without hesitation, the
man said yes, and he gathered all his materials and moved to the seat where he
would not be able to work. It was then I noticed that one of his books was a Bible. I
said a prayer for "cheerful givers" in this world.
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In Fort Wayne many years ago, there was a tragic accident that involved a church's bus
ministry. One evening after youth group, 15 teenagers climbed on the bus. The regular
driver had received an emergency call to rush right home because his daughter had
fallen and cut her leg. The driver said he would return after he got the girl to a hospital.
Many of the teens were anxious to get home, so another adult in the congregation
volunteered to drive the bus, even though he had no experience. Unfortunately, on
the way across town, the driver panicked when he saw a train coming just as he was
taking the bus over the train tracks. He shifted gears incorrectly, stalled the bus and
frantically tried to restart it. At last, he did get it started again, but then, in his panic,
instead of going forward and getting over the tracks, he reversed gears and tried to
back up. Cars behind him blocked his way. Again, the inexperienced driver stalled the
bus, and 30 seconds later the train plowed into it. Three people were killed and several
others were seriously injured. One of the teens later said, "If only he had continued to
move forward, we all would have been saved." So, too, it is with our walk with God
and service to Him. We cannot stall, nor can we reverse our forward momentum.

DAY FIVE

Stuz&e

t&e S&iete

People today are paying lots of money to have psychologists and psychiatrists help
them reduce their levels of anxiety and stress. The funny thing is, if they'd just get in
touch with God's natural surroundings, they would become a lot more relaxed. Walking
in natural sunlight elevates the endorphin levels and serotonin levels in the body, both
of which work to slow the heart and relax the nerves. Petting a puppy for ten minutes
will reduce elevated blood pressure by more than 40 percent. Watching fish swim in
an aquarium for ten minutes will make headaches disappear and upset stomachs to
become calm. These simple acts of staying in tandem with God's creations seem to
show us that we were created for harmony, not conflict with nature. The wonderful
old hymn, This Is My Father's World, asserts that "all nature sings and round me rings
the beauties of this world." Take time to smell the flowers, breathe the mountain air,
wade in the ocean tide and marvel at the canopy of evening stars. It doesn't cost a
dime...and it can save your sanity.
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In Daniel Defoe's classic novel Robinson Crusoe, the main character found himself
abandoned on a deserted island in the South Seas. From then on, Crusoe had to react
and respond to one crisis after another. First, he had to figure out how to make fire. Next, he
had to discover how to catch fish. After that, he had to decide what was best regarding
shelter and protection. As soon as he overcame one obstacle, another problem arose.
Christians are often like that, unfortunately. They are so busy trying to keep pace with their
daily challenges and traumas, they don't take time to look long range. Instead of trying to
see what they might be able to do in a large way for the Lord, they look no farther than the
day at hand. In the opening two chapters of the book of Nehemiah, we are introduced
to a man who knew how to think long range. He established a goal to rebuild the fallen
city walls of Jerusalem. He began to make plans for materials, workers and assignments. In
time, the walls were rebuilt and the people rejoiced in this grand achievement, but it was
the vision and determination of Nehemiah that made this possible. Any day - even today
- is a good day for making plans for serving the Lord.
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Sometimes people think that because they don't have a grand title before their
names, such as "judge" or "doctor" or "senator" or "pastor," they cannot do significant
works for the Lord. How odd that they would think this, knowing that Jesus did manual
labor as a carpenter. William Carey worked as a cobbler, but at nights he studied
the Word of God diligently. He asked to be supported in missionary work, but he was
rebuffed as someone not well educated enough. In response, he wrote a treatise
titled, An Inquiry into the Obligations of Christians to Use Means for fhe Conversion of
the Heathen. People who read it agreed with its content, and they came forward
to provide financial support for William Carey to go to India as a missionary. Not only
was Carey's work phenomenally successful in India, it paved the way for the modern
global missionary movement. Today, there are stone tablets at Oxford University that
commemorate the outreach ministry of William Carey, the common shoemaker who
reached a nation for Christ. Never let anyone tell you that someone who is common
in man's eyes cannot rise to be a powerful instrument in the hands of God.

DAY THREE

t(c (faM,
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A young man came from Europe to study in America to become a clergyman.
He finished Bible college and then enrolled in a seminary. During his final year, he
worked as the interim pastor at a small church. After graduation, he announced that
he would be returning to his native country, but the small church he had worked in
begged him to stay. "You're the hardest working person we've ever had here," one
deacon told him. "We felt like we got twice our money's worth." The young pastor
smiled and responded, "Actually, you did. You see, as an alien, I was permitted
to be employed only 20 hours per week while in America. So, I put in a full 40 hour
workweek, but I only drew salary for 20 hours. I never ran short of money for tuition,
textbooks, or room and board. It was the Lord who always paid me for those extra
20 hours." Let us always be mindful that whatever job or career we have, ultimately
we are working for the Lord. If we fulfill our obligations in a way that will honor Him,
we will never need to worry about job security or cash flow problems.
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One of the theology professors at our Taylor University Fort Wayne campus worked
for many years as a pastor before turning full-time to teaching. He made it a point
to have a church board that consisted of people of all ages. Once, a person from
the congregation said, "Pastor, don't you think it would be wiser only to have board
members who are over 35 and have had adequate life experiences?" The pastor
shook his head no and responded, "Church leadership is a lot like sports. If I had to
wrestle my own grown sons, I would be no match for them. However, if we go out
on the golf course, they can't match my skill and years of experience. We're all
valuable players on the overall team." This pastor was wise. Not only did he benefit
from the abilities of the younger people on his board, but simultaneously, he provided
leadership experience for them. One day, they would be ready to instruct other
folks who would be younger than themselves. Torches do have to pass eventually.
Are you encouraging young people? Invest your time and experience in someone
today.

DAY FIVE

"TKacten e 'Voice
More than a century ago the RCA Victor Company registered a trademark with the
U.S. Patent Office that stands yet today as one of the most recognizable images in
the world. It shows a dog named Nipper listening to an old gramophone. His head
is cocked because he is confused as to how he can be hearing His Master's Voice
(the name of the painting) when his master is nowhere around. The painting was
made by British artist Francis Barraud, and RCA holds copyrights on it throughout the
world. In John 10: 1-7, Jesus used an example similar to this. He said that the good
shepherd's voice is known to his sheep, and when they hear it they follow Him. The
sheep will not respond to the voice of a stranger. Jesus explained that He is our
Good Shepherd, and that if we will respond to the Master's voice, He will guide us
safely in our life's journey. Unlike the gramophone, there is no "trick" in locating our
Master by His voice. He is ever present with us. Speak to Him today, then listen for
His response.
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Taylor University is an evangelical, independent, interdenominational Christian liberal
arts college where faith, living and learning are integrated. The main campus of
Taylor University is located in the rural community of Upland, Indiana, with a student
population of over 1,795 representing 44 states and over 22 foreign countries.
The Fort Wayne campus of Taylor University is located in the energetic city of Fort
Wayne, Indiana. The student body of 1,044 consists of traditional, non-traditional,
online and graduate students.
Academic pursuits at Taylor are rigorous, demanding imagination, dedication and
integrity from both students and faculty. As a Christian institution, Taylor University has
concerned, competent faculty who recognize that all truth has its source in God.
The students' quest for truth begins with this conviction and relates to all aspects of
the liberal arts curriculum.

WBCL is a non-profit, non-commercial Christian radio network, broadcasting the hope
and love of Christ 24/7 to over 100,000 listeners in Indiana, Ohio and Michigan, via
stations
in Fort Wayne, Indiana, Archbold, Ohio, and Spencerville, Ohio; via translators
p
in Muncie, Indiana, and Adrian, Michigan; and on the web at www.wbcl.org.
WBCL offers a family-friendly alternative through contemporary Christian music.
WBCL's music and programs are designed to uplift and encourage listeners as they
journey through life. Sprinkled throughout the best of contemporary Christian music
are one-minute features including: How to Manage Your Money, Upwords with Max
Lucado, Lighten Up with Ken Davis, and Fresh Perspectives with Dr. Gene Habecker,
president of Taylor University.
It isn't easy raising a family in today's culture. It can be a struggle for families to
stand firm in their faith. WBCL wishes to walk alongside families, rejoicing with them
on the good days and reminding them on the bad ones that the Lord is with them
always loving and guiding along the way.
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Dr. Eugene Habecker is the 30th president of
Taylor University and formerly served as president
of the American Bible Society and Huntington
University. He holds a Ph.D. from the University
of Michigan, a J.D. from Temple University, and
a certificate from Harvard University's Institute
for Educational Management. Habecker has
written extensively for both secular journals and
Christian magazines and periodicals on the
subjects of leadership, education, and law. He
has also authored three books in addition to
Discovering the Soul of Leadership. Habecker
and his wife Marylou live in Upland, Indiana.

